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“We are the world champions
in outsourcing!”
Our 505,000 employees have been voted
worlds best outsourcing providers by IAOP.

ISS – Ireland’s No 1 Facility Services Company
ISS is a leading provider of Facility Services in Ireland offering:
• Single service excellence across Cleaning, Security,
Catering, Property Services and Pest Control
• Bundled or multi service options
• A fully integrated self-delivered facility service solution
Nationwide coverage is provided through offices in Dublin,
Cork, Limerick, Galway and Donegal with 3,500 staff deployed
in a range of high profile private and public sector clients.
Dublin
Tel: 01 4682900

Cork
Tel: 021 4556600

ISS is a leading global facilities provider with 505,000 employees
operating in more than 70 countries around the world.
ISS Ireland Ltd,
4-6 Riverwalk,
Citywest Business Campus, Dublin 24
Tel (01) 468 2900 – Fax (01) 468 2901
Contact Brian Kelly, Commercial Director
brian.kelly@ie.issworld.com for further information

Limerick
Tel: 061 500300

Galway
Tel: 091 385500

Donegal
Tel: 074 9106900

Unrivalled
expertise
William Fry is the law firm trusted
by businesses looking to establish
and grow in Ireland. Our team of
dedicated, commercially focused
legal and tax professionals
have unrivalled experience in
promoting and enabling
Foreign Direct Investment.
For further information please
contact Andrew McIntyre, Head of
San Francisco Office,
andrew.mcintyre@williamfry.com,
001 650 255 0212

williamfry.com
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LEAD AND
TRANSFORM
Part-time Executive Masters
If you are an experienced professional with career ambitions, focused on
promotion or a new career direction, a DCU Business School part-time Master’s
degree is for you.
We offer programmes in Aviation Leadership, Emergency Management,
Investment and Banking, Work and Organisational Psychology, along with our
leading Executive MBA.
To find out more, visit dcu.ie/business

Fingal - Ireland’s
prime investment
location
Fingal County Council - Best Local
Authority for Enterprise and Development
Why Fingal?
•
•
•
•
•
•

8,200 businesses based in Fingal
Home to growing industry clusters in technology, life sciences, aviation and agri-food
Lowest commercial rates in the Dublin city region
Substantial land bank of serviced industrial and commercial premises
At the edge of Dublin City – gateway to Europe
Home to Dublin International Airport

An unrivalled location
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Direct access to the road and rail transport networks in Ireland and Europe
Young, highly educated and motivated workforce
Direct access to six Universities and four Institutes of Technology
Affordable housing, excellent schools, outstanding natural and sporting amenities
Full range of shopping, services and leisure opportunities
Scenic coastline, traditional seaside villages and a rural hinterland
Strategically located within the Belfast-Dublin Economic Corridor

Fingal County Council – supporting your investment
For more information contact:
Paul Smyth, Economic Enterprise and Tourism Development,
Fingal County Council, County Hall, Swords, Fingal,
Co. Dublin, Eircode: K67 X8Y2
Email: paul.smyth@fingal.ie
Web: www.fingal.ie
Twitter: @fingalcoco
Fingal Local Enterprise Office: Supporting Enterprise and Innovation in Fingal
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“It’s incredibly exciting to effectively have
a super-computer in your pocket.”
Dave Burke PhD Engineering 2003
Google Vice President of Engineering
UCD Alumni Award Winner 2015

The tenacity and originality of our graduates make
us what we are. Their pursuit of new ideas transforms
our lives and incredibly puts the world in our hands.
Creativity: It’s in our DNA.
www.ucd.ie

Ireland’s Global University

WELCOME

Welcome

I

n 2017 the ITLG celebrates its tenth
anniversary during an era many
believe is one of the most exciting in
human history. Innovation is proceeding at
breakneck speed and the pace of change is so
rapid that even technology of five years ago
appears redundant.
Today your smart phone is as powerful
as a computer while cars are self-driving
and printers can make complicated threedimensional parts. Meanwhile drone
technology is ubiquitous while advances in
robots have ensured they can carry out the
most complex and demanding tasks.
Silicon Valley remains the dominant
innovation and technology hub on the
planet and despite many pretenders to
the throne it is likely to remain so for the
foreseeable future. The region’s combination
of a skilled workforce, entrepreneurs, capital,
infrastructure, and unparalleled record of
achievement makes it unlikely for the Valley
to be dethroned any time soon.
Technology and innovation remain the
principal engines which drive economic
growth. This has been amply demonstrated
through the centuries. America’s
entrepreneurial drive and passion for
innovation is the key factor in its economic
dominance and economists have calculated
that approximately 50% of U.S. annual GDP
growth is attributed to increases in innovation.
At the ITLG, we are proud of the close
ties we have forged between Ireland and
Silicon Valley over the last decade. We are
particularly proud of the support we have
provided to hundreds of Irish technology
startups in assisting them to achieve success
in the US. There are an impressive number
of Irish startups thriving in the Valley today
and we are proud to have played our part in
helping them to do so.
Equally, we have played our part in
contributing to the development of a more
entrerpreneurial culture in Ireland. Events
like ‘Young Innovators’ and our varied
accelerator programs, our annual Fast-Pitch
sessions and Global Technology Awards
and our incubation centres in Silicon Valley
and Limerick have all been instrumental in

John Hartnett, President & Founder, ITLG

encouraging and supporting a generation of
young entrepreneurs.
Equally our vast network of influential
technology leaders have been vocal in
seeking to persuade both large multinational
companies and dynamic, high potential
startups to locate in Ireland.
The strong links which the ITLG has
established with Universities and Academia
is a recognition of the primacy of education
in developing an innovation led economy.
Education has been a key priority of the
ITLG since it was founded ten years ago.
It is a particular passion of our Chairman,
Craig Barrett who believes it to be the
single most important element for affecting
positive transformative change in society.
However, it is perhaps time to question
whether education itself needs to change
in order to keep pace with a rapidly
evolving society. Education today remains
based around a centuries old model with
students sitting in a class room listening
passively to a tutor delivering a carefully
scripted lecture. It has not responded or
adapted to ever changing technology and

working environments and needs to be
retuned to meet the requirement of the new
technological age.
We need to re-evaluate what people
learn and why and how they learn it. And
given the rate and pace of change we need
to adopt better strategies to equip today’s
generation for tomorrow’s world.
In the current issue we give a flavor of
some of the key events in which the ITLG
has been involved over the course of the last
ten years. We also reveal the ITLG SV50
listing of the top Irish/American technology
leaders working in Silicon Valley in 2017. It
is a testament to the impact which Ireland
has made in the world’s pre-eminent
technology center.
Today the ITLG is a powerful network
of 20,000 technology leaders committed to
building bridges between Ireland and Silicon
Valley. We look forward to the next ten year
and I want to thank you for all the invaluable
support you have given the ITLG.
John Hartnett,
President and Founder, ITLG
SILICON VALLEY GLOBAL | 9

MAYO, IRELAND, QUALITY OF LIFE
Mayo, a place where you be immersed in an ambitious
culture of enterprise and business development.
The Heartbeat of the Wild Atlantic Way, County
Mayo is set against the dramatic backdrop of
the Atlantic Coastline. Voted ‘Best Place in
Ireland To Live’, Mayo is also synonymous
with international brands and global
success stories. Utilising our energy
resources and connectivity, Mayo is a
‘place’ people simply like doing business.

INVEST
JOIN THE GROWING MAYO FAMILY AND BE AMONG THE BEST COMPANIES AND THE MOST VIBRANT
CONNECTED COMMUNITY IN THE WORLD
From indigenous success stories to major multinationals, many well-known companies have chosen to locate in Mayo. A vast
pool of educated and talented workforce, world class business infrastructure, transport links including freight, road and air, continue
to attract major multinationals. Announced in 2015 Mayo is now the platform for connecting US and European financial markets
with the largest sub-sea fibre optic cable project in the world. Mayo can deliver for your company.
Read about these companies and many more at www.mayo.ie
Enterprise and Investment Unit E: invest@mayo.ie T: +353(0)949047555 W: www.mayo.ie
Mayo County Council Cedar House, Top Floor, Moneen, Castlebar, County Mayo, Ireland.

NEWS

News

Transforming Food
Sustainability
Irish AgTech company MagGrow has
been named by the Global Cleantech
Cluster Association (GCCA) as a Top
10 winner of its 2016 GCCA Later
Stage Awards.
MagGrow has developed a cropspraying product that reduces spray drift
by more than 80% which helps to produce
more food, for less. This pioneering
technology has led the way for MagGrow
to be one of just 10 companies from
around the world, and the only company
from Ireland, to win a 2016 GCCA Award,
in the food/smart agriculture category.
Founded in 2013, MagGrow,
headquartered at NovaUCD, the
Center for New Ventures and
Entrepreneurs at University College
Dublin, is on the fast-track to success,
employing 35 people with plans to
rapidly recruit in coming months.
The company has raised over €5.5
m to date and earlier this year won
the prestigious international THRIVE
Accelerator Sustainability Award
at the 2nd Annual Forbes AgTech
summit in California.
“Food production systems need to
be more sustainable, if global demand
for food is to be met. This is where
MagGrow fits in. We are working in
partnership with farmers in emerging
economies to support food production
where it is needed,” says Gary Wickham,
CEO, MagGrow.
“The 2016 Global Top 10 Winners

ITLG news , events and
headlines from the IT world

demonstrate investment grade, strong
product differentiation, scalable business
models and have market traction,” said
Dr. Peter Adriaens, Head Judge of the
GCCA Later Stage Awards.
“Narrowing down the nominations
from more than 105 to 10 follows a
detailed and robust data analytics
process. The 2016 Global Top 10 are
some of the world’s most sought after
and up-and-coming equity-investable
cleantech companies across our
member clusters.”
Nominated by Sustainable Nation
Ireland (SNI), MagGrow is recognized
as a disruptor to the global food
system. “MagGrow typifies the type
of company that is transforming the
concept of sustainability,” Aideen O’Hora,
Director, SNI said. “They are taking a
locally developed idea and bringing it
to the world-stage, focusing activities
and growth in emerging economies
where there is a need to develop more
sustainable food production systems.”
The 6th GCCA Awards were presented
recently in Little Rock, Arkansas, in
conjunction with the Global Cleantech
Summit 2016 and Reunion of Club de
Madrid and P80 Group.
The Dublin-based company which
was set up by brothers Gary and David
Wickham and Business consultant
David Moore has opened an office
in San Francisco and are hiring staff.
The company has set up subsidiary
companies in the US and Africa, which
will be entirely owned by the Irish
parent company.

Irish Minister for Finance meets SVG
Partners CEO, John Hartnett.

Noonan Visits the Valley
Ireland’s Minister for Finance,
Michael Noonan traveled to the
west coast of the US towards the
end of last year to brief some of
the world’s top tech executives
in relation to Ireland’s tax policy
following the Apple state aid ruling.
Minister Noonan met with senior
executives from Facebook, Intel,
Apple, Google and PayPal as part
of an investment promotion visit to
Silicon Valley. He also met with ITLG
representatives,
The trip was also decided necessary
to assuage fears of investors following
the outcome of the UK referendum
on EU membership which presents a
serious challenge for the Irish economy.
Mr. Noonan said Ireland would
vigorously contest the Apple
ruling and used the opportunity to
highlight the attractiveness of Ireland
as a destination for foreign direct
investment and IDA chief Martin
Shanahan accompanied the Minister
during the visit.
Some 700 American companies
have invested in Ireland. Collectively,
US investment in Ireland amounts
to $343 bn and directly supports
140,000 jobs here.
On the other side of the Atlantic,
Irish companies directly employ
roughly the same number, in all 50
states across the US.
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Thrive 50
SVG Partners has launched its annual
THRIVE 50 – an annual ranking of ag
companies.
The companies that made this year’s
list from across the country and around
the world are divided into six categories:
biotech, cloud services, big data, robotics,
connected devices, and infrastructure and
supply chain.
“This is the first annual THRIVE top
50,” said John Hartnett, ITLG Founder
and CEO of SVG Partners, a SiliconValley based investment and advisory
firm. SVG also serves as a consultant
to the city of Salinas in developing
the ag tech sector. Salinas is keen on
expanding its workforce, jobs and
economy by developing ag tech.
Agriculture is a key economic engine
in Salinas Valley with the industry
estimated at $9 bn
“This is an expansion of what we have
done from last year,” said Hartnett,
referring to the THRIVE Accelerator – a
competitive program that provides
mentorship and other assistance to
ag tech startups. The programs come
under the umbrella of THRIVE AgTech,
a variety of initiatives focused on
innovation and ag tech launched by
SVG Partners in 2014.

Smarter, Leaner,
Cleaner’ Farming
EU Farm Commissioner Phil Hogan has
said that farming needs to “become
smarter, leaner and cleaner” in the future.
Commissioner Hogan made the
remarks in an address to 1,500
delegates at the 67th European
Federation of Animal Science
Conference which was held recently in
the Waterfront Hotel in Belfast.
Hogan admitted that targets set by the
European Union had not been met and he
said agricultural research had become a
low priority.
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The companies were recognized at the
THRIVE Innovation Forum on Feb. 1 in
Menlo Park.
SVG Partners hosted their THRIVE
AgTech Innovation Forum to advance
pioneering agtech innovations and forge
new partnerships across technology and
agriculture
SVG worked with its corporate
partners including the city of Salinas,
Land O’ Lakes, Verizon, Western
Growers Association, Taylor Farms,
Yamaha Motor Venture & Laboratory
Silicon Valley, Driscoll’s Berries,
Panasonic, JV Smith, and Wells Fargo,
to identify challenges or problems that
they faced.
“It then tapped into its network of
roughly 500 companies to identify
companies that offer matching solutions.
SVG and partners pared down the list of
roughly 100 companies and selected 50
based on “combined review and analysis,”
Hartnett said.

“Concerns over commodity prices,
food security and climate change have
emphasized how vital it is to invest in
agricultural research and innovation.
“We know that the sector must become
smarter, leaner and cleaner. To meet these
challenges head-on, we will require more
knowledge and better knowledge.
“Knowledge that enables us to build
a more competitive and sustainable
European primary production;
knowledge to protect the environment
and develop new value chains in vibrant
rural areas, knowledge to cater for the
varied needs of our hugely diverse agrifood systems and territories.”

Hartnett said that unlike many of the
THRIVE Accelerator applicants and
winners, “these are companies of scale.
They have product and market, and they
are already up and running.”
Hartnett said key challenges and
solutions were led by robotics and
big data. “For example, how do you
address the big labor challenge and
how can automation help in the field,”
Hartnett said. “The second is learning
more about data analytics in terms of
ag world, understanding and capturing
that data, and being able to give farmers
actionable advice.”
While none of the THRIVE 50 companies
are Salinas-based, several such as
Nuritas, MagGrow and California Safe
Soil were finalists or winners of the Thrive
Accelerator program. Several of them
are working closely with Salinas-based
agriculture companies. For example, Soft
Robotics is working with Taylor Farms and
Itk is working with Hahn Family Wines.

NEWS

No Cause for Alarm
Ireland should be realistic but
not alarmist in relation to the
threat potential threats posed
by President Donald Trump’s
promise to lower US corporation
tax, according to the head of the
American Chamber of Commerce
of Ireland, James O’Connor.
President Trump has referenced
Ireland as one of the countries
in which US companies are
relocating and has pledged to
reduce corporation tax to entice
US companies based overseas
back home.
American companies employ
150,000 people in Ireland and are
responsible for a further 100,000
jobs in companies which supply and
service the FDI sector, according to
the American chamber.
O’Connor, who is also Microsoft’s
managing Director for Europe,
The Middle East and Africa
acknowledges that Trump’s election
has altered the environment for
inward investment.
We have to be realistic about
that but not alarmist,” he said. “We
do not know at this stage what his
detailed policies are going to be,
but there is no question that we
have to remain very engaged.”
However, there are some
indications that US tech firms are
adopting a cautious ‘wait and
see’ approach before committing
to significant investment and
recruitment decisions. Tracy
Keevans of recruitment firm Morgan
McKinley says she has noticed a
reticence among US technology
companies to invest in Ireland since
Trump’s election.
Speaking after the publication
of the regular Morgan McKinley
Monthly Employment Monitor
which tracks trends in the jobs
market on a monthly basis,
Keevans said, “a lot of the US tech

companies that were thinking about
expanding into Ireland have hit the
pause button on their plans as a
direct result of uncertainty related to
President Trump.”
The companies involved
attributed their reluctance
to commit stemmed from
uncertainty as to what measures
President Trump might impose
on US companies that hold
intellectual property overseas or
hire outside America.
Ms. Keevans stressed that
the information related solely to
companies which were considering
potential investments in Ireland
rather than companies which had
already established operations here.
The Director of the Economic
and Social Research Institute,
Professor Alan Barrett also
downplayed the prospect of
scores of multinational firms
leaving Ireland as a result of
President Trump’s election.
Professor Barrett said foreign
companies have been “locked
in here” through investments,
and were the US to reduce its
corporation tax rate, it would
be unlikely to trigger major
movements of firms.
The Governor of the Central
Bank, Philip Lane also said that it
was “way too early to tell” what kind
of impact Mr. Trump’s presidency
will have on the Irish economy.
He said that he and his staff, as
well as his colleagues across the
euro system, were in “monitoring
mode” to see what was going to
happen in the US.

Former Deputy First Minister Martin McGuinness meets
John Hartnett and New west coast advisory council.

John and Helen Hartnett host Martin McGuinness at
their home

Northern Ireland Connections
Last year, SVG Partners CEO, John Hartnett was
appointed as chair to a body which will support
trade and investment between Northern Ireland
and the USA.
On a four-day visit to the west coast before
the turn of the year, Northern Ireland’s Deputy
First Minister Martin McGuinness met with
Hartnett and the new west coast advisory
council which was established by Hartnett to
advise the NI government.
Following a working meeting John Hartnett
invited the Northern Ireland delegation to his
home for celebratory drinks and further discussions
on how Northern Ireland can forge closer links with
Silicon Valley.
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County Kerry
A GREAT PLACE TO LIVE AND WORK
• A forward thinking county where ambition and sustainability matter
• An education and skills base where research and innovation are promoted
• Where companies strive from start-up to international success
• Where a safe, vibrant and exceptional quality of life is assured
@countykerry
info@countykerry.ie
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Seeking female founders

‘Your Wage Your Way,’
Irish start-up Flexiwage has scooped yet another award for
their innovative payroll solution, Flexiwage after winning
the ‘Dublin Tech Summit StartUp100’. With a catchphrase of
‘Your Wage Your Way,’ this ground-breaking software is the
world’s first employee financial wellness solution, allowing
employees to schedule their own income payments without
impacting on the employers processing schedule.
With Flexiwage, monthly paying employers can offer
employees the ability to draw down their salary on a weekly
basis without the significant costs associated with weekly payroll
runs. Similarly, employers who currently pay employees on a
weekly or biweekly basis, can reduce payroll administration
costs and improve their cash-flow by consolidating payroll
to monthly processing – with no negative impact on the
employee.
The switch to monthly processing can result in up to 75%
cost saving for employers while still giving employees the
option to be paid weekly or bi-weekly!
It’s a win-win situation. The employer makes huge cash
savings while still facilitating the employee’s preferred
method of payment. The employee benefits from the
flexibility to set their wage intervals which provides great
flexibility around holiday times, Christmas, or times of
unforeseen expense. It also removes the cycle of using
pay day loan companies who charge huge interest rates,
effectively preying on individuals who find it difficult to
manage their monthly budget.
Flexiwage was founded in June 2016 by Anthony Cronin,
John Phelan, Gerard Duffy, and Paul Ryan who between them
have over 60 years’ experience in building, managing and
selling payroll systems globally to some of the world’s leading
payroll service providers. This FinTech company has seen major
interest in its employee financial wellness solution globally since
the Irish launch of Flexiwage last December with a distribution
licence for the USA with international professional services firm
Spencer Thomas Group and a UK launch scheduled for April
of this year. Enquiries for UK, Irish and international resellers to
info@flexiwage.com www.flexiwage.com

Having already helped 35 female-led
businesses garner €7m in funding to
date, the Dublin City University (DCU)
Ryan Academy’s Female High Fliers
programme is back on the lookout for
entrants. 10 places are on offer in the
start-up accelerator for 2017, which has
helped in the creation of 115 jobs in
recent years.
The 13-week program aims to address challenges facing
female entrepreneurs across all industries, and support
Ireland’s top early-stage start-ups in fast-tracking their
business to achieve scale.
Those selected will gain access to a wealth of other start-ups,
as well as experienced entrepreneurs and investors through
DCU Ryan Academy’s network.
Workshops will be delivered on a series of business areas,
helping the cohort of 2017 attendees to understand the
particular needs and challenges facing their individual business.
“The Female High Fliers program has a proven track record
in supporting businesses achieve objectives and deliver
tangible results,” said Niamh Collins, COO of DCU Ryan
Academy and director of the programme. We look forward
to working closely with those selected this year and I would
encourage any female founder or co-founder of an innovative
start-up that has international growth potential and ambition to
get in touch.”
All companies must be female-led and participants will
be selected based on their growth and export potential, as
well as business idea and team strength. The closing date for
applications is 21st March.

Transforming Healthcare
Irish biotechnology start-up Nuritas which won the 2015 SVG
Thrive Accelerator Award at the ‘Forbes Reinventing America
Ag Tech’ summit in Salinas, has been recognised by CB Insights
as one of the top companies using artificial intelligence to
transform healthcare!
CB Insights identified over 100 companies that are
applying machine learning algorithms and predictive
analytics to reduce drug discovery times, provide virtual
assistance to patients, and diagnose ailments by processing
medical images, among other things.
Harpreet Singh Buttar, analyst at Frost & Sullivan, indicated
“By 2025, AI systems could be involved in everything from
population health management, to digital avatars capable of
answering specific patient queries.”
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Going Global
The founders of Dundalk headquartered 3d printing company, Mcor,
brothers Conor and Fintan MacCormack are focused on making the
company a world leader in 3D printing and an IPO offering is a distinct
possibility in the not too distant future

T

he 3D printing company
Mcor which was a finalist
in the 2011 ITLG Silicon
Valley Global Awards and
subsequently received an
investment of over $2m from the Group is
currently raising €5 million($5.4m) in order
to employ a further 100 staff and increase
monthly sales of its 3D printers to around
the 2,000 mark.
Mcor is the only manufacturer of 3D
printers that create models and prototypes
from paper as oppose to the usual plastic
and metal materials. Last year, the company
launched the Mcor ARKe—said to be
the world’s first full-color, desktop 3D
printer—and has since been inundated with
orders from customers including Disney,
Toyota, Boeing and Nasa’s Jet Propulsion
Laboratory ( JPL). To put the Mcor ARKe’s
success into perspective, the company was
selling hundreds of printers a year but is now
looking at thousands.
The funding is expected to come from
venture capital (VC) firms or strategic
investors in Europe or the USA. Mcor has so
far raised €16 million, of which approximately
€10 million ($10.8m) has been provided by
Alpina Partners, a UK- and Germany-based
private equity and VC firm.
In anticipation of the Mcor ARKe’s
popularity, Mcor decided to outsource
manufacturing of the desktop 3D printer
to Flex, the American multinational
technological manufacturer formerly known
as Flextronics. The move has proved to
be a shrewd one as it is now allowing the
company to focus on other critical business
areas such as inventing, research and
development (R&D), designing and sales.
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“There is a small
personal desire
in myself and my
co-founder Fintan
MacCormack to be
able to say we brought
the company from a
start-up in the front
room of my house to
be a public company.
However, ultimately for
us it is about growing
the company, making
it a world leader in 3D
printing.”
Mcor currently employs 50 staff
and intends to create an additional 100
roles across support, sales and marketing,
engineering and software development.
The co-founders of Mcor, brothers
Dr. Conor MacCormack and Fintan
MacCormack, have forecast annual growth
of up to 50% as a result of the company’s

partnership with Flex and impending
expansion.
An initial public offering may be on
the cards and Mcor is doing an IPO-ready
course, run through the Irish stock exchange
and supported by Enterprise Ireland. “There
are only 10 or 12 companies on the course,”
said McCormack.
“It the first program of its type they have
run and it is designed to equip companies
with crucial skills in raising capital, investor
relations and business management. I
participated on this program along with our
CFO, Eoin Grindley, and topics covered
included corporate finance fundamentals,
investor communication and governance.
The course was divided into three phases,
understanding your business, communicating
your message and pitching and networking.
I feel the program simply gets you ready for
putting your ducks in a row when it comes
to taking that next step to IPO even if it is
down the road.
“There is a small personal desire
in myself and my co-founder Fintan
MacCormack to be able to say we brought
the company from a start-up in the front
room of my house to be a public company.
However, ultimately for us it is about
growing the company, making it a world
leader in 3D printing and if the timing is
right and an IPO gives us the opportunity to
scale we will take it!
The company is continuing to build out
its distribution network. It has 100 sales
agents and is selling into 50 countries.
Last year the company opened an office in
Taunton near Boston, where it launched
the latest iteration of its 3D printer, The
Irish HD.
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Brexit Brings
Business
Brexit, Ireland and Commercial Contracts - Hedging the Risk

A

rguably Britain hasn’t
experienced a constitutional
change of the magnitude of
Brexit since England became
a republic (albeit short lived)
with the creation of the Commonwealth of
England in 1649.
On 23 June, 2016 the British voted
for Brexit, seeking greater liberty for its
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parliament to tackle social issues like
immigration. Britain will trigger Article
50 (the exit mechanism) of the Treaty of
the European Union by 31 March, 2017
putting the UK on course to leave the EU
by 31 March, 2019. There will be a period of
political uncertainty until at least 31 March,
2019. Importantly, no one knows what post
Brexit Britain will look like as a business

environment or the terms on which British
businesses will have access to the European
Union and its 500 million consumers.
Understandably, businesses in Britain
perceive Brexit as heralding a period of
uncertainty and they are taking steps
accordingly. For certain sectors of Ireland’s
economy, ‘Brexit’ has been rebranded
‘Britflux’ with significant moves to Ireland

SILICON VALLEY GLOBAL

expected from UK companies in the pharma,
technology (particularly fintech) and financial
services sectors. On the day this article was
written (23 February, 2017) three stories
from the Irish Times exemplify the Britflux
phenomenon. The Irish Times reported
how the British pharmaceutical Almac
Group decided within two weeks of the
Brexit vote to build a manufacturing base in
Ireland as its clients wanted to understand
the pharmaceutical’s longer term plan to
ensure it maintained access to the European
Union’s Single Market. On the same day the
newspaper carried two telling headlines:
• ‘Brexit drives registration of 100,000 UK
firms in Ireland’
• ‘Barclays looking at making Dublin its
European headquarters’
By 2019, Ireland will be the only English
speaking, Eurozone member and common
law jurisdiction in the European Union
and significantly, the Irish are committed
Europhiles. Understandably, businesses in
Britain are considering moving some of their
operations to Ireland to ensure they maintain
access to the Single Market.
It is becoming increasingly clear that
one consideration in moving operations to
Ireland is the Irish legal system. To US and
UK businesses, the Irish legal system, based
on common law, is familiar unlike the legal
systems of continental Europe which are based
on civil law. In addition, the Courts in Ireland
are based on the familiar adversarial system
rather than the inquisitorial system which
operates in parts of continental Europe.
For that reason and in light of Brexit
uncertainty, many multinational companies
which previously used ‘English law’ and the
‘English Courts’ as the governing law and
exclusive jurisdiction clauses respectively in
their commercial contracts, are considering
amending them to ‘Irish law’ and the ‘Irish
Courts’. Many companies recognize that
central to business certainty and business
success is the recognition and enforcement
of the commercial contracts that underpin
their business. Whether it is enforcing their
intellectual property rights, their contractual
rights, suing for breach of warranty or
indemnity or alleging a breach of EU
competition law, most companies want to
ensure that whatever commercial litigation
they undertake will prove effective and cost

Ann Henry, Partner and Commercial Litigator
(specializing in Data and Intellectual Property)
with Philip Lee, Dublin, Ireland.

efficient. Importantly, companies want to
ensure that whatever Court Order they
obtain will be recognized and enforced
across/within Europe if it proves necessary.
For that reason, many companies are
considering Ireland as the venue of choice
for commercial disputes going forward.
No company wants to become embroiled
in litigation unnecessarily, but in an
increasingly globalized business environment,
most sophisticated companies accept that
commercial litigation forms parts of business
strategy. If a dispute commences you want to
be in the jurisdiction of your choice and not
your opponents. Being in a jurisdiction of the
European Union brings with it legislation on
the recognition of judgments concerning debts
and orders of EU courts as well as rules against
‘forum shopping’ in commercial disputes.
All of these are important tools in complex
commercial litigation cases irrespective of
whether the companies involved are financial,
data or technology companies.
Ireland’s Commercial Court was
established in 2004. Its purpose is to ensure
that complex and urgent commercial disputes
are case managed by a Judge from the outset so
that they can reach a full hearing as efficiently
as possible. The Judge assigned to a case will
give directions as to the date by which the steps
in the case (exchange of pleadings, discovery,
witness statements, meeting of experts and
trial duration) are to take place, and there are

consequences for parties who do not adhere to
those directions. The Commercial Court has
had such an effect on the speed and efficiency
with which commercial disputes are dealt
with in Ireland that the case management
system pioneered in the Commercial Court
(and now also in use in competition law cases)
is now due to be rolled out across the High
Court to Chancery and non-jury cases in
Ireland. The Courts are also trialling the use
of a technology known as the e-Court system
whereby all papers required for the hearing of
the case are made available to the parties and
the Judge on a tablet. This removes the costs of
copious amounts of photocopying and booklet
preparation for clients and thus, can reduce the
overall costs of the litigation. Likewise, new
pre-trial procedure rules have been introduced
which are aimed at expediting the hearing of
complex commercial disputes. In Ireland, costs
are normally awarded to the successful party in
a dispute which is also an important factor for
many companies who want to ensure they will
get damages and legal costs once they win their
case in Court.
Britain is the fifth biggest economy in
the world and that is not going to change.
How Britain fits into the ever increasing
globalized economy post Brexit is uncertain
as are the international trade agreements
and alliances it will form post 2019. For
international businesses, particularly US based
companies, and for UK businesses hedging
the risk of Brexit, Ireland is a convenient
and familiar jurisdiction in which to base an
EMEA hub which gives them access to the
European Union. For those companies that are
considering creating a hub in Dublin it makes
sense to consider amending the governing law
and jurisdiction clauses in their commercial
contracts to Ireland for the same reason – legal
certainly is a critical part of business certainty.
When a critical commercial dispute breaks out
you need to ‘be in it to win it’ from a strategy
perspective. Having to consider the impact of
Brexit on the UK Courts in the midst of all of
that is a risk factor that - like all others – needs
to be hedged.
Ann Henry is a Partner and Commercial Litigator
(specializing in Data and Intellectual Property) with
Philip Lee in Dublin, Ireland. She is ranked as a
‘leading individual’ in Ireland for Dispute Resolution,
Legal 500 2016.
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Tech Talk
As we celebrate ten years of the Irish Leadership Technology Group, two veteran
ITLG members share their thoughts on the pace & progress of technology
Museum, and a
mentor and coach
of SHE-CAN
and Emerge
America.

Caroline Donahue, Former
Chief Sales & Marketing
Officer, Intuit
For nearly twenty years Caroline Donahue
lead the sales and marketing divisions of
Silicon Valley-based Intuit. Since stepping
down as Chief Marketing & Sales officer
for the company, Donahue dedicates her
time to paying it forward – to women in the
technology, business, and political spheres.
She is currently a board member of Experian
in London, trustee of the Computer History
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Tell us
about your
introduction to
technology.
I studied English
in college and
shortly after
moved to New
York where I
had taken a
job with CVS
Publishing. In
1984, I watched
Steve Jobs give
his famous speech
and afterwards
realized I was
destined to work
in technology. I
followed Jobs to
work at neXT and
during that time
got to know Bill
Campbell (former
CEO, Intuit) and
ended up working
for the Intuit for 21 years. Ultimately,
what attracted me was the sheer impact of
technology. As a young person, CVS was
a conservative company and it was evident
that Apple was the modern vision of the
workplace as I was making my transition.
Why is technology relevant to you?
Technology for me has always been about
creating connections. Today the entire global
population can connect across the world
through cloud and mobile technologies
that have made our lives magnitudes

easier. Technology allows us to rapidly
communicate and get our jobs done more
easily and with more efficiently. The next
step is making technology truly accessible to
everyone and ensuring that it is available to
use around the world.
How do we ensure that we increase
inclusion and diversity in technology?
I was fortunate to work for a company with
two female board members, numerous women
executives, and that is a huge supporter of
diversity overall. In my mind, there is a lot
more awareness than there was 25 years ago
about the benefit of women at all levels of
technology. More outlets exist than ever before
like lean in circles and women’s networks. If
technology companies are focused on realizing
the tangible benefits that men and women
bring as different kinds of leaders, then we
will get there. Leaders must speak up and
make commitments- today we have Mark
Benioff vocalizing equal pay, Cheryl Sandberg
advancing Lean In and women’s advocacy
in the workplace. Importantly, management
teams must allot resources and spend the time
to hire talent from the most diverse pool.
What are you looking forward to
from technology in the future?
Technology is globalized today- billions of
people have mobile phones as it is so the next
phase of technology holds enormous impact
for the world. Information will be available
anytime and anywhere, as will the services
that rely on the flow of real-time data.
Why is your heritage important to you?
I always grew up thinking I was ¾ Irish and
the remainder French Canadian. I recently
had a 23&Me test done and it turns out 84%
Irish. My parents both had a lot of pride in
their heritage- and it has certainly become
one of my goals to go deeper into my heritage
and to hold my family’s pride close to me.
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Rory McInerney, Corporate
Vice President, Intel
Rory McInerney has been with Intel for 25
years overseeing engineering teams behind
the company’s leading microprocessors. In
his days as a student at University College
Corks, Rory discovered his affinity for
engineering for its creative expression,
graduating with a degree in electrical
engineering. Once out of school, McInerney
worked at Phillips Research Lab in Holland
where he helped to instrument the early days
of semiconductors and was later recruited
by Intel in the Silicon Valley where he has
remained with his wife and two children.
Tell us about your introduction
to technology.
It started at University College Corks
where I was studying electrical engineering.
My rationale for pursuing what ultimately
led me to technology was that I had a
liking for mathematics and it seemed to
me that engineering had a creative side to
it. I was studying semiconductors and the
field was fast growing, challenging and
forward looking. I can also remember a
video about computing I watched showing
a tractor without a driver and I showed it
to my uncles who were both farmers at the
time, and they couldn’t believe it- for me it
representative of what could be. My first job
was at Phillips Research Lab in Holland,
where the compact disk was invented. Right
from the start you were encouraged to push
the envelope. When I joined Intel, you felt
that all the rules were to be challenged and
that no idea was a bad idea- you can still see
it today in the company.
Tell us about your role in technology.
Every day, the product line that my team
and I get to build go into great applications
and you feel you have a tangible sense
of the touch of technology. From cloud
computing, network computing, artificial
intelligence and analytics, the power of
Moors law and the microprocessors my team
and I create are central to these areas. With
5G, so many opportunities are createdautonomous cars, factors, industrial settings,
and Intel’s products are a big part of driving
this revolution. All of these mega trends

rely on the
performance
of computing
power and
moors law
and what we
have brought
to the table is
the absolute
recognition
that
performance
will translate
to business
wins for our
customers
driving these
revolutions.
How have
you seen
technology
evolve over
the course
of your
career?
Artificial
intelligence
is here
now- we are
really at the
beginning. We
don’t really know where it is going to land
or what impact it will have, but it is a huge
frontier. Cloud computing is here today
and has been made possible through the
whole infrastructure of data centers whereby
wherever you go in the world, you get
consistent response and localized results.
Ten years ago now, Dell and HP held a
large percentage of the market and were
the biggest data center customers. Alibaba,
Amazon, Google, Facebook- these players
didn’t exist and neither did their products or
their sheer reach.
Technology infrastructure is hyperscale
now and it’s because we have found
smart ways to break through physical and
power related barriers and developed truly
advanced software. The supercomputer that
not too long ago was housed in an entire
building you can now hold in the palm
of your hands- this alone has unlocked
tremendous opportunities.

Ultimately, as a company, a community or
a country, you are either rich in technology
or not, and as a result you get two speeds
and two gears. The question is now, who
will benefit?
Why is your Irish heritage important
to you?
It’s a part of my identity, and I share it with
my friends and family, and it is an Irishness
that will always stay with me. I have two
kids now, who have both an Irish and Indian
heritage that my wife and I can expose
them to, have them be proud of, and also be
harmonious with their American identity.
From an ITLG perspective- when I first
came to the United States, I saw the benefit
of networks and having strong social
and professional connections. I think the
TLG has done a wonderful job elevating
technology and creating opportunities for its
members in this respect.
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Reeling in the Years
From Global Summits and ‘Young Innovators’ to agtech and winning investments we provide some highlights of the ITLG and SVG Partners from the last decade.

2017
Thrive
Innovation
Forum
SVG Partners hosted
the Thrive Innovation
Forum last February in
Menlo Park. The event
brought together
200 pioneering
corporates, scaling
companies, farmers
and investors to
discuss the future of
agriculture.

Thrive50
SVG Partners publish
Thrive Top 50, a list of
the agtech companies
which made the
biggest impact on the
food system in 2016.
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Forbes Agtech
Summit

2016

The Forbes agtech Summit took
place in the heart of Salinas
and brought together over
500 of the brightest minds in
agriculture and food to address
some of the critical challenges
facing food production.
Startup companies GeoVisual,
MagGrow and Trace Genomics
were announced as the winners
of THRIVE’s Operational
Excellence, Sustainability and
Innovation Awards.

Northern
Ambassador
CEO and founder of SVG
Partners John Hartnett is
appointed to chair a new group
that will advise the Northern
Ireland Executive on trade and
investment opportunities.

ITLG Young
Innovators 2016
Tasked with imagining the
world 50 years from now and
coming up with new business
ideas to meet our future world’s
needs, the 1,000 plus students
who took part in ‘ITLG Young
Innovators 2016’ did not
disappoint.
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Fingal Summit
Fingal was the focus of the global
technology spotlight in May 2015, when
the Irish Technology Leadership Group
(ITLG) Silicon Valley Global Technology
Summit takes place in May 2015.
Hosted by Fingal County Council, Fingal
Dublin Chamber of Commerce, Dublin
City University (DCU) and the Institute
of Technology Blanchardstown (ITB) the
7th ITLG annual summit was hosted in
venues throughout North Dublin from the
Helix at DCU to Malahide Castle and ITB
on May 25 and 26.

The Republic
of Creativity
President Michael D.
Higgins addresses the
ITLG Summit in Fingal
and tells delegates
that Ireland is the
world’s “Republic of
Creativity” and that
science, technology
and innovation are
the centre of Ireland’s
future.

Paying Tribute
The American
Ireland Fund honors
John Hartnett for
Distinguished Services
to Ireland at a lavish
reception in San
Francisco. Secretary
of State John Kerry
pays tribute.
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2014

Lab353

ITLG Honors for Intel

Telecoms operator Eircom joins forces with SVG Partners to
launch the Lab353 accelerator and investment programme to
help 10 promising Irish tech start-ups scale up in Europe and
the US.

The first Irish designed and developed microchip, the
Galileo Board received international accolades during the
ITLG’s 7th Annual Silicon Valley Global Awards which took
place at Stanford University.

Limerick hosts the ITLG

Buying into Food

The ITLG Global Technology Leaders Summit was hosted in Limerick and focussed
on the Limerick and Shannon region as A European gateway for THE US FeedHenry
and GNEO scoop ITLG DigiCell Mobile Awards. During the two-day technology
forum, the ITLG delegation met with a shortlist of almost 50 Irish start-up companies
who pitched their innovative technology solutions to the investor panels.

SVG Partners takes part in a US$3.2m
Series A investment in Posiq, a
big-data player focused on helping
restaurants and brands build deeper
customer relationships.

Thrive Accelerator
SVG Partners joins forces with Forbes to launch the Thrive
Accelerator which support innovators in the ag-tech
(agriculture technology) sector. The accelerator’s first
class of 10 start-ups were given direct access to the top
companies in the region, as well as support, mentorship
and access to investment.

New ITLG HQ
St Patrick’s Day, The ITLG opened its new headquarters in
Los Gatos, California, just outside San Francisco. In October,
the ITLG revealed plans create a €25m Global Irish Investor
Group that will support scaling-up Irish tech companies with
capital, expertise and access to global customers
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2013

Distinguished Service
ITLG chairman and former Intel CEO
Craig Barrett was presented with the
2013 Irish Presidential Distinguished
Service Award for the Irish Abroad
by President Michael D Higgins at
a ceremony in Áras an Uachtaráin.
Barrett was CEO and president of chip
giant Intel between 1998 and 2005.

‘Women in Leadership Group’
The ITLG launches a new ‘Women in Leadership Group’ to complement its
growing network of technology leaders. The objectives of the group will be
to create mentoring opportunities for female graduates who are pursuing
technology careers, mentor matching for female entrepreneurs and for women
who are seeking corporate leadership roles, and to provide support, guidance,
and insight for female-led technology start-ups. The group is to be led by Una
Fox, vice-president of technology at Disney.

ITLG Goes to Cork

Into the Cloud
Welcome on Board
Irish tech executive and Silicon
Valley investor John Hartnett is one
of three new independent directors
appointed to the board of Aer Lingus.
Hartnett campaigned hard to see the
restoration of direct flights from Dublin
to San Francisco next year.
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Cisco senior vice-president, RTÉ
Dragons’ Den investor and ITLG
board member Barry O’Sullivan
leaves the networking equipment
maker after 11 years to start his own
software company. O’Sullivan is a
Cork native who is Cisco’s senior
vice-president in charge of voice
products, a US$2bn a year business.

The ITLG assembled global CEOs
and leading Irish executives in some
of the world’s biggest technology
companies in Cork with the aim of
helping local tech companies and
entrepreneurs succeed on the global
stage. Speakers included Craig
Barrett, ITLG chairman and former
chairman and CEO of Intel Corp;
Barry O’Sullivan, senior VP, Cisco;
Liam Casey, CEO, PCH International;
James Herlihy, MD, Deutsche Bank;
Sean O’Donoghue, CTO, Madison
Square Garden; Rory McInerney,
Intel; and Una Fox, VP Disney.
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2012

High Honors

Breakthrough Deal for Mcor

The ITLG was selected by US President Barack Obama’s
administration to spearhead US Secretary of State Hillary
Clinton’s Global Diaspora Forum which aims to engage
with not only the Irish diaspora but the diaspora from India,
China, Israel and other nations.

Irish 3D printing company Mcor secured a breakthrough
deal with office supplies giant Staples that saw Staples
deploy a new service that will provide customers with 3D
printouts at their local outlets. Mcor was a finalist in the
ITLG’s Company of the Year awards in April and secured a
US$1m investment SVG Partners.

Pioneering farms of the future I

Hollywood 50

ITLG engages with several Irish and US universities on a
new ‘smart farms’ initiative combining the efforts of the
Steinbeck Cluster in rural California.

The ITLG publishes the ‘Hollywood 50’ highlighting global
Irish-American executives making a significant impact
within their field of technology.
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2011

Diaspora Innovation
Strategy
The Irish Technology Leadership
Group forms a major partnership
with the global authority on
entrepreneurship, the Kauffman
Foundation, which will result in
the development of a diaspora
innovation strategy to deliver
world-leading entrepreneurship
programmes and policies to Irish
start-ups.

From Hollywood to Belfast
Top Hollywood and Silicon Valley executives visit Northern Ireland, where the
successful TV show Game of Thrones is being filmed, to help cement the region’s
reputation as a major international film and TV hub.

Hosting
Hollywood
Powerbrokers
Senior executives
from HBO, Warner
Bros and Bloomberg
attended an Innovation
in Entertainment event
organised by the Southern
California chapter of the
ITLG. The Innovation in
Entertainment event was
held at the Sony Pictures
Studios. Attendees
included Bill Daly, senior
vice-president of postproduction at Warner Bros
and HBO’s Jay Roewe,
senior vice-president, West
Coast Production for Home
Box Office. Bloomberg
west coast senior producer
Nora Zimmett moderated
the event.
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Diaspora 2016
The ITLG revealed the names of 10
more business leaders who signed
up to its Diaspora 2016 initiative,
which was announced at the Global
Irish Economic Forum in Dublin.
Under the scheme, the ITLG created
a pool of global industry leaders
who volunteered to sit on relevant
Irish State boards until 2016, without
remuneration.
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2010

The original board members of the ITLG.

ITLG Chairman, Craig Barrett and ITLG Founder and President
meet with Máire Geoghegan-Quinn, European Commissioner
for Research, Innovation and SciencUSE

The ITLG rub shoulders with Hollywood heavyweight, Arnold
Schwarzenegger

Meet your Mentor

John Hartnett greets Claudine Keane,
wife of Irish soccer star Robbie Keane.

The Silicon Valley Mentorship
Programme was launched at the
University of Limerick (UL), bringing
with it senior Silicon Valley executives to
Ireland for a series of tie-building events.
The event – organised by the ITLG and
Silicon Valley Bank – saw Silicon Valley
executives take part in the programme,
which has been designed to strengthen
the developmental bond between
Ireland and the US home of technology.
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2009

Signing Deals
On the first day of her whistle-stop tour of the US, An Tánaiste and Minister for
Enterprise, Trade and Employment, Mary Coughlan TD, revealed €3m worth of
business has been secured by Enterprise Ireland-backed companies in the US.
She also announced that seven portfolio companies have been short listed for the
Irish Technology Leadership Group (ITLG) Silicon Valley Awards.

Craig Barrett appointed
ITLG Chairman
Former Intel chief executive Dr Craig
Barrett is appointed chairman of the
Silicon ITLG. The appointment was
welcomed by Minister for Foreign
Affairs, Michéal Martin and Irish
American business leaders at a lunch
in Dr Barrett’s honor at the Stanford
University Faculty Club.

ITLG founder, John Hartnett pictured with then Tanaiste Mary Coughlan, Barry
O’Sullivan, VP, Cisco and Rory McInerney, Corporate Vice President, Intel

2008

Venture Capital Forum

Boosting Startups

From November 19 to 21, the ITLG hosted a Venture
Capital Forum at Trinity College in Dublin. The event
included a series of workshops and networking
opportunities for a selection of promising Irish technology
start-ups. President Mary McAleese hosted a reception for
the group at Aras an Uachtaráin

The ITLG led a delegation of senior Silicon Valley CEOs,
as well as venture capitalists and community leaders to
Dublin to advise and bolster the efforts of flourishing Irish
tech start-ups. Travelling with the delegation were some of
Silicon Valley’s most prominent civic and industry leaders,
including Tom McEnery, former Mayor of San José.
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Building Bridges
On the 10th anniversary of the Irish Technology Leadership Group (ITLG),
the founder and CEO, John Hartnett talks about the impact of the Group and
the motivation for creating what has become known as the most successful
diaspora networking group in the world.

L

ate one evening in the Autumn
of 2007, some twenty emails
were dispatched from a hotel
room in Hong Kong to a cohort
of the most successful Irish/
American technology leaders working in
Silicon Valley. The emails were a call to action,
an invitation to Irish America’s technology
leaders to unite and use their collective
influence to forge closer connections between
Ireland and Silicon Valley.
The author was John Hartnett, a
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high flying technology executive who
had departed his native Limerick some
ten years previously to pursue a career as
a technology entrepreneur and executive
in Silicon Valley - the unrivalled global
technology and innovation hub. At the time
Hartnett traveled widely in his capacity as
Senior Vice President of Global Markets
at Palm, Inc., where he was responsible for
worldwide sales, service and support. He had
fulfilled many lofty career ambitions and
adapted enthusiastically to the Californian

lifestyle. But something still rankled with the
Limerick businessman. In his home country,
dark economic clouds were emerging on the
horizon; the country’s commercial nous and
energy appeared to be entirely focused on the
property market and Ireland was missing out
on significant investment opportunities in
Silicon Valley.
“The longer I spent in Silicon Valley
and the more I got to know the technology
leaders and key decision makers, the more
it became apparent to me that Ireland was
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viewed as a low cost location with certain tax
advantages rather than as a location for R&D
and innovation. When people spoke about
tech hubs they mentioned Israel, Singapore,
London, Holland and other places but they
rarely spoke about Ireland. Globalization
and a new wave of technological innovation
had resulted in an era of unprecedented
international expansion by US companies and
Ireland was missing out.”
According to Hartnett, the extent to
which Ireland had modernized its economy
and unskilled its workforce had gone largely
unnoticed in the board rooms of Silicon
Valley. “I wanted to change the dialogue and
talk about the great companies in Ireland, the
great entrepreneurs and the talented, willing
and flexible workforce.”
Hartnett had also noticed a significant
growth in the number of Irish engineers and
executives rising to leadership positions in
technology companies throughout the Valley.
The inevitable reverse flow of talent from
those companies large Irish operations had
provided his native country with a powerful
resource: a growing number of people with
serious influence in the epicenter of global
technology and investment. Hartnett was
determined to use it.
When he returned from Hong Kong
Hartnett set events in motion and began the
process of establishing what was to become
the ‘Irish Technology Leadership Group’.
He met with the top brass of Irish American
business and hundreds of senior executives
in Fortune 500 companies, venture capital
firms and leading tech start-ups. An ITLG
board was established which featured an
impressive cast of Irish technology leaders
who had made their mark in Silicon Valley;
Barry O’Sullivan, SVP at Cisco who was
later to become a tv star on RTE’s Dragons
Den where he was joined by another ITLG
board member, Sean O’Sullivan, founder of
SOSV. Other early members included Rory
McInerney, vice-president, Intel Architecture
Group, Ryan, co-founder Macrovision,
John Gilmore, COO, Sling Media, Conrad
Burke, CEO, Novalight, Niall O’Connor,
CIO at Apple and John O’Farrell, Partner at
celebrated VC firm, Andreessen Horowitz.
Persuading Craig Barrett, the legendary
former Intel Chief Executive who had first
established Intel’s operations in Ireland to

Persuading Craig
Barrett, the legendary
former Intel Chief
Executive who had
first established Intel’s
operations in Ireland
to become Chairman
was a significant coup.
It gave the nascent
organization immediate
gravitas and influence
and opened doors
and communication
channels to political
and technology leaders
around the globe.
become Chairman in 2009 was a significant
coup. It gave the nascent organization
immediate gravitas and influence and
opened doors and communication channels
to political and technology leaders around
the globe. His appointment also made the
leaders of technology companies in both
Ireland and Silicon Valley sit up and take
notice of the ITLG.
Forging closer connection between Ireland
and Silicon Valley could only be positive.
Hartnett was critical of Ireland focussing
almost exclusively on the traditional bastions
of Irish American power on the east coast
when it came to promoting the country in
the US. “Silicon Valley was being overlooked
despite the fact that it was responsible for up
to 40% of FDI into Ireland,” he says.
Hartnett is a diehard proponent of the
Silicon Valley model. From day one he had

fallen in love with the energy and vitality of
the region. Passion, belief and ambition were
celebrated and part of the common currency
of entrepreneurs and innovators in Silicon
Valley. The dynamism and creative energy
attracted top talent from all around the globe.
Silicon Valley reputation as the global
tech mecca is richly deserved. According
to Hartnett it boasts from between 14,000
to 19,000 startups and 1.7 to 2.2 million
high-tech workers. Since 2014, almost half of
all the successful exits for startup companies
worldwide originated in Silicon Valley.
Likewise, of the world’s most valuable startup
companies, the majority of the top ten are
from the Valley including; Uber, Airbnb,
Palantir, and several other tech stars.
It is also home to success stories such
as Apple, Google, Facebook, and countless
others. Just these three companies combined
have a market cap of $1.5 trillion and employ
more than 165,000 people worldwide. Silicon
Valley’s local and global impact is uncontested.
The ITLG sought to transmit some of the
Silicon Valley magic into the Irish technology
landscape. “It was about attitude,” he says. “We
wanted young entrepreneurs in Ireland to share
the confidence, ambition and belief which
comes very naturally to their Californian
counterparts. In in the beginning when we
first hosted pitching sessions which provided
Irish entrepreneurs with an opportunity to win
investment and support from Silicon Valley
based investors, it was apparent that there was
a huge confidence issue.
“The pitches were often faltering and
hesitant and for that reason ineffective. It was
understandable in many ways because the
start-up scene in Ireland was light years behind
Silicon Valley at that time. There was very little
funding available and support and mentorship
was also lacking. But it was a problem because
investors commit to people as much as to
ideas and they want the person driving the
enterprise to be assured and confident.”
From the outset, the organisation
established a number of key goals, chief
among them the mobilisation of successful
business leaders within the diaspora to
promote the Irish technology sector and
help young Irish firms achieve success in the
US. The focus was on forging links between
Ireland and Silicon Valley in the areas of
innovation, investment and entrepreneurship
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According to Hartnett, the ITLG
initially focussed on changing the narrative
that existed in relation to Ireland. “We talked
about the fact that there had been a paradigm
shift to high value added technology in
Ireland and that R&D and management
resources and the breadth and depth of
companies has changed to reflect this. We
talked about the fact that many indigenous
Irish technology start-ups were now ready to
scale and go global and that the ITLG was
available to help them open doors and achieve
success in the US.”
Hartnett believed that Ireland had a lot
to learn from the Israeli experience in the US
- in particular in relation to how to leverage
the diaspora more effectively. He points out
that Israel has 60 companies quoted on the
NASDQ whereas Ireland has 7 and Israel
invests 1.5 billion in businesses in comparison
to Ireland’s 300million. There are 15million
people in the US that claim Israeli descent
in comparison to 40 million claiming Irish
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descent. Hartnett also points out that while
Ireland was investing 1.5% of its GDP in
R&D, leading countries such as Israel were
committing 4.1% of GDP to R&D.
The ITLG began hosting a range of
initiatives in both Ireland and Silicon Valley
to showcase and promote Irish technology
including seminars and events and in
particular the annual Global Technology
Leaders Summits which was hosted every
Spring in a succession of Irish cities. The
Summits brought a frission of excitement as
the doyens of Silicon Valley flocked to Ireland
to deliver speeches, participate in panel
discussions and network with young Irish
entrepreneurs and representatives from the
leading technology companies.
The summits were the first to introduce
the Dragons Den style pitching sessions which
later became a popular television fixture. Up
to fifty prospective entrepreneurs pitched their
innovations to a panel of seasoned Silicon
Valley investors and the top ten were selected

to pitch at the ITLG’s Global Technology
Leaders Awards which were hosted in Silicon
Valley every year. Awards were presented to
the best businesses which frequently secured
investment from SVG Ventures or other VC’s
participating in the event.
It is striking the number of successful
Irish technology companies which first came
to public attention as a result of an ITLG
initiative. SVG Partners and other ITLG
investment arms have invested over $20m
in companies as diverse as Mcor which is
building a global reputation as a leading 3D
printer and likely to go public in the near
future, Trustev which sold to TransUnion for
$44m last year, SiSaf which has developed
a patented drug delivery system poised to
solve a multi-billiion dollar problem in the
pharmaceutical industry and Irish biotech
company Nuritas which legendary investor
Ali Partovi – who participated in a recent
$3.2m funding round in the company –
said has has the potential to be bigger than
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Facebook or Dropbox.
Nuritas was selected to take part in the
SVG’s Thrive Accelerator Program, a unique
ten-week international business mentoring
programme for promising start-ups in the
areas of Food and AgTech. It later won the
2015 SVG Thrive Accelerator Award at
the Forbes Reinventing America Ag Tech
Summit in Salinas, California. The winner of
the Thrive Sustainabiilty last year, Irish agtech
company MagGrow also participated in the
accelerator program.
To date winning companies at the
ITLG Awards have attracted over $100m
in investment while hundreds more startup
companies which participated in ITLG
events continue to thrive, prosper and create
jobs todays.
The vast improvement in the calibre
of Ireland’s start up culture is what gives
Hartnett most satisfaction. “It has come on
in leaps and bounds, the difference we see
in terms of the confidence and outlook and
attitude when we see an Irish entrepreneur
presenting a proposition today is completely
different to ten years ago. They are now
more ambitious, more confident and less
fearful of failure. We have had people like
Richard Moran involved in helping young
entrepreneurs streamline their proposition
and we have put huge efforts into assisting
talented young business people. We now
see numerous indigenous Irish technology
companies which are making a mark on the
world stage. The ultimate goal is to have listed
Irish companies with billion dollar valuations
employing thousands of people and I think
we are well on the way there.”
In September 2009 The Global Irish
Economic Forum at Farmleigh adopted the
ideas proposed by John Hartnett and the
ITLG to create a Silicon Valley-based Irish
Innovation Centre and a diaspora fund. The
principal focus of the Forum centred around
innovation, education and investment and
Hartnett was accompanied by an ITLG
delegation which included Chairman Craig
Barrett, Barry O’Sullivan and John Gilmore.
As part of the Forum Hartnett also chaired
a working group which developed a white
paper on outlining ways to help supporting
small business to scale globally.
While helping to promote Ireland as a
location for substantial inward investment

To date winning
companies at the
ITLG Awards have
attracted over $100m
in investment while
hundreds more startup
companies which
participated in ITLG
events continue to
thrive, prosper and
create jobs todays.
from the US, the ITLG also campaigned
vigorously in relation to issues which would
support the realisation of a smart, innovation
centred economy. It lobbied widely for direct
connectivity to the West Coast of the US
and Hartnett was appointed to the board of
Air Lingus after the airline introduced its
San Francisco route in 2013. The ITLG also
spoke publicly about the need to improve
marketing and sales skills, disciplines which
were often overlooked in Ireland but critical
to market success.
In addition the organisation was to
the fore in calling for a relaxation in visa
requirements for skilled emigrants. Above
all, it was relentless in reminding the Irish
Government of the need to prioritise
investment in education and R&D and
Chairman Craig Barrett, who prizes
education above all else, was quick to criticise
any shortcomings or lapses in this regard.
“Any advanced society must have
education at its core and I think we managed
to bring Craig on board because we were
in agreement with him on this issue,”
says Hartnett. “From the beginning the
ITLG established relations with all the key
universities and Institutes of Technology. We
co-operate with the universities on many of
our events and we believe that education lies

at the heart of progress. The ties between
industry and academia and small business
has strengthened enormously in recent years
and this is vital in order to be effectively
commercialize research. An educated
workforce is also the key influencing factor
when firms are making a decision on where to
locate an investment.”
The other critical objective of the ITLG
is to support an interest in technology
and STEM subjects among young people.
They have initiated a range of initiatives
to that end and ‘Young Innovators’ which
was hosted in Limerick in 2014 and 2016
was a particularly success. The first “Young
Innovator” was hosted in conjunction with
Shannon Airport, Dell, Limerick Institute
of Technology, University of Limerick,
Limerick City and Limerick Chamber. The
students were tasked with coming up with
ideas for technological innovations which
could be used 50 years from now. A total of
650 secondary school students from around
the country participated in the event. The
competition was judged by the stars from
RTE’s television’s investor series “Dragons’
Den” and the winners were treated to an all
expenses paid trip to San Francisco and a tour
of Silicon Valley.
Today, the ITLG has over 12,000
members and has grown into an international
organisation uniting technology executives
of Irish descent in key technology centres
around the world. In 2011 the ITLG was
selected by Secretary of State Hilary Clinton
to spearhead the US Global Diaspora
Innovation Initiative and in 2014 Hartnett
was honoured by the American Ireland Fund
for Distinguished services to the nation.
And what now for the ITLG? Is there
another ten years? In the coming years the
ITLG will continue to prioritise education
and support innovation and enterprise.
It will also focus on the issue of gender
imbalance in technology and particularly on
trying to see women promoted to positions
of leadership. The group established a
‘Women in Leadership’ group in 2012 which
was headed up by Una Fox but Hartnett
acknowledges that the glaring lack of
women in senior positions in the technology
sector needs to be addressed. “It’s not
something to be proud of and it represents a
serious under utilisation of talent.”
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The Silicon Valley 50

highlights the top 50 Irish or
Irish American executives
making a significant impact in
the world of technology.
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JOHN ABEL
Senor Vice President of Ellie Mae
John Abel joined Ellie Mae in 2017, as
senior vice president, Chief Information
Officer. In this role he is responsible for
all aspects of the company’s internal
information technology and systems
and partners with business units for
the planning and implementation of
enterprise IT systems to align with Ellie
Mae’s technology vision and business
strategy in support of business
operations.

KEVIN BARRETT
CHITA
Prior to CHITA, Kevin was Senior
Vice President and Chief Information
Officer at Elan Pharmaceuticals Inc.
where he led Elan’s Global IT strategy.
Kevin joined Elan in 1996 and held IT
management positions of increasing
responsibility at Elan locations in
Ireland and the US. Kevin was twice
named one of the Silicon Valley 50,
the top 50 Irish or Irish-American
executives making a significant impact
in and around Silicon Valley within
their field of technology. A native of
Ireland, he now resides in the Silicon
Valley area.
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Abel has over 20 years in the IT industry.
Prior to joining the company, Abel was
Senior Vice President of IT at Hitachi
Data Systems where he helped drive the
transformation from a hardware-selling
company to enable growth in cloudbased software and solutions. Before
Hitachi Data Systems, Abel held roles
at Symantec, JDS Uniphase, KPMG
Consulting and British Nuclear Fuels plc.
Abel holds a Bachelor of Science degree
in Information Systems from Staffordshire
University in England.

GRAINNE BARRON
CEO and Founder of Viddyad
Grainne Barron is CEO and Founder
of Viddyad and is responsible for
commercial product development
internationally. She is a recognized
expert in video advertising technology
and has been featured on WSJ,
Bloomberg TV, TechCrunch,USA Today
and other leading news outlets.
She is a founding member of Startup
Ireland, a mentor with The Founder
Institute, a member of IBEC’s CEO
Forum and part of Techpreneurs
Founding Team. Grainne was a Judge at
Web Summit which Viddyad previously
won. In 2016 Grainne was awarded the
L’Oreal Women in Digital Award 2016
in NYC. The Huffington Post Business
also published an article about Grainne
Barron as a Trailblazing Woman.
Grainne Barron also recently received
The International MBA Entrepreneur
of the Year Award in London for her
achievements in the Innovation and
Technology Sector.
Grainne has been listed as one of
the most influential business leaders
in technology in Ireland, won the PWC
Most Innovative Startup award, Richard
Branson’s Extreme Tech Challenge
Advertising Category at CES 2017 as well
as WEB SUMMIT Spark of Genius award
for Best European Technology Innovator.
Grainne has been quoted in the WSJ
where Viddyad was listed as “One to

Watch!” and has also been mentioned
on CNN Money & Wall Street Digital.
Grainne has been awarded Image
Businesswoman of the Year for her work
in Entrepreneurship and Technology and
is listed as one of the 50 most powerful
and influential business women in Ireland
in The Sunday Independent.
Outside of work, Grainne enjoys
sailing, travel and hiking. Dedicated and
constantly curious, you’ll find her on the
weekends sneaking back into the office
to work on new ideas and strategic
innovation for the digital world. Viddyad
is Grainne’s passion.
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MATT BRADLEY
Currently the SVP, Product
Development for Enterprise
Performance Management at Oracle.
He is an experienced executive
with global hands on experience
running large and small teams in
product strategy and engineering.
His current role covers Oracle’s EPM
footprint – Planning, Budgeting and
Forecasting, Financial Consolidation
and Management Reporting, delivering
both SaaS based solutions as well as for
the more traditional on premise based

deployments. He joined Oracle in 2007
as part of Oracle’s Hyperion acquisition.
As a VP, Product Development at
Hyperion Matt helped lead the charge
in establishing Hyperion as the market
leader within EPM. Prior to joining
Hyperion in 2000 Matt held several
development lead positions at various
Medical Information companies
supporting EMR, Casemix Analysis,
Decision Support and related subjects.
Matt and his family moved from Ireland
to the Bay Area back in 1993. Matt
holds a degree in Computer Science

from Queens University, Belfast. After
graduating in 1989 he started his career in
information technology at Oracle.

MARGARET BURGRAFF
Vice President, Intel Services Division
Software and Services Group (SSG)
Margaret Burgraff is vice president
and General Manager of Intel Service
Division (ISD) in the Software and Services
Group (SSG) at Intel Corporation. Intel
Service Division (ISD) develops Cloud
and Connected services to meet the
needs of Intel’s businesses in the Internet
of Things, Datacenter, and Client
Computing. Margaret joined Intel in 2011
as director of quality for Intel’s phone
and tablet products. Prior to her current
role, she was vice president in charge of
quality, certification, and validation for
Intel’s Mobile Communication Group.
Before joining Intel, Margaret was with
Palm/Hewlett-Packard from 2009 to 2011,
where she served as senior director of
quality for WebOS. Margaret began her
career in 1994 at Apple Computer in

Cork, Ireland, before moving to Apple
headquarters in Cupertino, CA to launch
the first iMac. She served as the quality
manager for Apple’s iBook product
line and as senior quality manager for
Apple Macintosh engineering products
from 2005 to 2009. Margaret holds a
bachelor’s degree in computer science
and economics from University College in
Cork, Ireland.
Margaret is a huge advocate for diversity
in technology, and does many speaking
engagements globally to promote women
in STEM. Margaret was a keynote speaker
for IEEE’s first conference targeted at
females in Latin America, in June 2015.
She was also a keynote speaker for
Women’s leadership in APAC region
summit in November 2015.
Although based in the US, Margaret
keeps very tight bonds with Irish
technology industry. Margaret is on the

board of advisors for Digital Youth Council
- a group of Ireland’s top young talented
people in STEM working to influence
government’s technology roadmap (http://
digitalyouthcouncil.com/). Margaret is the
chair of industry advisor board for Insight
Centre for Data Analytics (https://www.
insight-centre.org/) and on advisory board
for ITLG (Irish Technology Leadership
Group http://itlg.org/).

DAVE BURKE
Vice President of Engineering at
Google
Where he runs engineering for the
Android platform and Google Pixel
software. Android is the largest mobile
platform and ecosystem in the world,
running on over 80% of the planet’s
smartphones and tablets, and emerging
computing verticals such as wearables,

auto, TV, and IOT. Dave joined Google
UK in 2007, becoming an engineering
site lead and later moving to California in
2011. Prior to Google, Dave cofounded
and ran an internet/telecoms voice
startup and helped define related Web
and Internet standards. Dave holds
a BE, MEngSc, and PhD in Electronic
Engineering from University College
Dublin, Ireland.
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RORY CAMERON
EVP of Litmos and Corporate
Development at CalidusCloud
(NASDAQ:CALD),
An innovative leading cloud company
in the sales, learning, marketing and
customer experience domains.
In 2012 Rory became the youngest
executive in CallidusCloud’s history
and today leads the rapidly growing
Litmos learning business in addition
to corporate development and
emerging platforms. In the past 6
years, Rory has acquired over 12
companies and been instrumental in
multiplying CallidusCloud’s valuation
fivefold in the same time period.
Prior to joining CallidusCloud, Rory
ran divisions for a range of technology
companies including Datapac
Ireland, Mallon Technology and Bytes
Technology Group. Rory has a strong
interest in the development of Rugby
and supports the non-profit Play
Rugby USA.

JOHN COLLISON
Co-founder, Stripe
John Collison is originally from
Limerick, Ireland. He is a co-founder of
Stripe with his brother Patrick Collison,
a web-payments company based
in San Francisco, CA. Previously, he
co-founded Auctomatic, which was
acquired by Live Current Media in
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JAMES CARROLL
EVP of Global Platform
Development
As head of Global Platform
Development, James drives the
architecture and development for
all of GoDaddy’s global business
and product platforms, including
the systems that power our global
marketing and ecommerce systems
worldwide.
Before coming to GoDaddy in 2013,
James was a Senior Vice President
at Yahoo!, where he directed the
company’s global R&D centers in
China, India and the Middle East. He
also oversaw Yahoo’s content, social
and membership platforms as well as
the international delivery of all Yahoo!
products and services worldwide.
Prior to Yahoo!, James spent
13 years as General Manager at
Microsoft. While there, he managed
the MSN international team and
later, the Windows and Windows Live
international teams.

March 2008 for $5M when Collison was
17. In 2009, Collison (having returned
to finish secondary school at Castletroy
College) received 8 A1 and 2 A2
grades in the Irish Leaving Certificate
examination. He continued to study
at Harvard University, commencing his
studies in September 2009. John is also
a pilot and a pianist.

LIAM CASEY
Founder PCH
Since founding PCH in 1996, Casey
has grown the company to over
$900M in revenues in 2013. PCH
opened its USA headquarters in 2013
in San Francisco, California. Serving
customers globally, the company
operates an innovation hub in San
Francisco, which includes PCH Lime
Lab, a design engineering division
with state-of-the-art prototyping
capability, Highway1, a hardware
incubator, and PCH Access, which
helps startup companies scale.
Casey is widely recognized as a
thought leader in hardware, supply
chain management, and startups. He
spends his time in San Francisco, Cork
and Shenzhen.
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PATRICK COLLISON
CEO, Stripe
Patrick Collison is an Irish
entrepreneur from County Limerick.
He was the winner of the 41st Young
Scientist and Technology Exhibition
in 2005 at the age of sixteen. He was
also the individual runner-up at the
40th Young Scientist and Technology
Exhibition. Collison took his first
computer course when he was eight
years old at the University of Limerick
and began learning computer
programming at the age of ten.
After attending Massachusetts
Institute of Technology in the United
States for a time Collison dropped out.
In 2007 he set up software company
‹Shuppa’ (a play on the Irish word
‘siopa’) in Limerick with his brother
John Collison. prompting a move
to California after Silicon Valley’s Y
Combinator showed interest. Here, they
merged with two Oxford graduates,
Harjeet and Kulveer Taggar, and the
company became Auctomatic.
On Good Friday of March 2008
Collison, aged nineteen, and his
brother, aged seventeen, sold
Auctomatic to Canadian company
Live Current Media, becoming
overnight millionaires. In May 2008
he became director of engineering in
the company’s new Vancouver base.
Collison attributes the success of
his company to his win in the Young
Scientist and Technology Exhibition. In
2010, Patrick cofounded Stripe, which
received backing from Peter Thiel,
Elon Musk and Sequoia Capital.

JAMES CONNAUGHTON
CEO of Nautilus Data Technologies
Is the former chair of the White House
Council on Environmental Quality,
serving as a senior environmental
advisor to the George W. Bush. With an
emblematic career spanning 26 years,
Connaughton worked with White House
Council on Environmental Quality, as
Executive Vice President in Constellation
Energy, Exelon, C3 IoT and also as
Advisor in SHINE Medical and ClearPath
Foundation. While working in the White
House, he served as President George
W. Bush’s senior advisor on energy,
environment and natural resources till
2009 where he resolved market-based
policy and technology solutions for
world’s most pressing environmental

challenges - including energy
production, air and water pollution,
climate change, wetlands restoration,
and conservation of marine resources.

RUTH COTTER
Senior Vice President of
Human Resources, Corporate
Communications and Investor
Relations at Advanced Micro Devices
(NASDAQ: AMD).
Her responsibilities include leading
AMD’s people, voice and strategy
pillars coupled with fostering global
relationships with the media, industry
analysts and Wall Street. Ruth joined
AMD in 2002. She also served as AMD’s
assistant treasurer from 2007 to 2010.
Ruth has over 20 years of industry
experience. Prior to joining AMD, Ruth’s
expertise spanned several years in Ireland
at CRH plc, one of the worlds largest
building materials groups. Following
that, she spent a number of years at
Trintech Group plc, a leading provider of
transaction risk management solutions
co-headquartered in Ireland and the USA.
In addition, Ruth has many years of public
relations experience in the public, banking
and consumer industries.
Ruth serves on the National Investor
Relations Institute’s (NIRI) Board of
Directors and the San Jose Sister City
Program Board of Directors. Ruth
was co-Chairperson of NIRI’s Annual

Conference, nominated as a “Woman
Worth Watching” by the Diversity Journal
in September 2014 and featured in the
RTE Television series “Better off Abroad”
in October 2015.
Ruth holds a bachelor’s degree in
Economics and History from University
College Cork, Ireland.
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Nimbus CentreIreland’s Leading
Provider of CyberPhysical Systems
(CPS) Research.

Our Practical Application of CPS Research
uses Sensors, Electronics, Computing and
Communication to Solve Challenging Real
World Problems, particularly in Energy, Water
and Smart Cities & Communities.
FOCUSED RESEARCH, VALIDATED IN THE REAL WORLD.
Contact: 021 433 5560 / nimbus@cit.ie/ www.nimbus.cit.ie
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SEAN CUNNINGHAM
Managing Director, Trident Cybersecurity
Trident Cybersecurity is a Venture Capital Firm focused
on early stage investment in Cybersecurity startups.
Prior to Trident Capital Cybersecurity, Mr. Cunningham
was with Intel beginning in1994 and worked in multiple
management roles in Marketing and Sales. He made equity
investments with Intel Capital from 2000- 2015 as Director
of Strategic Investments, responsible for enterprise security
technology investments.
Mr. Cunningham served as the Intel Capital Board of
Director Observer on Agiliance, AlienVault, Bromium,
Hytrust, SS8 Networks, and investor in Skyport, Mocana
and Prolexic (Akamai). He also was the Investment Director
and BoD Observer for Zone Labs (acquired by Checkpoint
Software), Musicmatch (acquired by Yahoo), Trymedia
(acquired by Macrovision), Cloakware (acquired by Irdeto),
Lockdown Networks (acquired by McAfee), Signacert
(acquired by Harris Corp), Tricipher (acquired by VMware),
Accertify (acquired by American Express), Workshare
(acquired by Skydox), Crossbeam (acquired by Blue Coat
Systems), Credant (acquired by Dell), Solera Networks
(acquired by Blue Coat Systems) and Perspecsys (acquired
by Blue Coat Systems).
Prior to Intel, Mr. Cunningham was responsible for
Marketing and Service Management functions for over five
years with Sequent Computers. He also held numerous
Finance, Management and Marketing positions during his
seven years at ISC Systems.
Mr. Cunningham graduated from Gonzaga University with
a BBA in Finance and Management. He earned his MBA
from Gonzaga University.

JOHN
DONAHOE
Chair of the
Board, PayPal
Biography:
John serves
as Chair of the
Board of PayPal,
the leading
digital payments
company.
He served as
President and
CEO of eBay Inc.
from 2008–2015,
where he oversaw
the eBay, PayPal and eBay Enterprise businesses. During his
tenure eBay Inc’s revenues more than doubled to $18B and
market value increased over 250% to $80B. eBay and PayPal
were early innovators in mobile commerce and payments,
enabling almost 20% of global digital commerce. In mid-2015,
eBay and PayPal separated into two independent publically
traded companies.
Prior to eBay, John spent more than 20 years at Bain &
Company, a leading worldwide consulting firm. Starting as
an Associate Consultant in 1982, John rose to become the
firm’s CEO in 1999, overseeing Bain’s 30 offices and 3,000
employees.
John received a Bachelor of Arts in Economics from
Dartmouth College and an MBA from the Stanford Graduate
School of Business. He serves on the Board of Directors for
PayPal, Nike and Intel Corp. Additionally John serves on the
Board of The Bridgespan Group, a nonprofit advisor and
resource for mission-driven organizations and philanthropists

CAROLINE DONAHUE
Caroline is on the board of Experian plc
and The Computer History Museum
and is a member of C-100, a
Northwestern University women’s
leadership group. She retired
from her full time tech career
in 2016 after spending the past
21+ years at Intuit where she
was Executive Vice President
and Chief Sales and Marketing
Officer. She also works with
several non profits in the Bay
area including Emerge
America and She-Can.
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RORY DOOLEY
General Manager at Logitech
Rory Dooley has over 30 years
experience in the global high
tech space. For the last 12 years
he has worked at Logitech as a
General Manager. He has run
several businesses there including
3Dconnexion, Logitech Mouse &
keyboard business, Ultimate Ears
(bootstrapping the Mobile speaker
business to be a leader in the space
today), and most recently Jaybird,
a leading brand in the emerging
category of sports wireless earphones.
Prior to Logitech, Dooley was
CEO of Linkvest, a software services
consulting firm based in Lausanne,
Switzerland and also worked as a
partner with Endeavor Advisors, a
Geneva based Venture fund.
Dooley has an Engineering degree
from Trinity College Dublin

JACK DORSEY
CEO and Chairman of Square and a
co-founder, CEO of Twitter
A co-founder of both. Jack also
serves on the Board of The Walt
Disney Company.
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CAROLINE DOWLING
Business Group President,
Communications & Enterprise
Compute
Caroline Dowling is business group
president at Flex (NASDAQ: FLEX),
a $24.5B, industry-leading, Fortune
Global 500 company with more than
200,000 employees and operations
in 30 countries. In this role, she leads
the Communications and Enterprise
Compute Business Group (CEC) a $9B
group, comprised of an international
team focused on product design,
manufacturing and services providing
end-to-end solutions worldwide for the
telecom, networking, server, storage,
cloud, data analytics and converged
infrastructure markets.
Additionally, she is responsible
for managing the Global Service &
Solutions (GSS) a $1B business unit,
including forward and reverse logistics,
spare parts management and end to
end global distribution.
Prior to this role Ms. Dowling held
several senior executive roles at Flex over
the past 16 years including President of

NOVO & technical services and SVP of
Global business development.
Ms. Dowling joined Flex through the
acquisition of The Dii Group, where
she held various management roles of
increasing responsibility, including vice
president of Europe, director of European
business and original equipment
manufacturer (OEM) manager.
She is a graduate of the Harvard
Business School Advanced
Management Program.

MIKE FLANNAGAN
Senior Vice President of Analytics at SAP
As Senior Vice President of Analytics
at SAP, Mike Flannagan is responsible
for Product Strategy and Product
Management with a focus on building
products that deliver business insights
to anyone, anywhere, on any device with
a world class user experience. Mike also
leads the Customer Success team, where
SAP works closely with customers to
ensure they derive maximum value from
SAP’s products.
Mike is active in the Analytics startup
community, serving on the Board of
Directors for MammothDB, as an advisor
to several startups, and as a angel
investor. Prior to joining SAP, Mike was
Corporate Vice President and General
Manager of the Data & Analytics Software
Group at Cisco Systems. Mike holds

several patents, has co-authored several
technical books, and is a frequent speaker
at industry events.
Mike earned his MBA from Auburn
University, where he now serves on
Advisory Boards for the College of
Business and the Graduate School.
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SARAH FRIAR
CFO at Square
A financial technology company
that offers payment processing to
point of sale, hardware to software,
business loans to payroll and more.
Sarah joined Square in July 2012 after
serving as SVP of Finance & Strategy
at salesforce.com. Prior to salesforce.
com, Sarah worked at Goldman Sachs,
with experience in corporate finance,
M&A, and equity research, and
ultimately as lead software analyst and
Business Unit Leader for the Goldman
Sachs’ Technology Research Group.
She previously worked for McKinsey in
both London and South Africa.
Sarah sits on the Board of New Relic
(NEWR), a software analytics company,
and is also an active participant on
the Stanford GSB Management Board,

and sits on the Advisory Council for N.
Ireland Executive Ministers providing
advice on key economic issues and
trends in the USA which are likely to
impact on the growth of the Northern
Irish economy.
She is the vice-chair of the Board of
Spark, a nonprofit passionate about
changing the lives of at-risk middle
schoolers through mentorship. She
earned her MEng in metallurgy,
economics and management from
the University of Oxford and her MBA
from the Stanford University Graduate
School of Business, where she
graduated as an Arjay Miller scholar.
Sarah is a Fellow of the inaugural
class of the Finance Leaders
Fellowship Program and a member
of the Aspen Global Leadership
Network.

TOMMY GEARY
Senior Vice President, Global Sales
Operations Hewlett Packard Enterprise
Tommy Geary has 25 years of global
and executive management experience
across multiple regions and joined
Hewlett Packard in 2012. He is currently
Senior Vice President of Global Sales
Operations and is responsible for
delivering and continuously improving
a best-in-class experience for Hewlett
Packard Enterprise’s customers, partners
and sales teams. He leads a team of more
than 4,000 employees located all across
the globe. His responsibilities include
a large number of diverse functions
including Sales Compensation, CRM,
Quoting, Pricing, Order Management,
Customer Care and Partner Operations.
He has also been heavily involved in
enabling the recent Separations, Spin
Mergers and Acquisitions that HPE have
been executing.
Tommy’s previous role at HP was
as Vice President of Global Business
Process Management (BPM) utilizing
Lean Six Sigma techniques to drive
end to end process improvements

across the whole company. Prior to
this, Tommy was Vice President of
EMEA, Sales Operations with similar
responsibilities to his current global role
but at a region level.
Tommy joined HP from the
telecommunications company, Eir,
where he held a Senior Executive
position leading the Customer
Management & Operations
Organization. His responsibilities
included TeleSales, Customer Care &
Technical Support. Prior to that, Tommy
was in Dell for 17 years, working in
several different leadership positions.
His most recent role in Dell was as
Executive Director for EMEA Business
Operations where his organization
spanned 22 locations and multiple
continents. Earlier in his career, he also
worked for Berlitz International.
Tommy relocated, with his wife and
two children, from Ireland to California
in 2013. He is a qualified Electronic
Engineer, a certified Six Sigma Black
Belt and is an NACD Governance
Fellow (National Association of
Corporate Directors). Tommy has

served on the boards of Dell Ireland
and eircom Phonewatch and is
currently on the board of a non-profit
organization for Huddart & Wunderlich
Parks in California.
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KIERAN HANNON
Chief Marketing Officer for Belkin
International
Encompassing all three of its brands:
Belkin, Linksys and WeMo, where he
manages every aspect of the marketing
organization and eCommerce globally.
Fast Company named Belkin one of the
World’s Most Innovative Companies in
the Internet of Things (IoT). The Belkin
team’s people-centric approach to IoT
innovations and Belkin’s passion for
delightful user experiences anchor the
company’s successes.
Prior to joining Belkin, Kieran spent
the past two decades building the best
consumer experiences in the mobile,
digital and retail sectors spanning
everything from large enterprises to
startups. Kieran served as vice president

JIM HART
Global Vice President of Sales for Mirror
Image.
One of the founding Content Delivery
Networks (CDN) in the industry. Jim
opened Mirror Image’s London office
in 2006 as the company’s center for
European sales operations and shortly
thereafter, he dedicated his efforts to
expanding the company’s presence
and reach into Ireland. As a result, he’s
been able to develop partnerships
with many leading Irish-based news
organizations, media broadcasters, ad
technology, software and ecommerce
organizations who have adopted the
use of many of the company’s emerging
technologies such as multi-screen video
and audio streaming delivery services.
Jim has recently employed internship
opportunities for graduates of Dublin
City University (DCU) and he also hired
a senior technical leader from Galway to
run the company’s European solutions
engineering team from its London
office. A proud Irish American, Jim
is a member of the Irish Technology
Leadership Group (ITLG) and the Irish
International Business Network (IIBN).
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of marketing for RadioShack Corporation
where developed the company’s first
integrated marketing campaign resulting
in a National Retail Federation Gold
award. Earlier in his career, Kieran was
a highly respected advertising agency
executive. As president of Grey Worldwide
in San Francisco, he directed changes
that resulted in major growth of the San
Francisco office, making it one of the top
performing agencies in the Grey Global
Group network.
Kieran is a Technology Advisory
Board member of Enterprise Ireland,
a government agency responsible for
promoting Irish companies around the
world and a founding member of the Irish
Technology Leadership Group, where he
sits on the management team of this nonprofit. Recognized as one of the “Top

He is also an active participant in the Irish
Executive Mentoring Program (IEMP).
Under Jim’s leadership, Mirror Image
has earned industry-leading awards
such as being named one of Streaming
Media magazine’s Top 100 Companies
That Matter Most in Online Video in
2015 and 2016 and also recognized by
CIO Review magazine as one of the 10
Most Promising Online Video Platform
Providers in 2014. Jim holds an M.A. in
Politics (Congressional Studies) from
The Catholic University of America in
Washington D.C. and a B.A. in Political
Science from The University of California,
Irvine. Jim resides in Tustin, CA with his
wife Tracey and their four children - Aidan,
Kathleen, Reagan and Finn

100 CMOs in the World” and “one of the
most influential CMOs on Twitter”, Kieran
graduated from the Dublin Institute of
Technology in Ireland with a diploma in
civil engineering.

TREVOR HEALY
Technology executive and CEO of
AIPARC.
A customer intelligence platform
for the worlds leading companies.
He was formerly Executive
Chairman of Nexmo, a leading
cloud communications company.
Immediately, prior he was President
of Sansa Security (Acquired by ARM).
Trevor served as CEO of Amobee Inc.
(Acquired by Singtel). He was CEO of
Jajah (Acquired by Telefonica), and
following was Chief Innovation Officer
and a Board Director at Telefonica
Europe PLC. Prior he was Co-founder
of CelNX (VeriSign) and was an
executive at VeriSign and Paypal. He
was an investor in Onavo (Facebook),
Kontera (SingTel) and Cotendo
(Akamai). He is currently an investor in
Stem, DeDrone, Boxfish, Qwil, Funding
Wonder and Octane AI.
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JOHN HERLIHY
VP and Managing Director,
EMEA, LinkedIn
John leads LinkedIn in EMEA,
driving the company’s strategic
direction in the region and
fostering business and member
growth. He joined LinkedIn in
November 2015 and is based at its
EMEA headquarters in Dublin.
John was formerly Vice President
at Google Inc., where he held
a number of international roles
and scaled its EMEA online sales
and operations teams from 50
to approximately 2,500 direct
employees. He also served as Head
of Google Ireland from 2005 - 2015.
An experienced global executive,
John previously held senior
management positions at global
technology companies including
First Data, PeopleSoft, Adobe
Systems and Oracle Corporation.
John is currently an advisory
partner to Brandon Point Industries
and Malin Corporation plc.
A Chartered Accountant, John
holds a Bachelor of Commerce
from University College Dublin
and was awarded an honorary
Doctorate in Economic Science by
University of Limerick.

PJ HOUGH
Senior Vice President Of Product
PJ Hough is senior vice president of
product for Citrix and is responsible
for driving product alignment and
innovation, as well as ensuring the
company’s solutions reflect the
voice of the customer. Hough
brings more than 25 years of
industry experience to Citrix, most
recently serving as the CVP of
Developer division at Microsoft
leading the evolution of the Visual
Studio product portfolio to fully
modern engineering practices,
helping to increase revenue and
focus on data-driven decision
making. Prior to that, he spent
over 17 years in the Microsoft
Office Division, driving vision
and execution for the program
management of the entire Office
suite culminating with introduction
of Office365. Hough earned a
bachelor’s degree in computer
applications with honors from
the National Institute for Higher
Education in Dublin, and a master’s
degree in computer applications
with 1st Class honors from Dublin
City University. He holds 11 patents.

ANN B. KELLEHER
Corporate vice president and
general manager of the Technology
and Manufacturing Group at Intel
Corporation.
She is responsible for corporate
quality assurance, corporate
services, customer fulfillment, and
supply chain management. She
is also responsible for strategic
planning for the company’s
worldwide manufacturing
operations, including silicon
fabrication, assembly and test.
Before assuming her current
position in the Technology and
Manufacturing Group, Kelleher
was general manager of the Fab/
Sort Manufacturing organization. In
that role, she was responsible for all
aspects of Intel’s high-volume silicon
manufacturing. Earlier in her Intel
career, Kelleher was the site manager
of Intel’s Fab 11X fabrication facility
in Rio Rancho, New Mexico, the
plant manager of Intel’s Fab 12
facility in Chandler, Arizona, as well
as the factory manager of Fab 24 in
Leixlip, Ireland.
Kelleher joined Intel in 1996 as
a process engineer, going on to
manage technology transfers and
factory ramp-ups in a variety of
positions spanning 200mm and
300mm technologies. She holds
a bachelor’s degree, a master’s
degree, and a Ph.D. in electrical
engineering, all from University
College Cork in Ireland.
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DAN KIELY
CEO At Voxpro
Dan Kiely is an entrepreneur through
and through. Heading up his own award
winning company Voxpro, Dan thrives in
the entrepreneurial realm. He dreams big
and encourages innovation in all aspects
of his company. Dan is a man of passion
and creativity. Find the limit and he will
smash it. Voxpro’s vision has always been
driven by Dan’s desire to create something

unique, something unforgettable. With its
global work force in Cork, Dublin, Georgia
and San Francisco, Voxpro touches the
lives of thousands of people every year,
all over the world. Voxpro’s clients are of
great inspiration to Dan. He resonates with
their entrepreneurial spirit and they, with
his. Dan’s tenure at the helm continues to
steer Voxpro on an exciting and successful
journey. Audacious and relentless, his
dreams know no bounds.

MIKE LANNAN
SVP Business Products & IoT
Mike Lanman is SVP, Business Products
& IoT for Verizon’s Product and New
Business Team. He is responsible for
solutions provided to business and
government customers across all of
Verizon’s routes to market.
Until April 2014 Mike Lanman was
President of Global Enterprise Sales
within Verizon Enterprise Solutions, which
sells and delivers the company’s wireless,
wireline, IT and cloud capabilities to
multinational, government, corporate and
medium business customers.
Through December 2011, Lanman
was chief operating officer for Verizon
Business, with P&L responsibility
and global accountability for sales,
operations and client services, providing
the company’s enterprise, mid-tier,
government and education clients with
integrated industry solutions. Previously,
from October 2009, Lanman served as

president of enterprise and government
markets for Verizon Wireless, where he
created Verizon’s first dedicated division
with responsibility for all sales and service
delivery of vertical wireless solutions to
multinational corporations and federal
government accounts. In January 2007,
Lanman was promoted to an officer role
and named vice president and chief
marketing officer for Verizon Wireless,
responsible for the company’s market
strategy and segmentation, pricing,
product management, wireless device
procurement, brand management,
marketing communications and GTM
planning and execution.
In 2000, with the creation of Verizon
Wireless, Lanman was appointed
regional president for the state of
Florida. In that role he consolidated
3 regions into one and created a top
performing region in ARPU, cash flow
and EBITDA per subscriber.
Lanman joined PrimeCo Personal

DAMIAN LAWLOR
Managing Director, Global Sales
Strategy at Google Cloud.
Where he focuses on identifying,
designing & delivering differentiated
solutions for our Cloud enterprise
customers. During 9 years in Google
he has also led the Doubleclick
programmatic advertising business
in Europe, and managed online
sales & operations for YouTube and

Publisher channels in EMEA. Before
joining Google, Damian was European
Head of Product Development at
Elavon, one of the world’s largest
electronic payment processors and a
subsidiary of U.S. Bancorp. He has also
experience in business development,
operations, consulting and
entrepreneurial roles across Europe,
Asia and the Middle East.
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Communications, a predecessor company
of Verizon Wireless, in July 1995 as the
director of sales and marketing for the
Richmond market. He moved to PrimeCo’s
corporate office in July 1997 and served
as vice president of sales and marketing
operations. Later that year he was named
vice president and general manager
for the south Florida region. Lanman
graduated from the University of Maryland
with a bachelor’s degree in business
administration and marketing.
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CLAIRE LEE
Head of Silicon Valley Bank’s early
stage practice.
The team dedicated to working with
founders, entrepreneurs and preSeries A companies. This practice
also manages strategic partnerships
with leading technology companies,
investment and industry groups that
support founders at the early stage.
Claire joined the financial sector
and SVB in January 2014 from a
career in the technology sector and
almost a decade at Microsoft, where
she helped establish Microsoft
BizSpark and later Microsoft
Ventures. Much of her career was
in emerging markets (CEE, MEA)
and she moved to Silicon Valley in
2011.Her career began with IBM in
Ireland.   Passionate about education
and inclusion, international affairs
and providing greater access to
capital and opportunity, Claire has
acted as an advisor to the U.S. State
Department, Intel Capital Education
Accelerator, Astia, Seedcamp,
StartX, and is most recently active
with non-profit foundations investing
in education for the excluded
cohorts of our population.

BRIAN LONG
Managing Partner, Silicon Valley
Brian Long is founder and Managing
Partner of Atlantic Bridge Ventures.
His active investments and board seats
include Blue Data Inc, Hedvig Inc, 3D
Robotics Inc, Swrve Inc, Boxfish Inc,
Lion Semiconductor, GBox Inc, Nod
Labs, Navitas Semiconductor, and
Highlight Semiconductor. Some of his
previous investments and board seats
include Movidius (Acquired by Intel),
Maginatics (Acquired by EMC), Ozmo
Devices (Acquired by Atmel), BridgeCo
(Acquired by SMSC), Silicon Blue

(Acquired by Lattice Semiconductor),
Osmetta Inc (Acquired by Facebook).
Brian was founder and CEO of ParthusCEVA technologies 1993 - 2003 which he
took public (IPO) on Nasdaq and London
Stock Markets (Nasdaq: CEVX) . He was
founder and Chairman of GloNav Inc
which developed the first single chip
GPS solutions used on Galaxy mobile
phones (Acquired by NXP).
Brian has a Master’s Degree in
Electronic Engineering from Trinity
College Dublin, Ireland.
Brian grew up in Dublin Ireland and now
lives and works in Palo Alto California.

LIAM MADDEN
Corporate Vice President
Xilinx, Inc.
Liam Madden is corporate vice
president of Hardware and Systems
Product Development at Xilinx.
He has contributed to a range
of industry leading products,
including: high performance and
low power microprocessors (Alpha
and StrongArm at DEC), embedded
processors and IP (MIPS) and
consumer devices (Xbox 360 at
Microsoft). He holds a BE degree from
UCD, an M.Eng. degree from Cornell
University, is an Adjunct Professor at
UCD and is a member of the board of
Science Foundation Ireland.
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EOGHAN MCCABE
CEO and co-founder of Intercom
He previously founded an
award-winning software design
consultancy called Contrast, and cofounded Exceptional, a developer
tool startup acquired in 2011 and
now a part of Rackspace. He moved
from Ireland to San Francisco that
year to start Intercom.

RORY MCINERNEY
Corporate Vice President at Intel
Is responsible for developing a
range of microprocessors that serve
the broader datacenter market.
The products include the Intel®
Xeon®, Xeon Phi™ and Atom® CPU
families that are targeted toward
the enterprise, deep learning, cloud
computing, high performance
computing, storage, communications
infrastructure, and automotive markets
driving ~$18 billion in revenue in 2016.
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WILLIAM S. MCKIERNAN
President, WSM Capital LLC
Bill McKiernan is president of WSM
Capital, LLC a private equity firm he
founded to invest in payment and
other technology companies. Prior to
founding WSM Capital, Bill founded
CyberSource Corporation in 1994.
CyberSource provides payment
processing and other related services
to online businesses. He was Chairman
and CEO for 16 years. He built the
company into one of the dominant
players in the eCommerce payment
market with over 300,000 customers
processing over $120 billion per year.
CyberSource processed 1 of every 4
e-commerce transactions in the US and
1 of 8 worldwide. In July 2010, Visa, Inc.
acquired CyberSource in a transaction
valued at $2 billion. Mr. McKiernan
served as Executive Advisor to Visa, Inc.
for two years following the acquisition
before founding WSM Capital in 2012.
Mr. McKiernan holds a BS from
Boston College and an MBA from
the Harvard Business School. Prior
to founding CyberSource he held
positions at Price Waterhouse, IBM,
and McAfee Associates.
He is on the boards of trustees of
Boston College, Bellarmine College
Prep and the American Ireland Fund.
He is on the board of directors of
the Multiple Myeloma Research
Foundation and the Harvard Business
School California Research Center
Advisory Board. He is the West Coast
Chairman of the Boston College
Technology Council. He also sponsors
an annual National Business Plan
Competiton in Ireland through the
American Ireland Fund.

KATIE MCMAHON
Vice President & GM
SoundHound Inc.
A mobile industry veteran,
Katie McMahon has been at the
forefront of working with emerging
technologies that change the way
people interact with connected
devices. She drove the global, massmarket adoption of mobile music
recognition and is currently focused
on the next major revolution, natural
language voice interfaces.
Katie is vice president and general
manager at SoundHound Inc., the
Silicon Valley-based company renown
for its breakthrough voice and A.I.
technologies. She leads the consumer
business for the SoundHound music
search app and Hound the voice search
and assistant app, and manages key
strategic partnerships for expanding
the Houndify A.I. and voice platform.
Katie previously was vice president
of business development at Shazam,
where she led the company’s mobile
strategy from 2004 through 2009. Prior
to Shazam, Katie was the Founder and
CEO of Westport Communications Inc.,
a mobile data and services company
in Tokyo. In 2002, she was recognized
as the first western woman to launch a
technology company in Japan. Katie is
a member of the Board of Directors of
uBeam, a pioneering wireless power
company and serves on the Board of
Trustees of the Lawrenceville School.
Katie graduated with high distinction
from the University of Virginia, with a
degree in Political & Social Thought
and was a member of The University’s
NCAA I national championship
women’s lacrosse team.
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MONIQUE MECHE
Vice President, Amazon
Monique Meche is Vice President
of Global Public Policy at Amazon,
responsible for managing Amazon’s
public policy internationally. Prior to
Amazon, Monique served as Vice
President of Government Affairs and
Corporate Social Responsibility at
ArcelorMittal. Monique previously
worked in the technology sector for
twenty years, as Senior Director at
Cisco responsible for government
affairs and policy in Europe, Middle
East and Africa, and prior to that as
Managing Director at Intel, where
she managed policy and business
development in Europe, the US and
Japan. From 1999-2003, Monique
was a Senior Director in Intel
Capital, where she made minority
investments in start-up companies in
the US, Asia and Europe. Monique
holds a B.A. degree in Economics/
International Relations from Tulane
University and graduate degrees
from the Institut d’Etudes Politiques
in Paris and the College of Europe in
Bruges, Belgium. Monique resides
in Mercer Island, Washington and
Kerry, Ireland.
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MAIRTINI NI DHOMHNAILL
Senior Vice President
Accretive Solutions
Mairtini leads the National Business
Outsourcing Practice at Accretive
Solutions providing outsourcing
services to over 250 companies
nationwide, many of them venture
backed companies in the Silicon Valley.
Prior to this she was the Market Leader
for the Northern California region.
Mairtini has worked with or is
currently working with a number of
well known Silicon Valley Start Ups
including Asana, Big Switch Networks,
Brigade, Brit +Co, Causes, June, Path,
Quora and Facebook to name a very
few. Mairtini sits on the board of Joint
Venture Silicon Valley Network and is a
former board member of The National
CleanTech Open. Mairtini was born
in Donegal, grew up in Mullingar,
graduated from the Galway and Mayo
Institute of Technology (GMIT) before
moving to London to become a
fellow of the Chartered Association of
Certified Accountants . She has been
in the US over 20 years, these days she
lives in Menlo Park and spends her

free time reading, hiking and traveling
with her husband and two wonderful
daughters.
Accretive Solutions is a national
professional services firm providing
consulting, staffing and outsourcing
solutions to a variety of organizations
from Start Ups to Fortune 500
companies.

RORY O’DRISCOLL
Founding member and Partner at Scale
Venture Partners.
An active investor for the past 20 years,
Rory is focused on early-in-revenue
software companies benefiting from
the move to Software as a Service
and the wider transition of enterprise
computing to the cloud. Rory currently
sits on the board of Axcient, Bill.com,
Box, Chef Software, DataSift, DocuSign,
Drone Deploy, Forter, Katch, OneLogin,
Pantheon, Walkme and Wrike.
Prior investments include ExactTarge
(ET: Acq: SFDC), Omniture (OMTR;
Acq: ADBE). ScanSafe (Acq. Cisco),
Frontbridge (Acq: MSFT), Placeware
(Acq: MSFT) among others. Rory has
been recognized by the Forbes Midas
List and AlwaysOn Power Players in

Venture Capital for his investments. Rory
holds a BSc from the London School of
Economics.
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JOHN O’FARRELL
General Partner At Andreessen
Horowitz
John O’Farrell is a general partner
at Andreessen Horowitz, a Silicon
Valley venture capital firm. Prior
to joining Andreessen Horowitz,
John held Executive Vice President
positions at Silver Spring Networks,
Opsware and Excite@Home. Earlier
in his career, John worked in the
United States and Europe with
MediaOne Group/US WEST, Booz
Allen, Eircom (Ireland), the EU
Commission, Digital Equipment and
Siemens.
John has an MBA from the
Stanford Graduate School of
Business, where he graduated as an
Arjay Miller Scholar, and a Bachelor
of Electronic Engineering from
University College Dublin, where he
graduated with First Class Honors.
John speaks English, German,
French and Portuguese.

EDMUND
O’BRIEN
Global Channel
Chief@ Dropbox
In 2016 Edmund
joined Dropbox
as Global Head
of Customer
Success to lead
all Renewal and
Upsell Revenue
globally building
customers for
life. In January
2017 Eddie took
over as Global
Channel Chief
to accelerate the
development
of Dropbox’s
Enterprise
Business globally.
Before joining
Dropbox
Eddie was
CEO for arvato
Bertelsmann responsible for the
growth and execution of BPO services
including SCM, CRM, Financial and
IT Solutions. He reported to the
global CEO based in HQ in Gutersloh
Germany.
Before joining arvato he spent
15 years at Microsoft in Executive
positions, starting in Dublin, Ireland
as GM of Commercial Operations for
EMEA. After moving to headquarters
in Redmond in 2003 he held various
leadership positions where he led
multi-billion $ P&Ls including functions
of Sales, Marketing, Operations,
Key Account Management, Channel
Management and Customer
Experience.
His most recent position at Microsoft
was Vice President World Wide
Operator Channel where he was
responsible for the overall financial
growth of the Windows Ecosystem
including Office 365 through both
selling to and partnering with the
top global telecom Operators. This

included the functions of worldwide
sales, customer relationships, Account
management and Partner Marketing
Previously, he was VP of the OEM
& Operator Channel Group for the
US subsidiary where he managed
Microsoft’s partnerships with leading
worldwide corporations such as HP,
Dell, and Samsung.
After earning his degree at University
College Cork in Ireland Eddie began
his career as a CPA and management
consultant at Arthur Anderson in what
turned out to be the beginning of a
worldwide business journey with stops
in Dubai and Poland; then Coca-Cola
in Romania; and then joining Reckitt
Benckiser in the Czech Republic, New
York, and Barcelona. At every company,
he helped increase market share in
highly competitive categories and
emerging markets.
Eddie is a US citizen but was born in
Ireland where he met his wife, Nicole.
They have five sons from age 5 to 17
years and live in Bellevue, Washington..
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JOHN O’GRADY
General Manger, Worldwide Sales, Print
Systems Division and Vice President,
Eastman Kodak Company.
He reports to Chief Executive Officer Jeff
Clarke and Brad Kruchten, President,
Print Systems Division.
From January 2015 to December 2015,
Mr. O’Grady was Managing Director
of the Europe, United States and
Canada, Australia and New Zealand
(EUCAN) Region. From December 2010
to December 2014, Mr. O’Grady was
Managing Director, U.S. & Canada Region.
From December 2008 to December 2010,
he was Regional Managing Director,
Europe, Africa and Middle East Region
(EAMER) and Chairman Eastman Kodak

Sàrl. From May 2007 to December 2008,
he was Managing Director, EAMER,
Consumer Businesses. The Board of
Directors elected him a corporate vice
president in March 2007.
Up until May 2007, Mr. O’Grady was
Director, U.S. and Canada Sales and Vice
President, Consumer Digital Group. He
became Director, U.S. and Canada Sales
and Vice President, Digital and Film
Imaging Systems in 2004. Previously,
he served as General Manager of the
company’s digital imaging business in
the Americas Region.
He joined Kodak in 1997 following a
12-year career at Verbatim, and has held
key business development and regional
management positions in Kodak’s digital

BARRY O’SULLIVAN
CEO and CO-Founder at ALTocloud
With over 30 years of experience in
communications technology and
services, Barry brings his leadership and
entrepreneurial passion for understanding
customer needs together with a wealth
of experience in breakthrough realtime telecommunications, rich-media
technology, data analysis, and mobile
and web platforms. He joined Altocloud
from Cisco where he was Senior Vice
President and led Cisco’s Collaboration

and Unified Communications businesses
for over 10 years, which he grew from
$100m to over $4 billion. Barry also led
WebEx, the cloud-based collaborative
meeting and sharing solution, and Cisco’s
Telepresence business. In 2012, Barry was
asked to make his television debut as an
investor on the reality TV series Dragons’
Den in Ireland, an equivalent to the US
show, Shark Tank.
Additionally, Barry has been an investor
and advisor for a number of start-ups in
both Silicon Valley and Ireland.

NIAMH LOUISE PELLEGRINI
Chief Executive Officer and President at
Autonomic Technologies
Niamh Pellegrini is the President &
CEO of Autonomic Technologies,
Inc., a medical device company
focused on the development and
commercialization of innovative
therapies for the treatment of
autonomic disorders, particularly
severe headache. She has over 25
years of experience in the healthcare
industry with global and multifunctional
expertise including Marketing, Sales,
Finance and Information Management.

She has lived and worked in multiple
markets including the US, Europe
and Asia Pacific. Before joining ATI,
Ms. Pellegrini was President, North
America at Thoratec, the world leader
in mechanical circulatory support for
advanced heart failure patients. Prior
to that, she spent the majority of her
career working in various business
segments within Johnson and Johnson
including Acclarent, Johnson & Johnson
Development Corp and LifeScan. Ms.
Pellegrini holds a MBA and BS Finance
from Santa Clara University, Leavey
School of Business.
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imaging businesses.
Mr. O’Grady graduated from the
University of Limerick in Ireland with
a Bachelor of Science degree in
Electronics in June 1990.
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COLUM SLEVIN
The Head of Experiences at
Oculus VR.
Colm is the head of experiences at
Oculus VR. Slevin was the general
manager of Telltale Games prior to his
position at Oculus VR. Prior to Telltale,
Slevin worked for 6 years at LucasFilms,
as Head of Studio Operations.

BILL SHAUGHNESSY.
Has 30 years experience in the
global high tech industry. He is
currently an investor and advisor to
technology companies.
Previously Bill served as the
President, Chief Operating Officer
and a member of the Board of
Directors at eHealth, Inc. until June
2016. eHealth is the largest private
health insurance marketplace in the
United States. In this role, Bill was
responsible for the overall strategic
direction, functional management
and execution of the day to day
operations.
Before moving to eHealth in 2012,
Bill was the Senior Vice President of
Product Management and Product
Marketing at Yahoo.
Bill spent 15 years at Microsoft
Corporation where he held various
senior management positions,
including Global Vice President of
Sales, Marketing and Operations in
its Advertiser & Publisher Solutions
Group. Bill joined Microsoft as a
Product Manager in its Windows
Division. Earlier in his career Bill
held various Product Planning roles
developing PC and Server products
at Compaq Computer Corporation.
Bill is a graduate of California
State University, Fresno with a
Bachelor’s of Science in Business
Administration. He sits on the
Business Advisory Council, and is
an Advisor for the Water, Energy
and Technology (WET) Incubator at
California State University, Fresno.

LORRAINE TWOHILL
SVP, Global Marketing
Lorraine joined Google in 2003 as Head
of Marketing for Europe, the Middle East,
and Africa, where she built the region’s
Marketing team from the ground up. In
2009, Lorraine moved to the US to lead
Global Marketing, taking responsibility
for some of the world’s most used
and loved brands—Google, Android,
YouTube, and Chrome . Under Lorraine’s
leadership , Google Marketing debuted
the company’s first TV ad during the
Super Bowl, helped grow Chrome to the
world’s #1 browser and Google Maps to
the top mapping service, designed and
unveiled a new global brand in Alphabet
and launched a new logo and visual
system across all of Google’s products,
and launched the company’s first series
of hardware products made entirely

by Google including the Pixel phone.
Lorraine’s teams also have an important
revenue role at Google, working with
businesses small and large to grow their
online presence, reach their customers,
and build their brand online. Lorraine is a
champion of using technology as a force
for good. During her time at Google, she
has created programs to get young girls
interested in computer science, train small
businesses with digital skills, and bring
the internet to women in underserved
communities around the world. Before
joining Google, Lorraine built and led the
Marketing team for Opodo. Born and
raised in Ireland, Lorraine holds an honors
degree in International Marketing and
Languages from Dublin City University.
She is a member of The Board of Directors
at Williams-Sonoma Inc. and in 2011 was
named Adweek’s Grand Brand Genius.

NIALL WALL
Senior Vice President Business
Development & Platform Sales
Niall Wall is Senior Vice President of
Business Development and Platform
Sales. He is responsible for the
company’s overall partnership strategy
and global revenue generating
relationships. Prior to joining Box, Niall
held several senior leadership roles
at Symantec, including Vice President
and General Manager of the Norton
cloud business unit, Vice President of
the Data Protection Group and VP of
Business Development and Alliances.

Niall holds a M.A. and B.A. from the
National University of Ireland, Galway.
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Join the fastest growing AgTech
ecosystem in the world

Acceleration

8 Week Program Tailored
for Early Stage Startups
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Dealmaker
Kevin Barrett, Founder and CEO of Chita recently oversaw the sale of the
company to clinical research giant Medidata. He explains how the deal will create
the life science industry’s first integrated, end-to-end system for all R&D content
and document management needs

P

lanet Earth may be getting
smaller but blink and you’re
sure to miss out on some of
the exciting changes that are
happening in the world of life

sciences.
For instance, New York City awoke last
February 1st to a gloomy day pregnant with
rain but nobody in Wall Street was inclined
to rail against the deities.
It was as if the movers and shakers who

were busily engaged in a world encompassing
everything from over-the-counter medication
to diagnostics to pharma felt there was
something in the air.
And sure enough, news began to filter
through of Medidata’s decision to acquire
CHITA. It was a coming together that raised
the temperature on a chilly day. It’s not that
often that two such goliaths get into bed with
each other so quietly and without the dogs
in the street knowing about it but that’s what

happened last month as two became one.
Medidata was first off the mark in
going public with news of the marriage with
CHITA initially a bit more sheepish before
giving it the thumbs-up.
“I suppose the deal was done in a
relatively quiet way. They (Medidata)
announced it. We said nothing,” Kevin
Barrett, founder and former CEO of CHITA
confirmed to SVG.
“We signed a definitive purchase
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agreement on January 31st and the deal was
closed approximately two weeks later.
“The market is talking about it, i.e., in
the regulated industry space, as you would
anticipate. The analysts have all aired their
views. All’s positive. It’s looking good so far.”
The purchase agreement between
Medidata and CHITA includes purchasing
CHITA’s parent holding company for an
undisclosed all-cash initial purchase price,
along with earn-out payments contingent on
the performance of the business.
The deal seals the creation of the Life
Science Industry’s first integrated, end-to-end
system for all R&D content and document
58 | SILICON VALLEY GLOBAL

Barrett set about
building a new
regulated content
management system.
It would be easy to use,
non-threatening and
non-aggressive.

management needs, including eTMF and
SOP Solutions.
So, who exactly are the latest box-office
pairing?
Medidata is the leading global provider
of cloud-based solutions and data analytics
for clinical research and its creation of the
industry’s leading cloud-based solutions for
clinical research in the last few weeks has
seen it go a long way towards reinventing
global drug development.
Its acquisition of CHITA will specifically
allow it to add regulated content and
document management capabilities to the
Medidata Clinical Cloud®.
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CHITA (formerly known as Daybreak
Technologies) was established as a cloud-based
content management and collaboration system
built on Box Platform. It allows users to create,
store, view, edit and jointly work on both
regulated and non-regulated content in a single
application with cutting-edge UX capabilities.
CHITA is 21CFR, Part 11 and Part
820-compliant and provides the ideal
environment for life sciences workflow
management. It also features preconfigured Standard Operating Procedures
(SOPs) and Read & Acknowledge training
record management.
The upcoming consummation of Medidata’s
quick-fire romance will see CHITA’s cloudbased content and that of cloud platform
giant BOX integrated into the Medidata
Clinical Cloud platform, enabling life sciences
organizations to view and access clinical
operations data in a unified system—simplifying
collaboration between sponsors, sites and contract
research organizations (CROs).
It is anticipated Medidata’s acquisition
of CHITA will address the significant
hurdles inherent in compliance validation
and assurance, thus helping life sciences
companies to manage their content needs
more effectively.
“Our vision for CHITA stemmed from a
keen understanding of the intricacies and pain
points of content management in clinical trials
today,” former Elan CIO Barrett explains.
“Now, in joining Medidata - the
industry’s leading clinical trial technology
company and a trusted strategic partner to
nearly 800 life sciences companies worldwide
- we are able to enhance our offering even
further, leveraging Medidata’s deep industry
expertise to break into the eTMF market.”
To those on the outside looking in, the
amalgamation of Medidata and CHITA seemed
to happen seamlessly as well as uber-quietly.
“Ultimately, it was a very natural coming
together,” Barrett enthuses.
Kevin Barrett has ploughed a lot of furrows in
his time. His decision to join Athlone-based
biotech giant Elan in 1996 sowed the seed
that eventually led to CHITA sprouting up
from the fertile life sciences arena.
While the mantra in the property market
is location, location, location, Barrett soon
realized during his time with Elan (he would
later gravitate to be become CIO of the

“I got to know them
and they got to know
us through various
discussions on how we
may work together. It
became the right thing
to do for the life science
professionals for
whom this product will
provide benefits. It was
the right thing to do for
the product as well.”
organization in 2003) that service, service,
service is what it’s all about.
And where the customer is king in overthe-counter retail businesses, the end-user is
the lord of all he surveys in the bio-tech book.
“The end user community at Elan was
happy with every system, including SAP.
Including email, computation chemistry
except for one and that was regulated content
management; they hated it,” Barrett recalls.
“I found what the problem was; what
was causing the end-user difficulty. They
(regulated content management) were
designed based on process structure discipline
and validation first and the user was second.
Structure and discipline was first and the user
experience was always last. “
Barrett set about building a new regulated
content management system. It would be easy
to use, non-threatening and non-aggressive.
By 2009, his system was certified to ISO
9001 and operating at significantly lower
than other supply models, with a very strong
biotech IT team.
“I then approached Elan CEO Kelly Martin
and presented it as a business plan to him.
“I talked to him about allowing me to
pull the technology function out of Elan and

back into Elan. This gave me the latitude to
explore the project in more detail. He thought
it was a good idea.”
Daybreak Technologies had been hatched.
But Barrett had to bide his time though.
Finally, his persistence paid off and Elan
agreed to proceed with the transaction in 2012,
which would involve it outsourcing its IT
functions to the Barrett-led spin-out company.
In April 2013, Elan formally transferred its
IT operations, processes, assets and management
to Daybreak after signing an MSA.
Daybreak was hailed as the world’s only
ISO-certified IT partner focused exclusively
on biotechnology, and although there are a
number of IT service providers focused on
life sciences,
Barrett then spent 2013 and 2014
validating his content management system
with the market and with friends in the
industry like John Hartnett of ITLG (Irish
Technology Leadership Group).
Having designed his new system, Barrett
and a team of engineers set about developing
a patent that allowed store regulated content
to be stored on a non-regulated platform such
as Box. A patent was filed in August 2015
and just over a year later, Chita was launched.
Inevitably, venture capitalists began
expressing an interest and through an
industry connection, Barrett was introduced
to Medidata.
“My initial interest in Medidata was they
had 800 life science customers and a sales
force of over 150 people,” explains Barrett
who is now the Vice-President of Medidata.
“At the time, I thought to myself, I can
put together a partnership with Medidata and
they can market Chita to their customers.
“I have since discovered a great bunch of
people at Medidata. I had no desire to sell
this at all but I saw an opportunity to grow
this substantially.
“I got to know them and they got to
know us through various discussions on how
we may work together. It became the right
thing to do for the life science professionals
for whom this product will provide benefits.
It was the right thing to do for the product
as well.”
“I looked at them in terms of what they
were thinking and what drove them from a
business point of view. They had my same
mindset. We fell in love.”
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The
Science
of Soil
The go-ahead people at the helm of 2016 THRIVE Innovation award-winning firm
Trace Genomics are on the pig’s back but resting on their laurels is simply not in
their DNA. Following a recent investment from SVG Partners, Kevin Óg Carney
talks to the company’s founders Dr.Diane Wu and Dr. Poornima Parameswaran.

E

ncoded with the sort of
ambition common to all
winners, Trace Geromics’
ground-breaking work has
caused significant ripples within
the global agricultural industry and has won
it many, many admirers among the farming
community and its peers as well as financial
support from savvy and renowned investors.
The San Francisco-headquartered
company’s rapid-fire growth rate to date since
its establishment in June 2015 has revolved
around its capacity to help growers diagnose
and improve the health of their soil so as to
improve their harvest.
The development of a soil testing kit
(which provides a comprehensive overview
of the biological aspect of soil health) by
scientists working for Trace Genomics will
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allow growers to make decisions about what
types of nutrients they ought to add to
their soil and what particular kind of crop is
suitable to sow in their field.
Their proprietary technology uses genetic
sequencing to identify both harmful and
beneficial groups of bacteria and fungi in the soil.
With one test, the company screens the
soil for dozens of diseases causing harmful
microbes, identifies and quantifies the groups
of beneficial microbes and evaluates the
health of the soil ecosystem.
Using the test, growers can easily evaluate
and compare the soil health status of their
fields, before and after treatment, and across
different operational practices.
As the company approaches the third
anniversary of its inception, it continues
to concentrate and focus on doing what it

knows best. It’s a winning formula that just
keeps on giving.
Co-founded by Dr.Diane Wu (a
specialist in the field of the computational
biology and data science) and Dr. Poornima
Parameswaran (a molecular biology scientist
specializing in infectious diseases), Trace
Genomics recently received a major boost
with the decision of ITLG leader John
Hartnett’s VC Firm SVG Partners) to invest
in the company.
On the back of its award-winnings ways,
the receipt of this latest investment represents
a double fillip for Trace Genomics as the
aforementioned Dr. Wu outlines:
“We were selected to be in the second
batch of the THRIVE accelerator, and were
thrilled to be recipients of the Innovation
Award at the Forbes AgTech Summit.
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“Receiving the award alongside SVG’s
investment was a tremendous honor and
validation as our mentors in the program
were able to view the capabilities of our
technology and see our progress.”
The fact that SVG Partners put their
money where their mouths are in support of
Trace Genomics’ work didn’t surprise anyone
armed with an in-depth knowledge of hightech companies boasting outstanding potential.
“I think winning THRIVE also showed
our customers and partners that our
technology had been vetted by individuals,
like John Hartnett (SVG Partners) familiar
with our technology,” Trace Genomics’ cofounder Dr.Parameswaran confirms.
Trace Genomics’ innovative work got
it noticed by SVG Partners but industry
insiders concur that the sourcing of further
funding in the future will not be a concern for
the Dr. Wu/Dr. Parameswaran-led firm.
Indeed, it’s very much a case of onward
and upward for the San Fran behemoth.
However, all within the company remain
focused on consolidating the growth achieved
to date:
“We still have a lot of hard work ahead in
solving some pretty challenging problems in
agriculture.” Dr. Wu assures us, with a certain
seriousness and determination.
“Our customers are experiencing
increasing disease pressures on their fields
and it is becoming more and more difficult to
grow fruits and vegetables on our soils.
“We see it as our mission to try to help
provide our customers with as many tools and
insights to help them get ahead of disease and
maintain the productivity of their fields.
“We hope that people will hear about our
test and take the first step to improving the
health of their soils, measuring the status of
their soil health and evaluating the effects of
their operations on improving soil health.”
Building something that that is
innovative and reliable and winning friends
on a world-wide scale continues to be Trace
Genomics’ modus operandi.
However, while continuing to tailor
solutions to help growers of high value crops
reap amazing results, Dr. Wu understands
that being able to upholster the company’s
support network is crucial in making further
advances. In that respect, she is very pleased
to have SVG Partners on board:

“We get a lot of support from our mentors
and customers and people want to help us
build a good company and try to solve some
problems together and, in that respect, we were
fortunate to learn about SVG first through the
THRIVE accelerator,” Dr. Wu explains.
“SVG is a sponsor of the THRIVE
accelerator, and we were thrilled to meet their
team and the mentors they put together in
the THRIVE network.
“Enrolment in the Accelerator did not
come with an investment of any kind, so it
was up to the start-ups to show their growth
and traction to the mentors during the course
of the Accelerator.
“Thus, we were definitely excited to
receive SVG’s interest in our seed round.”
A good match then?
“Absolutely. After working with them for
eight weeks and seeing for ourselves what
an incredible community they put together,
and how much SVG has done to really create
an ecosystem for AgTech and bringing
innovative technologies to farmers in Salinas
and abroad, we were excited about the
opportunity to continue to work with John
(Hartnett) and his team on bringing our
technology to the next stage.”
“With the help of the investment from
SVG, we will be looking to push on and seek
to expand our team and reach new markets.”
So more new products on the way this year?
“Yes, there are many, many products that
we hope to roll out to our customers in the
future so we are really excited,” Dr. Wu adds.
“One of our goals for 2017 is to roll
our soil initiative out to as many growers as
possible across different crops so this year we

have expanded our test to cover all crops.”
And what of scaling?
“In terms of scaling, we will be concentrating
on building our technology with the approach of
a data-driven software company.
“The company will remain focused on
agility, scalability, and efficiency through datadriven insights.”
Dr. Wu, who prior to founding Trace
Genomics had already developed years of
experience in data science and building big
data analytical software, insists that the
company’s singular focus on hoovering up
more and more data and responding to the
subsequent new findings will enable the
firm to scale quickly across new markets,
geographically,and in volume and size.
And what of these “new markets?”
“We are constantly innovating and
improving our internal platform to reach new
users and new applications,” Dr. Wu enthuses.
“We are excited to be working with
SVG partners to pair our machine learning
and microbiome platforms for precision
agriculture and advanced formulations for
crop inputs.
“The investment in our company by SVG
Partners will certainly encourage us to expand
our horizons, further afield, outside the US.
We are already working with
international partners and are interested in
exploring additional partners in Europe, Asia,
and South America.”
Since embellishing the technological
landscape just shy of three years ago, Trace
Genomics has generated a ton of excitement.
Not forgetting light also. More of the same
please.
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Rise of the Robots
With Farm Labor Getting Scarcer, Big US Farms Are Preparing to Turn to Robots
writes ThriveAgtech’s Community Manager, Emily Breslin and CEO, John Hartnett.

B

uoyed by an inexpensive
migrant workforce, California
has been the United States’
agricultural mainstay for nearly
a century, currently producing
about 60% of the nation’s fresh produce. But
as the state’s minimum wage approaches $15
an hour and competition from a growing
Mexican economy mounts, producers face
unprecedented operating costs and a workforce
that has dropped by 60% since the 1990s.
Add to this President Trump’s moves
to restrict immigration, which threatens
to significantly curtail the sector’s already
depressed labor supply.
Leading California-based growers like
Driscoll’s Berries and Taylor Farms are feeling
the immediacy of Trump’s executive orders, as
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millions of dollars of specialty crops are growing
right now that will require a workforce to pick
them at the end of the season. Together they
spend over a billion dollars on labor each year.
“Nothing short of our businesses are at risk here,”
said Kevin Murphy, CEO of Driscoll’s, at a
recent THRIVE AgTech Forum. And yet, unlike
the CEOs of Tesla, Under Armour, and Johnson
& Johnson, agribusiness leaders have not received
their invitation to the White House to discuss
agriculture’s place within the administration.
Murphy and Taylor Farms CEO Bruce
Taylor are both looking to automation – i.e.
robots – to tackle their sector’s labor problems.
“Everyone in this industry sees the limited
nature of labor and its increasing cost, and I
believe Driscoll’s Berries is in a position to
accelerate the kinds of advancements we need

so that people can pick twice as fast- and
hopefully make twice as much as they do
today.” Murphy said. “We can’t spend the next
10 years doing this, we’ve got to get this going
in the next two to three.”
At peak season, Driscoll’s currently
employs 6,000 workers in its Salinas Valley
fields. To get to the kind of customized,
covered, and precise growing environment
that will allow for the replacement of field
picking operations in the next decade,
Driscoll’s is utilizing what’s called substrate
farming, in which fields act as a stage rather
than a growing medium. Using substrates
like coconut husk pots, it elevates the crop to
waist level on platforms and makes the picking
process more uniform and better configurable
for automation, while alleviating the taxing
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nature of berry picking in the interim.
A few of Driscoll’s fields have already been
reconfigured to allow for the introduction of
robot harvest crews. Working with startup
companies like Soft Robotics, Harvest
Automation, and Spain-based Agrobot,
Driscoll’s is ushering in the next wave of global
industrial automation on its fields and through
its supply chain. During a startup presentation
at the THRIVE Forum, Soft Robotics CEO
Carl Vause noted that further work around
computer vision systems would be the last
piece of the puzzle that would allow for
widespread adoption of automation: “When
the robot can see it, we are ready.”
A few miles south of Driscoll’s Salinas
Valley headquarters, Taylor Farms is addressing
its own workforce, freight, and food mile
pressures by adopting a regional, automated
production approach to deliver its produce to
consumers in as little as 2 days. The world’s
largest producer of fresh cut vegetables,
Taylor’s new growing operation in Georgia are
of particular note, where it has partnered with
Cultiva Global, an Italian radish grower, to
establish a year-round growing model.
Together, Cultiva Global and Taylor
Farms are using high-efficiency hoop houses
equipped with automated machinery specially
built to harvest produce. When asked about the
economics of the new operations, Taylor said,
“By ensuring the technology is really there, we
aren’t sacrificing the economics for the benefits
of growing closer to market.” In late 2016, Taylor
Farms picked its first harvest on site in Georgia.
In the near term, if farm workers are
expelled from the US, that would mean more
expensive produce and perhaps a collapse of
resource intensive agriculture like berries and
other specialty produce. It would mean our
‘fresh’ produce would come from New Zealand,
while meat would come from South America,
not to mention the hit to agriculture’s adjacent
food retail and farm supply industries.
Producers like Murphy and Taylor are
taking a proactive stance, however, in trying to
adapt agriculture for the future. Taylor Farms
currently has 40 discrete innovation projects
underway within the company, and Driscoll’s
Berries has deployed dozens of technologies
across its supply chain. Perhaps it is fitting that
in a time of great anxiety about global business,
one of the oldest industries is shining light on
the path ahead.

Emily Breslin is the community manager and John Hartnett the founder and CEO
of THRIVE AgTech, which works to connect tech companies and investors with
agricultural companies to meet the global food demands of the future.
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Close Ties
As the ITLG celebrates its tenth anniversary, Gillian Barry, Head of Innovation &
Enterprise at LIT talks to Nicola Donnelly about the close bonds the university
shares with the organization and the key initiatives they have undertaken
together, including ‘The ITLG Young Innovators’ event.

T

he ITLG global network
of technology leaders
is celebrating ten years
in existence. The nonprofit organization, which
was established in October 2007 and
headquartered in Silicon Valley, comprises
of senior executives from some of the world’s
leading corporations, each of whom is committed
to promoting the technology connection between
Ireland and the Silicon Valley.
And one woman who has been an
incredible champion and driver of the ITLG
and especially of the Young Innovators
program is Gillian Barry, Head of Innovation
& Enterprise at LIT.
LIT plays host to the Hartnett Enterprise
Acceleration Centre, named after John
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Hartnett, President of the Irish Technology
Leadership Group, and is also celebrating its
10th anniversary.
Built on campus in LIT together with
Enterprise Ireland in 2006 and finishing its
first acceleration program, LEAP in 2007, it
was first center of its kind in the region.
“The Hartnett Centre hosts some inspiring
emerging high potential start-ups as well as a
number of high value applied research centers.
Co-locating startups and research centers in
the same building helps to create a thriving
innovative environment,” explained Gillian.
“The Hartnett Centre supports companies
that are innovative with the potential to create
jobs and who have a real opportunity to grow
globally. We have had very hard working
entrepreneurs and teams in the center over the

last decade with some great success stories and
it’s a pleasure, and always exciting, being part
of their journey.”
She said Mr Hartnett has been a continued
and important partner for LIT. His engagement
and support for the startups that we work with
is essential for many as they seek funding, work
towards entering the American market or need
connections elsewhere in the world.
“He has hosted some of our entrepreneurs
in Silicon Valley in the Irish Innovation
Centre providing a space for them as they
test the market in the US, build essential
relationships as they start funding rounds or
seek partners and inviting them to take part
in events, competitions or meet-ups that the
ITLG or SVG run in the Valley or elsewhere
in the world. Having John and his team as
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network partners is important and extremely
valued at LIT.”
One such success from the Hartnett
Enterprise Acceleration Centre is Shadowman
Sports. They have developed a number of
innovative products including their first
product, the Shadowman, a revolutionary
product that helps the way your team
practices by reducing the risk of player on
player tackling. www.shadowmansports.com
was set up by a young graduate of product
design called JP Hartigan, who attended the
Enterprise Ireland funded LEAP program
run by the team at the Hartnett Enterprise
Acceleration Centre where he was resident for
a number of years while developed the product
and business opportunity.
He attended one of the early ITLG events in
Santa Clara with a cohort of entrepreneurs from
the Hartnett Centre and the team from LIT
in 2012, it was on that trip the JP secured his
first sale. Today Shadowman Sports have 1600+
customers, 60 + D1 College programs, 3 NFL
teams, partnerships with governing bodies USA
Football and Football Canada now with offices
in San Francisco, Connecticut and Limerick.
Hartnett Enterprise Acceleration Centre,
celebrates 10 years of inspiring & enabling
enterprise success through its acceleration
programs, research, development & innovation
later this year.
LIT is also involved in the Action Plan
for Jobs across two regions – Mid West and
South East of Ireland as LIT has campuses
in Limerick, Clare and Tipperary including
Clonmel, in the South East, which is home to
Questum, an Acceleration and Research Centre.
Since the Action Plan for Jobs (APJ) was
introduced in 2012, it has been one of the Irish
Government’s key instruments to support job
creation. The APJ is a whole-of-Government
initiative under which all Government
Departments and Agencies work together to
deliver on the agreed action points for each
year. A regional focused APJ is published
every year, driven by each region, setting out
clear actions and targets to help create positive
conditions for job creation. LIT are proud
to be partners and leaders in developing and
driving actions in both the Mid-West and
South-East regions.
Gillian points to the New Frontiers
program where the new way of thinking
among entrepreneurs is forcefully expressed.

“The Hartnett Centre
supports companies
that are innovative with
the potential to create
jobs and who have a
real opportunity to
grow globally.
New Frontiers (NF) is the Enterprise Ireland
(EI) National Entrepreneur Development
Program for emerging innovative start-ups.
LIT has been working with Enterprise Ireland
on start-up supports since 2006, running the
EI program LEAP to 2012 and then New
Frontiers since 2012. Participants on the
program are awarded a €15,000 stipend (no
equity taken), mentoring and many more
supports while on New Frontiers.
“We are looking for ambitious people who
want to create innovative, strong businesses
with the potential to scale. We have 13 places
so it is highly competitive but the value could
mean all the difference you need to build a
sustainable business” explains Gillian.
Those enterprises that are selected embark
on a 3 phase program based at the LIT
Hartnett Enterprise Acceleration Centre in
collaboration also with University of Limerick
(UL) Nexus Innovation Centre.
Passionate about developing a growing
startup ecosystem in Ireland, Gillian and the
team at LIT also work on projects and events
both in the area of Youth Entrepreneurship and
in Older Entrepreneurship with a partnership
with the Irish Smart Aging Exchange.
In 2013 the Global Irish Economic
Forum, called together by the Department
of Foreign Affairs and Trade, made a
recommendation ‘to plan out how to help
re-align the education system to develop “ready
to work graduates” to meet the requirements of
a competitive, innovative and entrepreneurial
economy.’ In the weeks following the
recommendation The ITLG working together
with LIT and its partners in Limerick and
Clare launched the inaugural ITLG Young

Innovators competition which then took
place in January 2014 and again in April 2016
hosting, at each event, 700 secondary school
students (aged 13 to 19) and over 400 people
from tech companies, R&D and academia
and support organizations like Coder Dojo,
NFTE/Foroige and Junior Achievement as
well as 3rd level students supporting the event
on the day.
“The ITLG Young Innovators event,
hosted at Shannon Airport, is designed
to help in the development of key skills
needed to meet the requirements of a
competitive, innovative and entrepreneurial
economy – namely; problem/opportunity
finding & solution development, leadership
& communication skills as well as helping
to develop an awareness as to the future
possibilities of technology and the sciences.
Our aim is to help students to think differently
about problems, pain points, develop key
insights and to help them to develop a toolkit
that enables them to develop innovative
solutions.” said Gillian
The Young Innovators event, which has
already run twice, will be run again later this year.
“It’s really community driven. We partner
with key stakeholders from across the island
of Ireland who become mentors on the
day, showcase technologies or take part as
inspirational speakers. It’s a big collaborative
event, dozens of organizations involved in
pulling it together and that in itself has huge
value. We are passionate in Ireland about
supporting the development of key innovative
skills in our youth”
LIT has seven Enterprise, Incubation
and Acceleration centers spanning across
the Midwest and Southeast of Ireland. They
support clients through numerous programs
and masterclasses with the EI funded, LIT
led, New Frontiers program as the nucleus
of support. Following New Frontiers LIT
continue to work with participants with a
tailored support program of mentoring &
coaching, a global network, access to R&D
support, support from entrepreneurs in
residence as well as access to a global investor
network and to two LIT based seed funds,
the Enterprise Ladder Fund (ELF) and the
Ryan Entrepreneurship Fund for Tipperary.
LIT has a growing R&D function with key
centers like Shannon Applied Biotechnology
Centre, one of just 15 EI Technology
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Gateway Centres in Ireland, based in the
Hartnett Centre with partners based in IT,
Tralee and ACORN Research Centre, an
experienced multi-disciplinary research group
focused on the Engineering of Sustainable
Solutions for Industrial, Commercial and
Utility Applications amongst many groups.
Dr Liam Brown is Vice President of RDI
with Dr Patrick Murray Head of Research,
Postgraduate Office and Tech Transfer
amongst the team. The Development Office is
led by Seamus Hoyne. These teams have had
growing success in winning European funded
projects as well as working with local industry
partners on key innovation partnerships and
most recently in spinning out a startup.
“Last year we supported 99 entrepreneurs
either as participants on our enterprise programs
in our centers or through our Enterprise Ladder
Fund (ELF) or Ryan Entrepreneurship Fund
for Tipperary” she explained.
“We are also passionate about developing
the ecosystem in Ireland. We are supporting
young entrepreneurs, working with primary
and secondary schools for different initiatives
such as Young Innovators, Foroige’s Network
for Teaching Entrepreneurship and their
Leadership for Life program, Junior
Achievement Ireland, Coder Dojo, and the
Model Global Startup Nations Summit.
LIT also are key partners in Limerick for
IT and Limerick for Engineering. Both
highly successful industry led groups are
working collectively to increase the quality
and quantity of IT and Engineering talent
in the region. A very important pillar to
enable growth and a real value proposition in
Limerick and the greater region”
Gillian urges new companies to take
advantage of start-up supports - if only because
they offer the chance for like-minded people to
meet up and discuss their business opportunities
and challenges; and share often hard-earned
experience and network connections.
“It’s importantly about developing a
product and/or service that is needed and
testing that potential whilst getting support to
develop those great products and services to be
better before you even embark on starting the
startup journey. It’s also about looking at how
do you develop your pipeline of talent, grow
your network, learn about international business,
how do you develop your own leaderships skills,
how are you best positioned in the company
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It’s also about looking
at how do you develop
your pipeline of talent,
grow your network,
learn about international
business, how do you
develop your own
leaderships skills, how
are you best positioned
in the company and
how to build a great
team and importantly
understanding how to
set strong foundations
legally, financially and
culturally for a potentially
global company,”

and how to build a great team and importantly
understanding how to set strong foundations
legally, financially and culturally for a potentially
global company,” she said.
“Just being part of the New Frontiers, LIT,
Enterprise Ireland & UL network can really
help you to develop and refine a start-up that
otherwise could take much longer to develop.”
Gillian is also committed to doing her
part to help address the barriers which have
resulted in a glaring deficit in the number of
women pursuing STEM subjects and joining
the ranks of the nation’s entrepreneurs.
“I took part in an OECD rapid
assessment workshop last year about Women
in Business and there are a lot of women
starting businesses in Ireland each year,
approximately 9,000. However, compared
to men the numbers reaching HPSU status
are still extremely low. We need to continue
to promote female entrepreneurship and
networks and great role models are very
important. Access to capital is also key We are
delighted that this year we have 4 of our 11
New Frontiers startups led by women” she said.
“When it comes to finance, women can
often face particular hurdles, from a lack of
collateral to discriminatory regulations and
ingrained gender bias. Of course flexibility
is important in the workplace and childcare
support is extremely important to not
just women but to parents in general. It is
also important to address the issue for all
entrepreneurs to have equal tax on income
and equal entitlements as employees so as to
encourage more female entrepreneurs to look
at starting a business as a real career option.
Agencies like Enterprise Ireland and LEO have
and support some great networks, competitive
funds ring-fenced for female entrepreneurs
and programs like Going for Growth but
more needs to be done to support the female
entrepreneur through policy and initiatives to
help dispel the ingrained gender bias in funding
organizations that we are still seeing. While
still too low, we hope that the current trend of
an increase in female participation continues
to grow and we will certainly do our part in
supporting that increase”
And if aspiring female entrepreneurs are in
search of a role model, they could worse than
follow the example of a young mother who is
helping to forge a brighter future for talented
young start-ups in Limerick and beyond.
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Discovering
Hidden Secrets
Nuritas: Giving the world food for thought

T

he trillions of molecules that
make up food will, it seems, be
forever on Dr. Nora Khaldi’s
radar for, as current CSO of
biotech company Nuritas,
she is totally dedicated to helping billions of
consumers live longer and healthier lives.
Founded by Dr. Khaldi in 2014, Nuritas
is an award-winning Dublin-based company
which busies itself identifying and gaining
access to particular health-giving molecules
within food that have hitherto gone untapped
by the chief movers and shakers within the
health and wellness industry.
With the aid of artificial intelligence,
deep learning and DNA sequencing, Dr.
Khaldi and co. have discovered hundreds
of therapeutic molecules, called bioactive
peptides, that have the capacity to help tackle
a range of major health issues.
Of the less than three dozen healthbenefiting peptides commercially available
globally right now, Nuritas has discovered

hundreds of them. One particular peptide,
which has the potential to regulate blood
glucose, has been developed and patented
with plans to use them to target the
prevention and onset of diabetes.
“It’s very satisfying that all of our
ingredients are tackling widespread health
issues,” enthuses the Mathematician who
boasts a PhD in molecular evolution and
bioformatics from TCD.
“The fact that we have found peptides
that tackle prediabetes, MRSA, and
inflammation (which is the base of many
diseases), just to name a few, has given us
great satisfaction.”
Among the host of scientists working
hand-in-glove with Dr. Khaldi at Nuritas,
the mantra ‘prevention is better than cure’ is
all consuming.
“It is stated that 97% of government
expenditure in the health area is spent on
curing disease but only 3% goes towards
prevention,” adds Dr. Khaldi who received

the woman of the decade in business
& leadership award during the Women
Economic Forum–EU event in The Hague
earlier this year.
“People now are more aware of health
benefits in food ingredients and that figure
of 4% invested in health prevention has to
be increased!”
In making a B-line towards achieving
their goals, Nora and co. are meeting
challenges head-on and, crucially, winning.
In that respect, the fact that the
company has succeeded in unlocking select
peptides 10 times faster than conventional
research methods have managed and for
one thousandth of the cost is a major reason
behind its rip-roaring success to date.
No surprise then that over the past 18
months, employee numbers at Nuritas have
swollen from six to almost 60 at the end
of this year. While pledging to continue to
base its headquarters in Ireland, company
bosses have pledged to significantly expand
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It’s clear that Nuritas’s
smart research into
ways of improving the
health of billions of
people using cutting
edge technology has
caught the imagination
of blue-chip investors
who have a track record
in backing worldchanging ideas.
the company’s US operations following on
from the opening of its first US office in San
Francisco in 2016.
The additions planned to its workforce
in Ireland include the creation of new roles
across R&D, business development and other
key support functions geared to drive global
growth across many major health areas.
“Our main business functions remain
in Dublin. However, the US is a key part of
our present and, even more so, our future,”
says Emmet Browne, CEO of Nuritas.
“Therefore, we will look to expand in the US
based on what is best for our business and
to ensure we service customer requirements
most appropriately.”
The Nuritas graph has been on an upward
curve since the company’s inception and
shows no signs of flat-lining anytime soon.
Au contraire, it seems like the sky is the
limit for the Nuritas crew. And you don’t
just have to take SVG’s word for it. Fact is,
the Irish government demonstrated its faith
in Nuritas as far back as 2015 when it chose
Nuritas as the sole representative of national
innovation for the 2015 EU SME Summit.
The trust the European Union has
placed in Nuritas was exemplified by the
three million euro it awarded Nuritas to
help bring to market a breakthrough food
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ingredient, considered a potential world-first
in diabetes prevention.
Furthermore, in 2016, the EU Commission
recognized the company for its revolutionary
work by selecting it as one of Europe’s top 10
most innovative startup companies.
“We have gained incredible employees and
board members but we have also received really
smart support and backing from an investment
perspective as well,” Emmet enthuses.
“We’ve gained fantastic input over the
past two years from the likes of New Protein
Capital, Silicon Valley investor Ali Partovi,
Salesforce CEO Marc Benioff, as well as
U2’s Bono and the Edge and we are looking
forward to starting a new round of funding
within the next few months.”
“In the short period since the company’s
foundation, we have made gigantic steps. We
have closed a large investment round, discovered
new therapeutics and built a new team.
“Building a world class team is essential
if we are to fulfil our goal of making Nuritas
ingredients available to billions of people
by 2020. To do this, I knew we had to hire
innovative, driven scientists and employees of
the highest caliber. “
It’s clear that Nuritas’s smart research
into ways of improving the health of billions
of people using cutting edge technology has

caught the imagination of blue-chip investors
who have a track record in backing worldchanging ideas.
It’s even clearer that, for the people at
Nuritas, the world is their oyster. There seems
to be no limit to what the company can
achieve. Certainly, major markets beckon as
the company founder explains:
“We are continuously growing our team
and I have no doubt that we are going to
grow tremendously over the next year and a
half,” Dr. Khaldi enthuses.
“The science will continue to be
headquartered here in Ireland but we will
have an office in the US that will be focused
on business and marketing and the US will be
one of our biggest markets.
“Because of the nature of our technology
and the nature of our vision, it is a global
problem we are solving. The companies we are
talking to are global companies.
“The fact we are headquartered in Ireland
has not hampered our reach to the US but we
have established an office in San Francisco.”
Of course, in the US and increasingly
elsewhere, Nuritas’s reputation precedes itself
and picking up awards has almost become the
firm’s default position.
The Irish biotechnology behemoth has been
stepping up on the podium on a regular basis
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since it won the 2015 SVG Thrive Accelerator
Award at the ‘Forbes Reinventing America Ag
Tech’ summit in Salinas, California.
SVG took a punt back then in selecting
Nuritas as one of their top 10 finalists out of
100 entries submitted for a competition well
respected for its focus on precision agriculture
and food solutions.
The company has since been recognized
as one of the 21 most innovative start-ups
globally by Business Insider and recently
obtained awards commending the company’s
innovative work at Supply Side West 2016,
the world’s leading ingredient and solutions
congress, and from Cambridge University.
Emmet Browne says: “We have multiple
revenue streams available to us from finding
our own ingredients and licensing them
to collaborating with multinationals to
find targeted ingredients based on their
specific strategic needs. In all cases our deals
have varied with a number of components
and timeframes delivering revenue. An

ideal example of this is the deal that was
announced with BASF in January 2017
which focused on an existing peptide
ingredient of ours in addition to collaborating
on an on-demand search and find basis for a
number of game-changing new ingredients.”
When asked about Nuritas’ future in 5
years time Dr Khaldi replied: “To be very
honest, that’s hard to say. We have particular
goals set out such as reaching billions of
people with our ingredients but there is really
no limit to what we can do.”
Armed with cutting edge technology,
Nuritas continues to have the betterment of
mankind in its sights. The company’s name is
on the tips of the tongues of legions of people
working in the dairy industry, the meat area,
the seed and grain area and the algae area.
And with the sort of entrepreneurial
spirit and scientific curiosity that has seen her
lauded by her peers, trust Dr. Nora Khaldi
to continue to tackle global challenges and,
crucially, overcome them.

The Irish biotechnology
behemoth has been
stepping up on the
podium on a regular
basis since it won
the 2015 SVG Thrive
Accelerator Award at
the ‘Forbes Reinventing
America Ag Tech’
summit in Salinas,
California.
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Women of Influence
A growing number of Irish women are rising to leadership positions in technology
and other key areas of business life. In the process, they are serving as powerful
role models for young women and encouraging them to pursue their ambitions
and set their sights high
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MARGARET BURGRAFF,
VP, Intel
Margaret Burgraff is Vice President
of the Software and Services Group
and General Manager of Global
Geographies & Business Development
at Intel Corporation. Margaret
is responsible for regional and
worldwide account management in
the Developer Relations Division. Her
team delivers a fully-unified presence
to the Independent Software Vendor
community.
Burgraff joined Intel in 2011 as a
director of quality for phone and tablet
products. She was later appointed
vice president in charge of quality,
certification, tools and validation in
mobile communications. Prior to her
current role, Margaret was the Vice
President and General Manager of the
Intel Services Division responsible for

world-class service of infrastructure
and support adding a high-level of
scalability, reliability, availability and
compliance.
Burgraff began her career at Apple
Computer in Cork, Ireland before
relocating to Apple Headquarters in
Cupertino, CA to launch the first iMac.
She managed the iBook product line
from 1998-2005 and held the position
of Senior Quality Manager for Apple
Macintosh engineering products,
2005-2009. During this time, Margaret
led qualification strategy supporting
transition of an entire platform line to
Intel architecture.
Burgraff holds a bachelor’s degree in
computer science and economics from
University College in Cork, Ireland. She
hails from Berrings, County Cork, where
her family still resides.

MYRA GARRETT,
William Fry, Corporate Partner
Myra is a Corporate Partner and former
Managing Partner of the Firm. She has
a broad corporate practice specializing
in mergers & acquisitions, public
takeovers, IPOs and capital market
transactions. She has a particular
expertise on advising technology
companies on fundraising, exit strategy
and trade sales.
Working as a young lawyer churning
through venture capital and M&A deals
for a broad sectoral range of companies
– one sector sparked a real interest for
Garrett which has stuck throughout her
career – the tech sector.
A law graduate from Ireland’s leading
university, University College Dublin, she
had no tech background but through
hard graft she developed a wealth of
knowledge on the tech sector and a
niche expertise in best positioning tech
companies for their big strategic deals.
Through savvy negotiation and being
a stickler for attention to detail she
executes deals with military precision.

She emerged at the forefront of the
Irish tech company charge to NASDAQ,
representing many technology
companies IPO on that market in the late
1990s. Since then she has developed
a leading role in negotiating attractive
trade sale exits for Irish technology
companies to multinationals and large
PE funds.
On the professional front, she rose
through the male dominated ranks
to successfully lead William Fry as
Managing Partner for 2 terms in the
“challenging” years from 2008 to
2014. Now happily ensconced back
in full time M&A practice, she clearly
relishes devising deal tactics. She talks
enthusiastically about going the full
cycle with start-ups from that early
stage funding, through getting those
major contracts and guiding them
through the transformative deals.
Working with her law partners such as
Andrew McIntyre in William Fry’s San
Francisco office and Ivor Banim in the
London office, Myra travels with her
clients as they move into new markets.

Her ambition is to continue in the
cut and thrust of representing tech
companies on their M&A and strategic
deals on both sides of the Atlantic!
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SUSAN MCKENNA-LAWLOR
Professor of experimental physics
at Maynooth University
Susan McKenna-Lawlor is an Irish
astrophysicist and professor of
experimental physics at Maynooth
University. She studied experimental
physics at University College Dublin and
wrote the survey article “Astronomy in
Ireland from 1780” for Vistas in Astronomy.
In 1968, McKenna-Lawlor was the principal
investigator for an experiment on the
European Space Agency (ESA) Giotto
mission.
In 1986, Susan McKenna-Lawlor founded
the space instrumentation company
Space Technology Ireland Ltd. (STIL)
which manufactures instruments for space
missions and whereMcKenna-Lawlor is the
Managing Director.
Born in Dublin; McKenna-Lawlor was
educated at University College Dublin, the
Dublin Institute for Advanced Studies and
the University of Michigan. She received
a PhD (Space Physics) from the National

University of Ireland/NUI in 1976. She
served as a member of the NUI Senate
from 1997to 2002.
As Principal Investigator (PI)) she carried
full scientiﬁc, technical and administrative
responsibility for Ireland’s EPONA
experiment on ESA’s Giotto mission
during; its encounter with comet Halley
(1986); an historic Earth ﬂy-by (1990) and at
Comet Grigg-Skjellerup (1992). She also
provided the national experiment LION
for ESA’s SOHO mission and acted as PI/
Co-I for experiments on the: Cluster; Mars
Express; Venus Express; the SMART (lunar)
Mission and Rosetta.
Her company (STIL) designed/
constructed the mission critical Electrical
Support System which handled signals
between Rosetta and its Lander Philae on
the surface of a comet. She is presently a
Co-I for (PEP) on ESA’s JUICE mission to
Jupiter and a Co-I for PICAM on the ESA/
JAXA BepiColombo mission to Mercury.
McKenna-Lawlor has received a host of
prestigious international awards, including

the Russian Tsiokovsky Gold Medal ((1988);
Honorary Citizen of San Jose (1991).
Irish laureate Woman of Europe Award
(1994), the Slovak Academy of Sciences
International Prize (2005). She was twice
a participant in the prestigious Laurels
for Team Achievement award of the
International Academy of Astronautics.
(2010 and 2015). In 2016 she won the
FEXCO WMB Woman in Technology
Award and the Ernst and Young Special
award for contributions to space science.

DR. NORA KHALDI
Founder & Chief Scientific Officer,
Nuritas™
Dr. Nora Khaldi, Founder & Chief
Scientific Officer, Nuritas™ - the first
company in the world to use artificial
intelligence, DNA analysis and deep
learning to unlock health-benefitting
molecules – called peptides – from
natural sources such as food
Dr. Nora Khaldi is a TEDx speaker,
multi-award winner and highly
published mathematician and scientist.
She is a pioneer in the field of food
bioinformatics, which lies at the
intersection of technology, health
and food. Nora’s revolutionary and
innovative ideas and inventions have
been awarded and recognized by
the likes of Forbes, Wired and the EU
commission.
Nora completed her Master’s degree
in Pure Mathematics and Computer
Science at Aix-Marseille University

which was followed by a PhD in
Molecular Evolution and Bioinformatics
from Trinity College Dublin.
During her research career, Nora
established and led global research
teams in the areas of genomics
and worked closely with many
companies and universities in peptide
development. She also invented
software such as SMURF which is in use
in over 70 countries.
Throughout her career, Nora’s
ambition has been to disrupt the status
quo in areas that have been void of
technology by introducing new ways of
thinking, big data, and new algorithms.
At the end of her PhD, Nora realized
that food contained tremendous healthbenefiting molecules but, because of
the complexity of food and the lack of
understanding of its full potential, there
was little done in terms of identifying
new drug precursors or preventative
molecules in everyday foods.

So, during her
Postdoctoral
work, Nora started
developing new
ways to quickly
assess food and
identify molecules
called bioactive
peptides that could
modulate certain
diseases of interest.
What was taking
years and millions
for the industry was
taking her very little
time.
In 2014, Nora decided to leave her
academic career and focus on building
Nuritas™, the first company in the
world to introduce artificial intelligence
(AI) to the food arena with the aim of
discovering and developing new food
peptide molecules, unlocked from
food, that can prevent or cure disease.
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If you see
challenges
from different
perspectives, how
much better will
the solutions be?
At EY we believe in innovation
through diversity. Leveraging
different perspectives fuels
creativity, fosters relationships and
strengthens collaboration.

ey.com/ie
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PROFESSOR
ORLA FEELY,
VP, Research,
Innovation and
Impact, University
College Dublin
(UCD).
After graduating
with a BE from
UCD, Feely
went on to the
University of
Berkeley to
pursue her PhD
in electrical
engineering,
where her
thesis won the
DJ Sakrison
Memorial Prize
for outstanding
and innovative
research. She also won the Outstanding
Graduate Student Instructor Award.
Since then, Feely has built up an
international reputation for her
pioneering research in the area of nonlinear circuits, as well as being a highly
respected lecturer and supervisor.
Ireland’s links to Silicon Valley are very
important to Professor Orla Feely, VicePresident for Research, Innovation and
Impact at University College Dublin
(UCD). As an electronic engineering
student at UCD in the 1980s, she spent
a summer with Amdahl Corporation in
Sunnyvale, working for Irishman Donal
O’Shea. On graduation, the lure of the
Bay Area caused her to opt for PhD
studies in the University of California,
Berkeley, over competing offers from
MIT and Caltech.
Orla’s first year at UC Berkeley
coincided with the beginning of
the Dublin – San Jose sister city
program. Her father, Frank Feely, was
Dublin City Manager at the time,
and a leading participant in the city’s
delegations to the Bay Area. Through
linking up with these delegations
during her years in Berkeley, Orla
witnessed the blossoming of the
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sister city relationship and the
growing excitement about Dublin and
Ireland as a location for technology
investment. On winning a graduate
scholarship from Intel, Orla had the
privilege of meeting Gordon Moore
and talking about Intel’s then nascent
plans for their facility in Leixlip.
When she graduated from UC
Berkeley with a PhD in electrical
engineering, Orla returned to UCD as
a lecturer. She has won several awards
for her research in nonlinear circuits,
and was the first Irish woman to be
made a Fellow of the IEEE. Many of
the students she has taught over the
intervening decades are now leaders
in Ireland’s thriving technology sector,
and others have built their careers in
Silicon Valley.
As UCD Vice-President for Research,
Innovation and Impact, Orla now
oversees the university’s large portfolio
of research, start-ups and industry
collaborations. This includes many
ongoing interactions with companies
from Silicon Valley, reflecting UCD’s great
strength in engineering and computer
science. It’s amazing what can result from
a summer internship in Sunnyvale…

CATHRIONA HALLAHAN
Microsoft Ireland, Managing Director
Cathriona Hallahan joined Microsoft
in 1986 and, over the past 30 years,
has held a variety of senior roles
at the company, culminating in her
current role of managing director of
the company’s Irish operations.
Hallahan has managed large
teams and has taken on global
responsibilities for Microsoft’s
business solutions and enterprise
services, as well as directing supply
chain management, logistics,
customer care and IT and financial
support for EMEA.
In addition to managing the
continued growth and expansion
of the business, Hallahan also
represents the company on all
strategic policy, corporate affairs and
communications issues including
overseeing a series of community,
education and innovation programs.
Previous to her role as MD of
Microsoft Ireland, Hallahan was
managing director for Microsoft’s
Dublin-based EMEA Operations
Center (EOC) for the past four years.
In this role, she was responsible for
a 600-strong team that manages
operations across 120 countries.
Hallahan sits on the boards of further
education and training service SOLAS,
the American Chamber of Commerce
and the National Children’s Hospital,
while she also works with the
DanceSport Federation of Ireland and
the Irish Dance Council to promote
dance in Ireland.
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MARIE TREACY
Ernst & Young, Partner
Marie Treacy joined EY in 1992 and since
2005 she has been an assurance partner
with EY Dublin’s Industrial, Commercial
and Technology group. She also is the
Technology sector lead for Ireland.
Marie specializes in the provision of
public company audits, audits of shared
service centers, generally accepted
accounting standards (internationally
and in the US), internal control reporting,
transaction support for NASDAQ
registrations, and coordination of multijurisdiction audit engagements. She
works closely with the top technology
companies located here, including the
majority of Irish companies who went
public over the last 20 years.
Marie works with a broad range of
indigenous and global clients, which
has allowed her to develop extensive
expertise in the media and technology
sectors. Throughout her career, Marie has
worked with a wide selection of publicly

listed and private companies in areas such
as technology, media, energy and life
sciences. Marie founded and co-facilitates
the Shared Services Center Forum hosted
by EY, whose members include the
EMEA CFOs of the leading technology
companies headquartered in Ireland.
Marie is passionate about EY’s People
Agenda, and completed a three-year
rotation as the People Partner for the
assurance practice in Ireland. She is
currently the EY partner sponsor for
Connecting Women in Technology, an
initiative co-founded by EY to retain,
inspire and empower women working in
the technology sector.
Marie is a fellow of the Institute of
Chartered Accountants in Ireland, and
has worked closely with the Institute in
developing its Post Graduate Diploma
in US accounting standards. She has also
lectured within the Institute on software
revenue recognition. She also holds a Post
Graduate Diploma in IT Applications from
Dublin City University.

Marie is also a non-executive director,
Audit Committee Chair and Treasurer of
Make-A-Wish Ireland, Make-A-Wish grants
the wishes of children aged 3 to 17 years
with life-threatening medical conditions to
enrich the human experience with hope,
strength and joy.
In her spare time, Marie enjoys sports
(particularly cycling), spending time with
family and friends and traveling.

MOIRA MURRELL
Chief Executive of Kerry County Council
Maura began her career in Kerry County
Council in 1993 and completed a
Master’s Degree while working with the
local authority. She later moved to Cork
County Council in 2007 as a Director of
Services serving three years in the West
Cork Division and four years as Divisional
Manager in North Cork.
Moira Murrell was appointed Chief
Executive of Kerry County Council in
August 2014. Having spent the previous
eight years as Divisional Manager and
Director with Cork County Council, Moira
was delighted to return to the helm of
Kerry County Council.
Kerry County Council is an organization
which employs 1,300 people and
is involved across all areas of local
government within the region. Local
government within Kerry includes an
elected council of 33 Members which acts
as the Board of Directors. The current

Mayor is Michael O’Shea.
Moira has spent 24 years in local
government, having qualified with a
Bachelor’s Degree in Social Research from
University of Limerick and completed her
Master’s Degree in Public Management as
part of her career development path.
Moira currently lives with her husband
Brendan and their three children in the
renowned tourism area, Killarney and is
grateful each day to live and work in such a
progressive, resilient and beautiful part of
the world.
As part of Moira’s role, she has a firm
commitment to develop the role of local
government in supporting and growing
the economy of the region.
“Kerry is a place so renowned for its
tourism product and natural beauty,
that the other aspects of the county can
sometimes be overlooked. Those aspects
include the success of global companies
who operate within the region – like Kerry
Group, FEXCO Financial Services, Liebherr

Container Cranes. The high success
rate among entrepreneurs and start-up
companies in Kerry has been exceptional
and the fostering and support of medium
companies is one of our priorities – Kerry
was the European Entrepreneurial Region
in 2011. Kerry’s success stories are many
and part of my role is spread the word that
Kerry is an exceptional place in which to
do business and to live.”
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ANN HENRY
Philip Lee, Partner
Ann is a partner with Philip Lee in
Dublin. She is a commercial litigator
specializing in disputes concerning
contract law, data law, intellectual
property rights and regulatory law.
Ann is particularly well known for
her expertise in handling complex
commercial disputes having acted for
several of the world’s leading brand
owners. She has unrivalled experience
in regulatory law having advised clients
in various high profile cases across
a range of sectors from financial to
electronic communications, including
representing clients in regulatory
enforcement actions. Ann has acted
in many of the leading cases to come
before the Commercial Court since its
establishment in 2004.
Ann is Chairperson of the Intellectual
Property and Data Protection
committee of the Law Society of
Ireland. She is also a member of the
Government Data Forum which was
set up by the Irish Government to
consider key data law issues facing
Ireland in the digital era. She regularly

gives presentations on related
topics including most recently on
Cybersecurity Law in Ireland and
Taking Down Illegal Website Content.
Sample cases she has advised in include:
• Data Protection Commissioner
v Facebook Ireland Limited and
Maximillian Schrems (Data law)
• Calor Gas v Flogas Ireland Limited
(Trademark law)
• Tribune Newspapers (In
Receivership) v Associated
Newspapers (Ireland) Limited
(Copyright)
• Commissioner for Communications
Regulation v Virgin Media Ireland
(Regulatory enforcement law)
• Celtixconnect Equity Investors LLC v
Sea Fibre Networks (Contract law)
International Rankings
Legal 500 2016: Ann is ranked as
a ‘Leading Individual’ in Ireland for
Dispute Resolution describing her as “an
experienced and formidable litigator”
Chambers Europe 2016: Ann Henry
“is a widely appreciated IP litigator”
Managing Intellectual Property:
Ranked an “IP Star” in Ireland 2016

TANYA DUNCAN
Interxion, Managing Director
Tanya joined Interxion in 2001, where
she held several positions before
becoming Managing Director in 2005.
With almost 20 years in the ICT
industry, Tanya began her career in
the Telecoms sector with roles at
KPNQwest and Esat BT.
Tanya has extensive experience
in the management of complex
customer environments, capitalintensive projects and strategic
business development. She
has played a vital role in the
positioning and development of
Interxion in Ireland. Her customer
focus, coupled with a strong
understanding of business and
technical requirements, has
spearheaded Interxion’s success in
the Irish data center market.
Tanya holds a BA and BAI in
Mechanical & Manufacturing
Engineering from The University of
Dublin, Trinity College, as well as a
postgraduate degree in Business
Studies. In addition, Tanya is a
Member of Host In Ireland.
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LOUISE PHELAN
Vice President of Global Operations for
Europe, Middle East and Africa, PayPal
My career path hasn’t been a typical
one. I started out as a paediatric nurse,
so leading 2,600 people in a technology
company isn’t something I ever thought
I’d be doing. My first big job was working
for Mars Ireland and I went on to work
for GE Money. In 2006 I landed myself
a fantastic job working for PayPal. Since
then, I’ve moved around the business
taking on new challenges, accepting
lateral moves, gaining invaluable insights
into the different functions of the business
along the way. Today, I’m Vice President of
Global Operations for Europe, the Middle
East and Africa. I lead people across three
PayPal centres of excellence - Dublin,
Dundalk and Berlin. Working in PayPal is
really exciting because you’re working at
the cutting edge of a fast-paced industry.

I’ve been extremely lucky to have the
opportunity to work with some amazing
people and to lead such a fantastic team
of Customer Champions.
My biggest achievement, so far, was
playing a major role in expanding
PayPal’s operation in Ireland. In 2012,
when many companies were announcing
redundancies in Ireland, PayPal was
bucking that trend. We were announcing
that we’d be investing in a second Irish
site, in Dundalk, and hiring 1,000 people
to work there. We’re nearly at the 1,000
mark now and we’ve committed to hiring
an addition 400 people to join our team
in Dundalk over the next two years. We’re
hiring all the time, see paypaljobsireland.
com for opportunities.
PayPal is a great place to work. Our
culture is built on four key themes –
innovation, collaboration, wellness and
inclusion. Inclusion is key for us; we run

diversity training workshops, implement
a maternity strategy and have a women’s
group called WIN. My leadership team
is representative of both genders and
that makes it gender neutral. Having so
many women at our Leadership Table
has inspired a whole new generation of
women and that’s something we are really
proud of.

JOANNE GREHAN
Director of Services, Mayo County Council
Joanne Grehan was the first female
Director of Services appointed to
Mayo County Council in October 2015
and has responsibility for Planning,
Communications, Economic and
Community Development.
In 2012, Joanne joined Mayo County
Enterprise Board as CEO where she led
the transition to the new Mayo Local
Enterprise Office and established the
Mayo County Council Enterprise and
Investment Unit which she has built it
into one of the most potent Economic
Development Units in the Country.
Joanne also spearhead several
significant award winning projects which
were delivered during this period,
including the America Europe Connect
Transatlantic Fiber Optic Cable which
puts Mayo in a very strategic position as
the landfall location of a major global
asset. She initiated the Ireland West
International Trade Centre in Providence,
Rhode Island and played a key role in the
unique investment in Ireland West Airport
Knock where seven Local Authorities took

an equity stake in a key piece of regional
infrastructure. At local level, Joanne is
the driving force behind the new Mayo.ie
brand and Mayo Day – the annual day of
celebration for the Global Mayo Diaspora.
As a member of the Senior Management
Team of Mayo County Council, with over
1300 employees, Joanne is uniquely
placed to promote her key overarching
objective to support the development
of communities and businesses, to grow
employment within the county and to
promote Mayo globally as the location of
choice in which to live, do business, invest
and visit.
Joanne is a strong advocate of
strengthening links with the extensive
Mayo Diaspora and of forging strategic
partnerships which have resulted in
initiatives such as the County Mayo
Foundation that she recently established
in the United States. She has extensive
experience in new business development,
marketing, tourism, economic and social
development and lecturing having
worked with the Western Development
Commission, Stena Line, UCD Michael
Smurfit School of Business and Dublin

Institute of Technology.
An avid networker she believes
passionately in the power of big ideas
and in the potential of people, when
unleashed through partnership and
collaboration. A regular participant
at local, national and international
conferences, Joanne currently sits on
fseveral National Committees and
is a Board Member of County Mayo
Foundation, The Victoria House
Foundation and The Muintir Mhaigh Eo
International Enterprise Fund.
A Champion Irish Dancer Joanne lives in
Swinford in East Mayo with her husband
Michael and their 5-year old son Mark.
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DR. MELRONA KIRRANE
lecturer in Organizational Psychology
at Dublin City University (DCU)
Business School
Dr. Melrona Kirrane started her
academic career with a degree in
Psychology from UCD, driven by her
interest in ‘what makes people tick’.
She followed her undergraduate
degree with a PhD from Queen’s
University Belfast investigating
different types of women in
management.
She was appointed lecturer in
Psychology at the National College
of Ireland in 1994 during which she
completed her degree in HRM. She
moved to Dublin City University
Business School in 1999 where she is a
lecturer in Organizational Psychology.
Inspired by her curiosity about the
role of unconscious factors in human
behavior, she undertook and was
awarded her MSc in Psychoanalytic
Psychotherapy from the UCD School
of Medicine in 2010. She now draws
on this expertise in psychoanalysis to
inform all her scholarly activities and
regards it as a potent source of insight
into corporate behavior.
Melrona teaches on a wide range of
advanced management programs in
DCU Business School, specializing in
Leadership and Change Management
and in 2015 was appointed Professor
of Leadership at Princess Noriah
University, Riyadh, Saudi Arabia.
She has been visiting Professor of
Management at Danube University
of Austria since 2007 and is currently
Chair of the Scientific program of the
bi-annual congress of the European
Association of Work & Organizational
Psychology to be held in UCD in May,
2017. Melrona supervises the work of
a number of PhD scholars and has a
particular research interest in the role
of leadership in building effective
organizations.
As well as publishing in international
peer-reviewed journals on topics such
as workaholism, organizational silence

and change
management,
Melrona
undertakes
corporate research
and recently
completed
Ireland’s second
Leadership
Pipeline report in
conjunction with
the 30% Club and
BNY Mellon. This
study monitors
the participation
rates of women
in management
in Ireland today
and is repeated
annually.
As an
Organizational
Psychologist, Melrona is keen to ensure
the transfer of her expertise beyond
academia and to that end maintains
vibrant links with industry, engaging with
companies such as Vodafone, Intel, Eir,
Nestle, Swarovski and Ericsson, as well as
the public and semi-state sector including
Dublin Fire Brigade. She is regularly
called upon to contribute to corporate
events nationally and internationally
and the focus of these activities is
leadership, team effectiveness, diversity
& inclusion, employee selection,
change management, and executive
development.
Passionate about her subject,
Melrona entwines latest insights
from theory and practice to foster
stimulating and relevant learning
environments whatever the context.
One of the biggest challenges
she believes women face today is
identifying and working with an
effective mentor. Only in recent years
has she realized and benefitted from
the value of these relationships and
her advice to anyone at any point
in their career is to ‘plug in’ to their
networks and identify an individual to
engage with in this capacity.

With four children, balancing
professional and domestic
responsibilities continues to be a
challenge for Melrona – she responds
to this by trying to manage her own
and other people’s expectations of her
– and sometimes getting caught in the
middle! Her career aims include formal
progression within academia as well as
continuing to bridge the gap between
science and practice, encouraging
the bilateral transfer of knowledge
between both domains. She is still
exploring ‘what makes people tick’.
Melrona is a Chartered Psychologist
with the Psychological Society
of Ireland (PSI), Assoc. Fellow of
the British Psychological Society
(BPS), Chartered Fellow of the
Chartered Institute of Personnel and
Development (CIPD), and a member
of Association of Psychoanalytic
Psychotherapy of Ireland (APPI),
the Society of Industrial and
Organizational Psychology (SIOP),
the European Association of Work &
Organizational Psychology (EAWOP)
and the International Society for the
Psychoanalytic Study of Organizations
( ISPSO).
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ETHNA FELTEN
Director of Service Operations, Fingal
County Council
Ethna has a Batchelor of Engineering
from UCD, a Postgraduate Diploma
from Trinity College and first class
honors Masters Degree in Public
Management from the Institute of Public
Administration. I felt it was important to
become immersed in process of public
service because it is quite different to
private sector industry,” says Ethna, who
has previously worked in both London
and the US.
Ethna’s has held a diversity of roles
during her time with Fingal County
Council. After beginning her local
government career in the Housing
Department of the Council, Ethna
progressed to become the Director of
Water Services. Overseen by Ethna,
Fingal County Council carried out a
number of pilot projects related to
the transition of Water Services from
the local authority to Irish Water.
This work was done in a time of
sharply decreasing staff resources
and economic decline but all were
thoroughly executed, timely projects.
At the same time, Ethna was the
chairperson of the management
committee of the Regional Training
Centre (which provides training
in Roads and Traffic Operations,
Environment and Water Services for the
east region of Ireland) and a member of
the Regional Technical Committee.
After the establishment of Irish Water,
Ethna was tasked with the development
of the stand alone directorate for
Economic Development Services. In
this role she was responsible to devise
and implement programmes which
support existing and new businesses
and which also support community
development. The Local Enterprise
Office (LEO) was established, based
on its successful predecessor, the
Fingal County Enterprise board. Under
Ethna’s chairing of the Evaluation and
Approvals Committee, made up of
successful entrepreneurs, applications,
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with potential for
job creation and
sustainable growth,
are granted
funding and
offered a suite of
supports to enable
continued success
of their growing
businesses. An
important aspect
for business
and community
development,
Ethna led the
establishment
of the statutory
Local Community
Development
Committee (LCDC).
As the elected
chair of this county
wide committee,
Ethna also ensured
the creation of the
Local Economic
and Community
Plan (LECP), which
encompasses
community and
business actions
to work and
grow sustainably
together.
Now working as the Director of
Operations, the scope of Ethna’s
influence on the citizens and businesses
of the County is vast. With responsibility
for roads, parks, pitches, street
lighting, beaches and cemeteries, the
management and maintenance of
these facilities to the public is key to
community and business success.
However, before joining local
government, Ethna worked in the
private sector. After working for several
years in the construction and design of
cleanroom facilities, Ethna joined IBM
in Dublin, where she held several roles.
The construction and management of
cleanroom facilities in the Damastown
Campus, part of Dublin Enterprise

Zone in west Dublin, were Ethna’s
introduction to IBM. From there Ethna
progressed to Quality Engineering
Manager, responsible for the Quality
Programme of Improvement and
maintenance of high quality service to
Server customers throughout EMEA.
Management of multiple auditing
programmes was key in this
programme. This included four external
auditing bodies relating to audits on
process management (ISO), product
safety (CE and CCCC) and insurance
assessment. Ethna was the IBM in
Ireland plant representative on the
worldwide IBM committee which
devised and implemented strategy for
continuous improvement using LEAN
and Six Sigma.
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for a better world
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Drug Delivery
Breakthrough
A new patented drug delivery technology developed by SiSaf Ltd. is promising to
solve a multi-billion-dollar problem for the pharmaceutical industry.

S

ilicon has revolutionized our
world. Without it, there would be
no computers, no smartphones,
no Silicon Valley. Now silicon
could also revolutionize the way
medicines work. A UK-based biotechnology
company, SiSaf Ltd., has developed a patented
drug delivery technology based on bioadaptive
silicon nanoparticles.
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ProSilic® promises to solve a multibillion-dollar problem for the pharmaceutical
industry: safe and effective delivery of
molecules, such as antibodies, proteins, DNA,
drugs or vitamins. Unlike many other drug
delivery carriers, ProSilic® particles are truly
biocompatible and biodegradable – they
dissolve to orthosilicic acid, the bioavailable
form of silicon. Orthosilicic acid has been

shown to be beneficial for the health of bones,
connective tissue, hair, and skin and is already
used in many health products in the US and
worldwide.
SiSaf Ltd. has offices in Belfast, London
and New York and was founded in 2008 by
Dr. Suzanne Saffie-Siebert, one of the pioneers
of silicon-based drug delivery. During the
first seven years, the company was financed by
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ProSilic® in powder form.

Dr. Suzanne
Saffie-Siebert
SVG Partners, UK angel investors, grants and
a Northern Irish co-investment fund managed
by Clarendon FM. Dr. Saffie-Siebert and her
team used most of the funding on perfecting
the company’s technology platform and on
generating data to demonstrate its safety and
efficacy. Their persistence paid off. Last year,
the company secured a Series A round led
by prominent Asian VC, Vickers Venture
Partners, and New York based Exen Capital.
The investment has enabled Dr. SaffieSiebert to strengthen her executive team,
in order to ramp up the commercialization
of ProSilic®. The technology can be
used in multiple industry verticals, from
pharmaceuticals to animal health and
consumer care, and the company pursues
a dual track business strategy. First, SiSaf
formulates clients’ drugs with ProSilic® to
improve drug solubility and stability, and
to optimize drug localization, absorption
and release. Secondly, the company is also
developing its own products and it is planning
to launch its late-stage anti-acne product
(SiS-001) in the very near future, through a US
based subsidiary.
“The company is in a truly exhilarating
phase right now”, says Dr. Saffie-Siebert. “After
many years of hard work in the lab, we now
have the financial backing that allows us to turn
our technology into products. The possibilities
are endless, and that’s in a way our challenge.
There are so many potential applications
for ProSilic that it would take a big pharma
company to develop and market them all. So,
we are currently concentrating our product

development efforts on the dermatology
therapeutic area in general and initially on
anti-acne in particular. We already have very
promising clinical data for our SiS-001 antiacne product candidate.”
In a first clinical study, SiS-001 not
only achieved the best possible results in
human safety tests but also reduced facial
inflammatory and non-inflammatory acne by
up to 95%. No competitor product currently
on the market comes close to this level of
safety and efficacy. SiSaf continues with this
product development program and a larger
clinical study is due to start in the first half
of 2017 with the product being available to
consumers toward the end of the year.
The breadth of ProSilic® has also been
demonstrated in the generation of very positive
data for several animal health vaccines. This
has led to approaches by several Chinese
animal health companies who are interested
in licensing SiSaf ’s technology. Is Dr. SaffieSiebert not concerned that Chinese companies
might just want to steal her technology? She
smiles. “IP protection is important everywhere,
not just in China. But we are not really worried
about this. ProSilic is protected not only by a
patent but also by trade secrets – special knowhow that we do not disclose to any client or
partner. And it’s virtually impossible to reverse
engineer our technology.”
Meanwhile, Dr. Saffie-Siebert and her
team are continually working on new patents
for biomedical applications of silicon. The
new silicon revolution might just be around
the corner.

Dr. Saffie-Siebert is the Founder,
Chairwoman and CEO of SiSaf
Ltd. Born in Iran, she earned her
PhD from the School of Pharmacy
at the University of London and is
Visiting Professor at Ulster University.
She also obtained a Business in
Bioscience Diploma from Oxford
Brookes University Business School.
Dr. Saffie-Siebert is inventor
or co-inventor of several drug
delivery patents and has over 25
years of diversified pharmaceutical
industry experience in research and
development, manufacturing, clinical
trials, quality control, and business
development. Before she founded
SiSaf, she held senior leadership
positions as Head of the Drug Delivery
Center at Dompé SpA (Italy) and as
Director of Research at pSiMedica Ltd
(spin-out from Qinetiq). At pSiMedica,
she was part of a team that pioneered
the use of porous silicon as a drug
delivery carrier.
During her many years in drug
delivery research, Dr. Saffie-Siebert
realized that most drug delivery
carriers were not truly biocompatible
because they don’t completely
degrade in the human body. She
therefore designed a system based
on silicon particles that dissolve
into orthosilic acid, the bioavailable
form of Silicon - ProSilic®, SiSaf’s
proprietary drug delivery platform.
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Adventures in Space
Space Technology Ireland Ltd. (STIL) was established in 1985 by Susan
McKenna-Lawlor, Emeritus Professor at the Maynooth University Department of
Experimental Physics to produce hardware and software for space applications
and provide a consultancy service to the space industry.

S

ince then the company has
acquired a world - wide reputation
through successfully designing,
constructing and testing advanced
electronic instrumentation for
launch on missions mounted by the world’s
leading space agencies.
The team at Space Technology Ireland
applies engineering innovation and state
of the art analysis to ensure that their
instrumentation will survive the severe
mechanical stresses that occur onboard a
spacecraft during launch and also that they
will, thereafter, function in the extreme thermal
and particle radiation environments they can
be foreseen to experience while in service.
Against this background, the company’s
wide-ranging expertise allows it to offer the
following services to industry.
• Digital and analogue electronic
prototyping and testing
• Optimization of system design parameters
• Custom built, fault tolerant data
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•
•
•
•

processing systems.
Design/construction of space destined
structural entities
Stress strain and thermal analysis
Contract management
Consultancy on a wide range of space
related topics

Key Projects
Since 1985 STIL has been involved in
producing instrumentation and subsystems
that have been successfully flown by five major
space agencies on flagship missions. For ESA,
the company provided the national experiment
LION for the SOHO mission. The launch
took place in December 1995 and LION still
returns energetic particle data from the L1
Lagrangian Point.
STIL also contributed hardware for
the Cluster, Mars Express; Venus Express;
SMART (lunar) and Rosetta/Philae missions
and is currently participating in preparations

to fly instrumentation on the BepiColombo
mission to Mercury and on the JUICE
mission to Jupiter and its Icy Moons.
STIL has contributed to the payloads
of four missions flown by NASA including
Skylab, Solar Maximum, WIND and Gravity
Probe B and has been involved in two
missions flown by the Russian Space Agency,
namely the Phobos Mission to Mars and its
Moons and Mars 96. STIL also provided
Ireland’s national experiment NUADU for
China’s Double Star Polar Mission, which
was flown in co-operation with ESA’s
Cluster mission. In addition, the company
contributed to the scientific payload of India’s
lunar mission Chandrayan-1.
Other contracts STIL has provided over
the years include an upgrade for both the
COSPIN DPU for the ULYSSES spacecraft
and the SOLCON DPU for the Space Shuttle
experiment ATLAS, while also contributing
power system engineering support to Laben
(Italy) for the European Space Suit.
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Plate 1. The ESS pc boards during the population process at Space
Technology Ireland Ltd. The bottom set of boards constitute a
redundant system.

Plate 3. Part of the structure of the PICAM Electronic Box.

Plate 2. The integrated ESS.

ESA’s Rosetta
/Philae Mission
One project which has been in the headlines
recently is ESA’s Rosetta Mission to comet
Churyumov-Gerasimenko and STIL was
commissioned to design, construct, test and
deliver the Electrical Support System (ESS)
for the mission.
Rosetta was launched in March 2004 on a
ten-year cruise phase to the comet with objectives
on arrival, to accompany and monitor this body
when it was close to the Sun and to deploy a
lander Philae onto the cometary nucleus. The ESS
was tasked to support the Mechanical Support
System onboard Rosetta to provide for the release
of Philae from the spacecraft, prior to its descent
onto the comet’s surface.
In addition, commands from Rosetta
to the Philae platform and its ten individual
experiments during the planetary and asteroid
flybys performed during the busy Cruise Phase,
as well as in the course of subsequent campaigns
on the nucleus, were to be handled by the ESS.
Further, data transmitted to Rosetta from Philae
were to be received, reformatted and buffered by
the ESS prior to their transfer to the spacecraft’s
memory for onward transmission to Earth.
Since the success of the (costly) Lander

Plate 4. An exploded view of the mechanical
parts of the PICAM Electronic Box. Each part was
milled from 6061-T6 aluminium alloy on a 5-axis
processing centre.
Plate 5. The assembled Structural Thermal
Model of the PICAM E-Box.

directly depended on the successful acquisition of
scientific data, the ESS was defined by ESA to
constitute Mission Critical Hardware.
Plate 1 shows a full set of pc boards for the
ESS in STIL’s Class 100 Clean Room and Plate
2 displays the integrated ESS.
The ESS performed flawlessly throughout
the twelve years of the Rosetta mission and
was switched off by ESA prior to the forced
landing of Rosetta on the comet nucleus in
October 2016.

An Upcoming Mission
The BepiColombo mission to planet Mercury
(scheduled for launch in 2018) features two
spacecraft which will be launched together by
the ESA and JAXA ( Japanese) space agencies.
Aboard the ESA spacecraft will be the PICAM
(Planetary Ion CAMera) which acts as an allsky camera for charged particles. STIL carries
responsibility for the design, development,
computer simulations, construction, integration
and testing of the mechanical structure of the
electronic box of PICAM. Plates 3 and 4 show

details of the structure of this Electronic Box.
Due to the strong mass constraints that
pertained, particular attention was paid to
combining very light construction of the
E-Box with appropriate stiffness of and
regular stress distribution within, the material
of the unit. Plate 5 shows the assembled
Structural Thermal Model. Included in the
hardware delivery (with suitable surface
coatings) were the Prototype Model, the
Engineering Model, the Qualification Model,
the Flight Model and the Flight Spare.
The Director of STIL lead a Cosmic Study
Team, under the aegis of the International
Academy of Astronautics, which considered the
‘Energetic Particle radiation hazard en route
to and at Mars’, The recommendations arising
from this study were presented by the Academy
at a Heads of Space Agencies Summit in
Washington and have been recently published,
under Academy sponsorship, as a book. A further
“Feasibility Study of Astronaut Standardized
Career Dose Limits in LEO and the outlook for
BLEO” is now concluding.
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Into the Blue
Susan McKenna-Lawlor is exploring
the possibility of an Irish space mission
and believes the excitement generated
by an Irish space adventure would
encourage an interest in STEM subjects
among a whole new generation of
young people. She discusses the
challenges involved.
It is a global problem that there is
a dearth of young people taking up
STEM subjects and many countries
have witnessed a decline in Ph.D.
enrolments. Against this background,
I decided to explore within STIL
the possibility of organizing the
construction and launch of an Irish
space mission, while arranging that a
core group of Irish M. Eng. Students
would in parallel gain hands-on
experience in the technology of
spacecraft construction and tracking.
This would enable Ireland to sustain
downstream the mounting of further
space missions. There are many niche
opportunities for flying missions that
would be of interest commercially
as well as the possibility for Irish
engineers to take up at home skilled
jobs in various aspects of the, presently.
globally bourgeoning, space industry.
First steps in acquiring a suitably
educated workforce in the area of
commercially building space-destined
hardware can thereby be made while
the excitement generated by following
through the media the adventure of
Ireland becoming a space faring nation
would result in many young people
ultimately going on to take up STEM
subjects and, thereafter, skilled jobs in
the space industry.
The Cumar Mission
The first activity was to define a mission
that would be easily understandable
to the public at large and to school
children in particular, while being at the
forefront of science and technology.
For this purpose I selected the study
of Space Weather as the mission
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objective, The mission name is Cumar,
an Irish word meaning confluence since
it is designed to bring together Science,
Technology and the Humanities.
Space Weather studies require
monitoring various responses in the
Earth’s close environment to conditions
on the Sun that can potentially
influence the performance and
reliability of both space borne and
ground based technological systems.
Although on Earth we are shielded
from bodily harm by the terrestrial
atmosphere and magnetic field, solar
disturbances can produce effects that
have severe economic consequences.
Commercial communications
satellites that provide global news,
TV coverage, telephone connections
and credit card transactions; as well
as satellites that provide weather
images, navigational systems, land use
information and military surveillance,
are all subject to damage and
degradation due to ‘Space Weather’.
Other systems impacted include:
crewed missions in Low Earth Orbit;
airline crews/passengers; pipelines and
electric power grids.
Three major elements are required
to successfully implement a space
mission namely; a spacecraft-bus, a
suitable launch and a ground segment.
Since there is currently no expertise
in Ireland to build a spacecraft, I
identified a commercial bus with
platform mass 100 kg (payload mass
up to 40 kg) and a piggy-back launch
that would loft it into a 670 km sunsynchronous orbit, Provisions for
spacecraft tracking/operations can, in
addition, be acquired.
A number of, sophisticated,
international Space Weather
experiments have been offered
to me for the payload. Also, I was
approached by a number of Irish
companies seeking to have certain of
their technologies validated in space
on a confidential basis. The last 6
months were occupied in making a
selection among these experiments

Some effects of space weather on society.

and technology demonstration units
for the payload, having regard to the
available onboard resources. Also,
possibilities have been identified to
offer opportunities to a number of Irish
M. Eng. students (both girls and boys)
to gain hands-on experience through
being present during the construction/
testing of the spacecraft, thereby
gaining an introduction to the special
skills required to build hardware that
can survive and function in the space
environment. Other Irish students can
be provided, in parallel, with training in
spacecraft tracking and operations.
In order to proceed further, a way
must be found to make the Irish
spacecraft the subject of a privatepublic partnership. I have been
informed by the private sector that,
if this step is achieved, substantial
funding for the mission can be made
available. Also, the international
legal requirements necessary to be
adopted by a space faring nation
require to be examined and accepted
at a political level.
Participation in and support for the
mission by national and international
companies is encouraged. It is
still possible to accept technology
demonstrations onboard and important
advertising opportunities are available
in return for sponsorship, for instance:
to support a young Irish graduate to
acquire training in space engineering
or to underwrite the purchase of part
of the hardware of the spacecraft (e.g.
solar panels).
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Martin Weis, EMEIA Robotics Leader, EY and Marie
Treacy, Assurance Partner & Technology Leader, EY
Ireland pictured at the 16th Annual Shared Services &
Outsourcing Week in Dublin last year.

Into the Future
Marie Treacy, the technology sector leader for Ireland at EY gazes into her crystal
ball to find the technology trends that will shape our lives into the future

“S

ince we live in a global
society, where everyone
can connect at the
touch of a button, it is
not so much important
to have a direct involvement in whatever new
technologies are created, but to provide a
platform for individuals and companies, where
the different ideas can be combined to increase
creative outcomes.”
Marie Treacy wears several hats at EY
(formerly Ernst and Young). As an expert in
the media and technology sector, the DCU
graduate advises Irish and global companies
through her extensive knowledge of the sector.
She has been a mine of information and
support for exciting start-ups, ambitious
wannabes and go-ahead market leaders.
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Marie is an assurance (audit) partner with
EY and is the firm’s technology sector leader
for Ireland. That being so her role earns her
great respect and with a crystal ball in hand, we
wonder what technological trends she expects to
be most apparent and most impactful this year?
“Looking to the future, analysts foresee
a future in which, through the Internet of
Things, more than 50 billion devices will be
connected,” Marie explains.
“We also know that autonomous cars,
robotic process automation, industry 4.0,
digital healthcare and smart infrastructure are
the new application areas that will see a lot of
traction in 2017.
“These areas are very promising and could
help solve some very significant problems in
society today, such as congestion, pollution and

an ageing population.”
Things are very seldom plain sailing in the
choppy waters of commerce and EY’s head of
technology in Ireland believes that nothing is
a given no matter what potential or promise
is evident unless certain complementary
conditions are met:
“The successful implementation of these
new solutions (autonomous cars etc. ) require
better connectivity, smarter data centers,
enhanced customer interfaces and a step up in
digital security. We believe that looking into
the remainder of 2017, that is where a lot of
investment will be made and where much of
the research efforts will focus.
“Overall, we believe that the dominant
research themes this year will include artificial
intelligence, computer learning, augmented
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and virtual reality, robotics, blockchain and
cyber security.”
Commenting on EY’s recent Global
Technology M&A report, Marie said it found
that massive disruption from cloud, mobile,
social and big data analytics technologies drove
global technology M&A to all-time value
highs in 2016.
“While these will remain strong drivers
in the year ahead, the research also noted that
companies should prepare for new disruptions,
including artificial intelligence and machine
learning later in the year and into 2018.”
Reflecting over the course of a career
during which she has worked with a wide
selection of publicly listed and private
companies cross sector in areas such as
technology, IT, media, energy management,
software, hardware, pharmaceutical,
financial services and electronics,
one wonders was there any particular
innovation, invention or development that
really stopped her in her tracks?
“There isn’t one single technological
development that stands out to me, but
rather the combined power of the four major
technological growth drivers in the past 10
years – Social Media, Mobility, Analytics, and
the Cloud – known as SMAC for short.
“These growth drivers have redefined how
we interact with each other; given us access to
the internet anywhere, anytime; created the
power to combine data and create insights; and
given us the ability to outsource computing
tasks to any location across the globe.”
Marie doesn’t begin to underestimate
the influence of SMAC. She believes that it
(SMAC) has created the mother and father of
platforms to allow technology companies to
transform the way we operate in our daily lives
and in business.
In that latter regard, she cites the way
SMAC has created platforms to provide
taxi rides for consumers (Uber), renting out
computer processing power to companies on
a pay per use base (Amazon Web Services), or
analyzing billions of medical images to search
for the key to better treatment of diseases
(IBM Watson Health).
With regards to the new technologies that
are set to rock 2017, Marie believes that the two
key areas of society most likely to be impacted
upon are employment and legislation.
“In relation to employment, the big debate

“The combined power
of the four major
technological growth
drivers in the past 10
years – Social Media,
Mobility, Analytics,
and the Cloud - have
redefined how we
interact with each
other; given us access to
the internet anywhere,
anytime; created the
power to combine data
and create insights; and
given us the ability to
outsource computing
tasks to any location
across the globe.”
is how process automation will impact the
recruitment of talent and whether or not we
will be replaced by robots,” Marie avers.
“We know that administrative processes
can be performed by robots – such as claims
management in the insurance industry,
financial administration tasks, and certain
customer interactions.
“However while there are fears that
robots could put low paying jobs at risk
by automating processes, they could also
transform the provision of services and the
business landscape, by allowing humans to
focus on higher value work that requires
analytical interpretation and judgement,
which machines cannot do. It is likely that this

debate will pick up in 2017, as robotics and
automation are increasingly used by businesses,
however we believe that it should not only be
looked at as a challenge, but as a significant
opportunity for the future of the workforce.”
Anything else in technology’s sights this
year?
“Well, I’d say technology is also likely this
year to have a significant impact on the legal
framework required to protect privacy and
security in an increasingly data driven society.
“The EU US Privacy Shield is an example
of legislation being put in place to try and
deal with cross border data issues, however
technological innovation is moving faster than
ever, and legislation is a slow process.
“As such, companies cannot wait for
legislation to be adapted and thus must
ensure they are continually carrying out risk
assessment in relation to new technologies
adopted by their business or which could be a
threat to their business, which also considering
the likely risks and consequences that future
legislation could bring.”
Marie is wont to talk up Ireland’s
attractiveness to investors and innovators
within the high-tech industry. According to
her, the investments in large scale data centers
in the country has meant that the Emerald
Isle has proven to be particularly attractive for
cloud computing.
Marie points to the availability of talent
in her native country too and its access to
the European market as building blocks in
the creation of the kind of active business
climate that has attracted nearly all global
technology companies. For all that, she
issues a word of warning:
“For the next round of investments and the
upgrade of the technology infrastructure, it is
crucial that the country keeps its technological
edge and its hub function where companies
can work together, exchange ideas and develop
and implement new technologies together.”
Another hat that Marie wears is that of
EY’s partner sponsor for Connecting Women
in Technology; a role that derived from an
initiative which EY co-founded and whose
aim is to retain, inspire and empower women
working in the technology sector.
Marie points to surveys which show that
women do not progress to management levels
at the same rate as men in the technology
sector in Ireland. A recent report showed that
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female participation rates fall sharply at more
senior ranks of management.
So, the technology sector has got to shape up?
“Well, globally, the technology sector
currently falls well behind the minimum 30%
figure recommended, with only 12% having
female executives and 9% having women on
their boards.
“This could imply that future growth of
organizations in the sector may be constrained
by the gender gap.
“Furthermore, while the aforementioned
challenges facing women are common among
the STEM sectors, the statistics suggest that
technology could be facing other specific
challenges that others, such as finance and
telecommunications, are not.”
Marie points out that over 100,000 people
are employed in technology in Ireland and
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she is convinced the Government is ambitious
about growing this vital sector further.
In her view, the unprecedented level of
economic growth in Ireland in recent years has
seen ‘the war for talent’ escalate which is now
posing significant constraints for technology
businesses operating in Ireland.
“Developing the existing pool of female
talent in the technology sector could be a real way
to tackle the skills shortage that this specialist
sector is experiencing,” Marie concludes.
Going forward, Marie’s hope is that a
combination of greater access to education, less
bias and more support in the work environment
will enable women to overcome all too common
and long-standing challenges in what is still a
male-dominated technology industry.
And so say all of us!

“Developing the
existing pool of
female talent in the
technology sector
could be a real way
to tackle the skills
shortage that this
specialist sector is
experiencing,”
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A Winning Strategy
FDI employment in Ireland hits new high of nearly 200,000

I

DA Ireland, the Government agency
responsible for attracting foreign
direct investment, recently announced
the highest level of employment in its
client companies in its history. Total
employment at overseas companies now stands
at 199,877 people, the highest level on record.
IDA client companies created just under
19,000 (18,627) jobs on the ground in 2016
across a range of sectors, with every region of
Ireland posting net gains in jobs.
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Winning strategy delivering
IDA Ireland has completed two years of its
five-year strategy, Winning: Foreign Direct
Investment 2015-2019, with the latest results
indicating a strong performance by the
organization towards delivering its 2019 target
of 80,000 new jobs and 900 investments.
The performance was produced against
a background of unprecedented geopolitical
changes, an underperforming European

economy and intense competition from other
jurisdictions for foreign direct investment.
A record number of investments secured
during the year rose to 244 from 213 in the
previous year. The number of new name
investments went to 99 from 94 in the previous
year. The strong net job creation performance
of 11,842 additional jobs in Ireland is a result
of a very strong pipeline of new investments
and lower job losses within the employment
portfolio. Losses as a percentage of the overall
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employment portfolio were at their lowest level
in 19 years (1997).
Congratulating the agency, Ireland’s
Minister for Jobs and Enterprise, Mary
Mitchell O’Connor said IDA Ireland continued
to win record number of jobs despite what has
been a very unpredictable year for international
investors. “The results are a clear indication that
the IDA’s Winning strategy is delivering. I’m
especially pleased to see that the numbers in
the regions are so positive this year - IDA has
succeeded in achieving growth in all regions
throughout Ireland in 2016.
Chief Executive Officer of IDA Ireland,
Martin Shanahan, said the fact that companies
have continued to invest in Ireland is
testament to the quality of the offering we
have here and warned of the need to guard
against complacency. “We have to keep an
eye on our competitiveness including costs,”
he said. “The contribution of the FDI sector
has always been important to Ireland, but the
2016 results show that the contribution has
never been greater. It is particularly welcome
to see such a broad-based performance and
all regions growing. International Services,
Pharmaceuticals & Medical Devices and
Financial Services all showed significant
employment increases in 2016.”
“Many of the projects won in 2016 were
capital intensive (€5.5bn in cap ex in 2015i),
and provided strong additional benefits to
Ireland. This capital investment is spread
throughout Ireland, with 63% of capital
investment happening outside of Dublin. This
has a significant construction employment
impact through all regions of Ireland. Sectors
like pharmaceuticals, engineering and
manufacturing are particularly capital intensive,
often investing tens of million in developing
their sites. For every ten jobs created by an IDA
client company, there are seven knock-on jobs
created in the wider economy.”

Among the leading
investments secured
during the year were:
•
•
•

Oracle expands its Dublin operations with
plans to recruit 450 new staff
First Data to establish an R&D Hub in
Nenagh, Co. Tipperary which will house
up to 300 highly skilled employees
Credit Suisse opened a Front Office

•

•
•
•

•

Wayfair Inc. (NYSE:W), one of the
world’s largest online destinations for
home furnishings and décor announced
the expansion of its multi-lingual
European Operations Centre in Galway
creating approximately 160 new jobs
Amazon announced the creation of 500
new jobs in Dublin
Surmodics in Galway announced an
investment of $16.5m and creation of 100
new jobs in Ballinasloe
Fazzi Healthcare Services established a
new Irish based coding and healthcare
services company in Limerick, creating
300 jobs over five years.
Cylance expands EMEA Operations with
Opening of a Cork based office generating
approximately 150 job opportunities over
the next three years

Brexit
Mary Mitchell O’Connor TD, Ireland’s Minister
for Jobs, Enterprise & Innovation

“The contribution of
the FDI sector has
always been important
to Ireland, but the 2016
results show that the
contribution has never
been greater.”

•
•

•

trading floor in Dublin which will house
100 new staff
Hubspot in Dublin will hire an additional
320 jobs to accommodate future growth
Shire announced plans to expand its global
biotech manufacturing capacity with an
investment of US$400m and creating
400 new positions upon completion of its
project in Dunboyne, Co. Meath
Kellton Tech Solutions Limited, a global
IT company, established its EMEA
headquarters in Drogheda, Co. Louth,
creating 100 jobs over five years.

The planned exit of Britain from the European
Union has led to a significant volume of
specific queries to IDA offices from across the
world. These queries have originated in the
UK, the US and Asia. Companies are seeking
to mitigate risk and ensure that the have access
to the European market post Brexit. Feedback
from investors would suggest that companies
are currently undertaking detailed due
diligence of a small number of location within
Europe. Ireland is amongst those locations.
In addition to the opportunity that
Brexit brings to compete for newly mobile
investment, there are also likely to be some
adverse impacts. FDI companies that depend
heavily on the UK market have already been
impacted by exchange rates and they may also
need to consider their future access to the UK
market in a post-Brexit environment.
IDA Ireland has launched a
communications campaign to support the
efforts of IDA staff worldwide. This campaign
will be led by a new on-line film which uses
the theme of numbers as a way of reminding
our target audience of some of our most
relevant and compelling features as an FDI
location, while emphasizing our corporate
tax rate and our unwavering commitment to
remain at the heart of Europe. The campaign
also refers to the skills and talent available
here, as well as the continued access to the
European market.
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Export Success
e-Commerce: Your path to global growth
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P

aul Toomey is
the Business
Development
Manager at DHL
Express Ireland, the
market leader in the international
express industry. Paul believes that
an export-led recovery in Ireland
will bring new and growing SMEs
to the international stage. “If there
is one positive from the Brexit
fallout, it’s the growing realization
from Irish SME’s that they need
to diversify to new markets. It’s
certainly the silver-lining to the
‘Brexit cloud’ and in the longer run
I believe we’ll have a stronger SME
exporting sector as a result.”
Paul’s general view on exports
as the main lever of future economic
growth and market diversification
in particular as the route to future
export success, resonates at a broader
industry level, where DHL has forged ties
with like-minded organizations such as the
Irish Exporter’s Association, Small Firms
Association and AIB. “We share a common
objective to support new and developing
SME’s on their export journey. Add in
Enterprise Ireland and in particular the
support to SME’s available through their
network of Local Enterprise Offices and
you have a broad range of support resources
available to SME exporters nationwide.”
The nature of the logistics industry has
changed significantly in the time Paul has
worked in the industry. “Traditionally, we
would have seen our main growth in the ICT
sectors high-end manufacturing and then the
growth emerged from pharmaceutical, life
sciences and medical device sectors. There’s still
activity in ICT and higher-end manufacturing,
but proportionally it’s not as significant as in
previous years.”
“However, in the last couple of years, we
have seen a huge shift in the market towards
e-commerce. The value of Ireland’s Internet
economy is forecast to grow from its current
level of €8.4 bn per annum to an estimated
€21.1 bn by 2020, with consumer spending
contributing to 60% (almost €13 bn) of this
amount. Lots of Irish companies are seeking
to maximize their sales through their online
activities. Whether it’s as simple as ensuring

a customer can easily find their location, or
seeking to promote their product online,
each company requires a strong e-commerce
strategy to maximize growth potential. This is
just as true for an SME as it is for a multinational organization. Irish companies are
well positioned to sell internationally through
the e-commerce channel. ‘Brand Ireland’ is
very well received across the world and Irish
retailers are valued for their unique, high
quality and competitively priced product
offering as well as their strong understanding
of international business.”
“When I first joined DHL we were 90%+
a business to business company. Today, more
than 50% of our deliveries go to consumers
at a residential address. This change creates
challenges in terms of the ‘last mile’ delivery as
clearly it is more difficult to ensure someone
is at home to sign for a delivery. At DHL, we
have developed an online solution called ‘OnDemand Delivery’ which allows consumers
to choose a delivery time and location to suit
them. We have also introduced the DHL
‘Swipbox’ this year. These are stand-alone
secure locker units located in various retail
outlets around the country which allow
customers to collect their shipments at their
own convenience, thereby increasing customer
satisfaction. We have had to be innovative
and stay abreast of what customers want. If

“However in the last
couple of years, we
have seen a huge shift
in the market towards
e-commerce. The value
of Ireland’s Internet
economy is forecast to
grow from its current
level of €8.4 bn per
annum to an estimated
€21.1 bn by 2020, with
consumer spending
contributing to 60%
(almost €13 bn) of this
amount.”
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Following
a negative delivery
experience:
Following
a negative
delivery
experience:
38%

43%

Said they are likely to
never shop with that
retailer ever again

Of consumers said
they wouldn’t return
to that retailer within
a month

81%
Potential
Lost Business

19%
Might return
to that retailer

our business didn’t change, we would quickly
get left behind. Our aim is to keep our
customers up to date and to have live tracking
information available which enables our
customer to receive or collect their delivery at
a time that suits them.”
So whilst e-commerce has tremendous
growth potential for Irish businesses in general
– and exporters in particular – the simple reality
is that right now around 25% of Irish businesses
do not have a website, and those that do are
slow to advertise that they ship internationally.
Many of these companies are missing out on
the potential opportunity that the growth
in online activity represents. Indeed, there is
a belief among some SMEs that the costs
associated with the development of digital tools
to support an e-commerce strategy are simply
too high. But this need not be the case and the
investment costs associated with some welltargeted e-commerce activity can be recouped
quite quickly through increased sales.
“I’m a firm believer that Irish SME’s
need to fully embrace the international
e-commerce opportunity,” Paul continued.
“Online sales generated through e-commerce
give companies an opportunity to dip their
toes into other international markets with very
limited risk. For a start there’s no payment
96 | SILICON VALLEY GLOBAL

risk. Some good website analytics
can demonstrate that there
may already be interest in your
product from countries that
you haven’t even considered as
a potential market. DHL have
already seen this to be the case
with many customers and we
have worked closely with these
customers to help take their business
international in this way.”

Some considerations for
SME’s developing their
e-commerce strategy
•
•

•
•
•

Understand your customers and their
online behaviors
Research the different components of a
digital landscape and prioritize what to
focus on first e.g. website, microsite, mobile
apps, a social media presence etc.
Take small steps and review what works
well – don’t try to do everything at once
Clearly tell your customers you ship
internationally on your home page and
offer a range of shipping options
Select a business partner to work with
who can give you confidence. Typically
they should have delivered successful
e-commerce tools already.

E-commerce and the SME
Supply Chain
For DHL, the growth in e-commerce has
revolutionized how we operate but we must
also continuously adapt our logistics solutions
to meet the changing needs of the market.
Some of the key areas we focus on with our

SOURCE: Metapack - 2016 state of ecommerce delivery consumer research report

SME customers include developing digital
solutions to support:
• Timed Delivery: Making sure that delivery
commitments are achieved is crucial for
the success of an online sales strategy. For
example, DHL now offers pre-notification
alerts of both the day and time of delivery.
• Managing a Returns Program: Online
retailers typically must provide a return
option to consumers, often free of charge
and within a certain timeframe.
• Customs: Shipments from outside of the
EU must be cleared through customs in
Ireland and depending on the value and
nature of the goods, duties and taxes may
be payable.
• Computer systems: IT integration
with e-commerce retailers often means
integrating directly with a customer’s web
page and order management system.
Whilst e-commerce represents a huge
opportunity for SMEs to grow, it also
represents a challenge to develop the logistics
and supply chain solutions to support online
sales. Many progressive Irish companies have
demonstrated that it is a challenge worth taking
on, as the growth opportunity is significant.
Still, to effectively grow your business with
online retail channels there’s a lot you need to
consider. It’s not just about choosing the best
online retail platform for your business and
selecting the right pricing model – you also
need to know how to reach customers in your
target markets and understand the regulations
and restrictions around exporting.
Website: www.dhlguide.ie Email: ie.ecommerce@dhl.
com Facebook: facebook/DHLExpressIreland Twitter:
@DHLExpressIre
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451 Advisors Special Report Ireland
American Society of Heating, Refrigerating and Air-Conditioning Engineers
IDA Ireland: Ireland Update Q3 2013
www.idaireland.com
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2

12.5%

in Ireland, from the workforce to public policy which enables
development, as well as growing connectivity infrastructure were
all factors which helped us say definitively now is the right time
for DUB3.
For us, this investment of €28m signals our continued
commitment to Ireland. We created DUB3 with a focus *Source
on the 2014
future, ensuring that we are offering our clients the latest technology
Ireland has been named
in the industry from cloud connectivity to hybrid data storage in a
substainable energy saving and efficient manner.
We’re not alone in our positive views of the Irish landscape;
5
Ireland’s growing reputation has attracted significant investment
especially from US-based firms and is currently home to over
1,000 multinational companies.
While many other locations have some of the aspects which
facilitate data center development Ireland is one which can
provide all of the key tools data storage providers need; a strong
growing economy, a well-educated workforce, a location between
Europe and America, and connectivity channels with the rest of
the world and policy which enables development and business.
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48%
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ELECTRONIC EXPERTS
LOVE OIL-FREE
ISO 8573-1 Class 0 Oil-free air
compressors for electronics
production

Ultra-clean production conditions are essential for the quality of electronic components. In
the world of hi-tech clean rooms the use of 100% oil-free compressed air is obvious. Because
electronic experts know quality and cleanness do matter.
Atlas Copco was ﬁrst in providing the electronics industry with energy efﬁcient and reliable oilfree air solutions, and will continue to lead this technology in the future for the sake of product
quality and performance.
Find more on www.classzero.com
For more information, please contact us on the following
number: 01 4505978 or e-mail us at
info.ireland@ie.atlascopco.com
www.atlascopco.ie
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Mercury21
Mercury Engineering announces a new chapter in its history by promoting their
new Mercury TWENTY21 mission statement

T

his strategic move is designed
to take the group to the next
level of engineering and
construction excellence, while
continuing to outperform our
competitors. We are extremely confident
that our expertise and global reach will allow
us to maintain an unrivaled competitive
edge in the industry. The rationale behind
our transition into a sector based company
rather than a geographic based one is our
commitment to continuous improvement
in terms of staff capabilities and technology
and our overall goal to position Mercury
Engineering as the best multidisciplinary
engineering contractor in Europe for
Healthcare, Life Sciences & Technology.
Mercury TWENTY21 provides an
opportunity for us to continue to excel and
set the bar on both a global and national
stage. Over the past 45 years, Mercury
Engineering has grown into one of the
largest independent engineering contractors
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with projects completed throughout Europe,
Russia, North Africa, the Middle East and
USA with annual revenues exceeding €500m.
A major aspect we pride ourselves on is our
client-focused approach and an appreciation
of the value of long-term relationships. A
large part of our work comes from existing
clients, some of whom are Fortune 500
registered. However with our new Mercury
Twenty21 vision we wish to make new
inroads with clients and develop new
relationships down the line.
With a new strategy comes with a new
restructure. Mercury has now successfully
moved from a regional base to a sector
driven group. Our new sectors include
Building Services, Enterprise Data Centers,
Life Sciences & Technology, Sprinkler,
Healthcare, Colo Data Centers and our
Poland support services. Healthcare, Life
Sciences & Technology are identified as
catalysts to substantially drive future growth.
Healthcare, Life Sciences & Technology

sectors are booming, not just in Ireland, but
in the rest of Europe. We believe that the
European market needs the services, skilled
personnel and expertise that we can bring.
For instance, we have been involved with the
largest hospital built in the UK, the Queen
Elizabeth University Hospital (formerly the
New South Glasgow Hospital). With regards
to our healthcare business unit we plan a
measured increase in turnover, with a focus on
healthcare projects. This will be achieved by
critical selection of projects and clients across
sectors in which we have past experience and
available resources.
We are committed to developing strong
core staff and training them in the Mercury
way. It’s difficult to not mention Mercury’s
valued partnership with Intel when discussing
Technology. Mercury’s relationship with the
Mega-giant MNC goes back 28 fruitful years
with the relationship continuing to grow
year after year. Three fabrication plants later,
countless process installations and upgrades

SILICON VALLEY GLOBAL

Mercury’s relationship with Intel has
grown from strength to strength. Advanced
Technologies and Semi-conductor have
always been a key cog to the development of
Mercury in the Technology sector.
Internationally another feature project
is the Micron Fab 10x in Singapore. Micron
Technologies Semiconductor were in the
final stages of the base build construction
of a 300,000 sq ft NAND flash memory
fabrication facility. The total construction
cost accumulates to $4 bn, with plans to start
production in 2017. The new fabrication
facility is expected to produce innovative 3D
NAND (Co-developed with Intel) as well
as other types of future memory. Mercury
Engineering supported the project through
the provision of manpower and equipment
under the following headings:
• Orbital Welders.
• Electricians with Tool install experience.
• High Purity fitters with tool stall experience.
Another major driver in our growth is our
ability to build a strong rapport with FDI
(Foreign Direct Investment) clients, more so
American multinational groups who would
be our primary source of volume. What this

means is that we are intimately familiar with
the culture of safety, the quality, the specific
demands and the timelines that FDI clients
need. This is particularly relevant to the life
sciences industry given that it is so tightly
regulated. We must take inspiration from
our clients and their ability to constantly stay
ahead in their industries. To stay successful,
Mercury Engineering must utilize the best
construction practices, avail of the latest
innovations and BIM technology, and
optimize our company’s potential both
internally and externally. A flagship project
that relates to our strong FDI is a large
pharmaceutical project in Blanchardstown.
We have been challenged to deliver a
staggering 25,000m of pipes in 9 months.
One might say that the Life science &
Technology and Healthcare are the crown
jewel due to our vast workload and excellent
client relationships. Currently, Life Sciences
& Technology represent a large share of
our overall business, though naturally as a
contractor, this fluctuates with market cycles.
In terms of numbers, we are working on four
Bio-pharmaceutical/ Pharmaceutical projects
at the moment, as well as maintenance on
around five other sites. On the healthcare
side of things we are working on three
new hospitals so it is fairly hands on deck
in our Dublin HQ right now. With such
competition in these mentioned sectors
it is important to stay ahead of the curve.
From time to time it requires some critical
thinking, to be able to analyze situations

Healthcare,
Life Sciences &
Technology are
identified as catalysts
to substantially
drive future growth.
Healthcare, Life
Sciences & Technology
sectors are booming,
not just in Ireland, but
in the rest of Europe.
We believe that the
European market
needs the services,
skilled personnel and
expertise that we can
bring.
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and think outside the box and deliver more
than the requested installation of work for
example. This can be anything from having
pristine QEHS systems in place, developing
schedules that facilitate the completion of key
milestones and timelines.
Over the last number of years, we have
expanded the service offerings we offer our
clients, with things like Building Information
Modelling (BIM). We have executed some
very complex projects in the BIM space for our
clients, including taking a project from design
through execution all the way to validation.
Increasingly, clients also want to know more
about our work in other sectors to identify best
practices that could be leveraged. A great example
of this is the LEAN philosophy, which applies to
a number of different sectors. We are constantly
training our people and can boast that over 300
of our employees have now gone through the
training, which we are extremely proud of.
Dermot Gildea, Director of Life Sciences
is a highly motivated Director with over 25
years’ experience of delivering innovative
project management engineering solutions to
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Over the past 45 years
Mercury Engineering
has grown into one of
the largest independent
engineering
contractors with
projects completed
throughout Europe,
Russia, North Africa, the
Middle East and USA
with annual revenues
exceeding €500m.

clients across the Life Sciences sector. Dermot
was key cog to the success of past projects for
large multinational corporations and explains
how these past projects will help Mercury
going forward. “We pride ourselves of the skill
and knowledge we developed over the years
in this sector and from our fabrication facility
we will drive efficiency across all areas of the
business operations through lean construction,
off-site fabrication, Building Information
Modeling, and project execution plans offering
competitive solutions to our customers. Our
client focused approach and our appreciation
of the value of the long term business
relationship develops repeat business with our
existing customers,” he says.
Mercury’s prime focus is on becoming
the best, multi-disciplinary engineering
contractor in the strategic sectors where we
have core strengths. Within these sectors, we
are looking at blue-chip multinationals that
are serious about long-term collaboration
with us. We are confident at Mercury that
in three to four years we have delivered the
Mercury Twenty21 Strategy.

LEADING
INNOVATION
IN THE
CONSTRUCTION
INDUSTRY
SINCE 1972
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Excellence in Engineering Solutions,
Design, Build, Operate & Maintain
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Leaders in
Delivering Value.

Jacobs is one of the world’s largest and most diverse
providers of technical, professional, and construction
services, including all aspects of architecture, engineering
and construction, operations and maintenance, as well
as scientific and specialty consulting. We serve a broad
range of companies and organizations, including industrial,
commercial, and government clients in multiple markets
and geographies.

Offices Worldwide
www.jacobs.com
Cork: +353.21.4515777 | Dublin: +353.1.2695666

Engineering
Planning
Architecture
Construction
Commissioning
Qualification
Verification
Operations
Maintenance
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Instilling
the Spirit of
Innovation

Three time Ironman World Champion
Craig Alexander previews the first look of
“Radar Pace,” smart eyewear by Oakley
featuring a first voice-activated, real-time
coaching system demonstrated during
Intel CEO Brian Krzanich’s keynote
presentation at 2016 CES

Intel plans for the future

I

ntel began operations in Ireland back
in 1989 and has invested significantly
in its Leixlip facility since then.
The plant is now one of the most
technologically advanced, highvolume manufacturing sites in the world
Intel’s decision to establish a plant in
Ireland in the late 1980s with the potential to
employ thousands of skilled technicians was
a game changer for foreign direct investment
in the county. It signaled the beginning
of Ireland’s transition from a low-cost,
manufacturing base to a leading international
technology hub. And it almost didn’t happen.
At the time unemployment in Ireland was
persistently in double digits and emigration
was rampant. The largest multinational
operating in the country was Fruit of the
Loom, which employed 4,500 people making
T-shirts and Ireland was activity seeking to
attract textile companies and other operations
of this nature to our shores. Indeed, there was
some opposition to supporting Intel’s move
to Leixlip, largely because of the scale of

the buildings and facilities required and the
significant grant support involved.
In addition, some years previously, the
Telesis report, which had been commissioned
by the Government to advise on industrial
policy, was published and criticized the state’s
“focus on foreign inward investment, and lack
of attention to the domestic economy and the
growth of domestic firms.”
There were several other multinational
technology companies which had operations
in Ireland at that time, including companies
like Digital Equipment Corporation (DEC),
Apple, Wang, and IBM. But the Intel project
was off a different order and significantly
higher up the value chain. The specialized
equipment required was expensive and the
company would be carrying out more complex,
skilled work than the low-level manufacturing
typically undertaken by foreign firms in
Ireland. It was perhaps understandable that
reservations existed.However, the project was
approved and Intel Ireland was established in
1989, initially producing motherboards – the

main chip and circuit board of a computer –
and systems. Sourcing the first 250 engineers
required was a challenge and the IDA
launched a major campaign to encourage
skilled emigrants to return home.
Perhaps the most immediate and
significant benefit from Intel’s presence was
the rapid upskilling which the company
facilitated by sending Irish technicians,
engineers and business graduates to the
US for training. Afterwards, they returned
to Ireland with the high-level technology
and management skills which have been
instrumental in building the country’s talent
base. In addition, both the State and the IDA
now had a ‘showcase’ company and the worldclass360 acre Intel campus to use to entice
other potential FDI projects.
Over time Intel began to expand its
Irish operation, develop new facilities and
incorporate more sophisticated and complex
activities into its Irish plant. In the process
the company contributed to the creation of a
vibrant new business culture with increasing
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Continuing to deliver
construction solutions
Building in Ireland for 60 years;
it’s in our DNA

•
•
•
•
•
•
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FDI Hi-tech Facilities
Biopharma
HQ buildings
Pharmaceutical
Cleanrooms
Agri-Dairy-Food
Refurb & Fit-out
Mechanical & electrical
Healthcare
Infrastructure
PPP Investment

Contact: Mike Jones 087 6297738

www.bamireland.ie
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Brian Krzanich, Intel’s Chief Executive Officer (R) is joined on stage by Chromat CEO, Becca
McCharen (L) to discuss the future of fashion and technology during his keynote presentation at
2016 CES

numbers of Irish professionals learning the
skills necessary to thrive and prosper in the
competitive and demanding international
technology market.
The company also had a significant impact
on the education system and encouraged a
massive reorientation towards STEM subjects in
Irish universities and Institutes of Technology. In
the past decade in particular, companies such as
Intel have forged R&D relationships with many
of Ireland’s third-level institutions.
Today, the cutting-edge 360-acre campus
in Leixlip is Intel’s largest in Europe by some
distance and one of its most technologically
advanced, high-volume manufacturing sites
in the world. It is at the forefront of its global
manufacturing capabilities producing leadingedge silicon products that power platforms and
technology advancements that are essential to
the way we learn, live and work today.
By 2014 when Intel celebrated its 25th
anniversary in Ireland it had invested over
$12.5bn in its Leixlip campus. The impact of
the capital investment into the Irish economy
has been huge, representing €1.2 bn annually
and the support of 9,366 equivalent full-time
jobs. In addition, more than 4,500 people work
at its Leixlip facility – the company’s largest
outside of the US – and another 200 at Intel
Communications Europe in Shannon, the
product development arm of the company’s

Communications Product Group.
In 2011 the company embarked upon a
$5bn three-year upgrade of its Leixlip plant
which saw several of the plant’s silicon wafer
fabrication plants (Fab) refurbished. The project
represented the largest single private investment
in the history of the State and resulted in 5,000
temporary construction jobs at the site.
This investment has kept it at the forefront
of lead-edging industrial technology and
in 2013 their extensive R&D activity led
to the launch of the first Intel product the
Intel Galileo board containing the new
Quark X1000 chip, both exclusively designed
and developed in Ireland. Developed over
three years by a team of 70, the new Quark
Technology has extended Intel’s capabilities
into a range of rapidly growing areas – from
the internet of things to wearable computing.
The company has confirmed it will
manufacture its next-generation 14 nanometer
chips in Leixlip, requiring the buildout of a
new plant, a project that was hotly contested
with Intel’s site in Israel.
The company has had a difficult few years
after it missed the opportunity to capitalize
on the massive smartphone market. There has
been considerable speculation surrounding the
company in recent months due to the major
restructuring which was announced following a
poor earnings report. The company said it intends

Quark Technology has extended Intel’s
capabilities into a range of rapidly growing
areas – from the internet of things to
wearable computing.

to reduce its workforce by 11% by the middle
of this year; which amounts to approximately
12,000 jobs. It is thought that between 350 and
400 Irish employees may be affected.
CEO, Brian Krzanich, has said this is part
of a process in “transforming Intel from a PC
company to a company that powers the Cloud
and billions of smart, connected devices”.
With the level of investment committed
to the Leixlip plant, it’s hard to see the current
wave of job losses impacting the output
and future of the plant. In addition, Intel is
switching its focus from microprocessors sales of which are in decline towards data
centers, server markets and 5G connectivity.
Many of the products manufactured at Intel’s
Leixlip plant are aimed at the cloud and data
centers, which will help to future proof the
Irish arm of the company’s operations.
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Experience
The New Generation of Particle Monitoring
Increased Sensitivity Particle Monitoring for High Purity Process Chemicals

NEW

Chem® 20 Chemical Particle Counter
Sensitivity range of 20-100nm

Optical Liquid Particle Sampler

Corrosive Liquid Particle Sampler

LiQuilaz® Liquid Particle Counter

CLS-700 Chemical Particle Counter

Provides highest precision
possible by measuring
100% sample volumes
(up to 80ml/min)

A compression sampler
combined with a
LiQuilaz Particle Counter
for effective measurement
of particles

EMS are the exclusive distributors of Particle Measuring Systems products in Ireland and United Kingdom

Air Monitoring

DI Water Monitoring

Nano-ID® NPC10
NanoParticle Counter

Ultra DI® 20
Liquid Particle Counter

with a sensitivity of 10nm

High Scatter Chemical Monitoring
UltraChem® 40
Liquid Particle Counter
with a sensitivity of 40nm

with a sensitivity of 20nm

Molecular Particle Monitoring
AirSentry® II
LDL 70ppt Detecting
Ammonia, Amines or Acids

www.ems.ie | www.emsparticlesolutions.co.uk | +353 1 295 7373
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Cleanroom Solutions
Established in 1988, EMS (Environment Monitoring Services) is an
industry leader in Cleanroom and Particle Monitoring Solutions.

E

MS offers the latest innovative
range of products in addition to
end-to-end services including
onsite calibration across a
range of industries including
aerospace & defense, food & beverage,
industrial manufacturing, life sciences,
microelectronics and research & development
EMS is the exclusive distributor in
the UK and Ireland of Particle Measuring
Systems Inc. (PMS), the global technology
leader in the Environmental Monitoring
Industry. EMS has direct access to the latest
calibration techniques, procedures, software
updates, and genuine particle detector parts
supplied from PMS.
EMS continually renew and upgrade
their product range, ensuring the latest
industry developments and advancements are
incorporated into their product range. Most
recently, EMS are now offering the world’s
first 20 nm Chemical Particle Counter, the
Chem 20. Leading-edge microelectronic
processes require very clean process chemicals
that are highly filtered and regulated to a
particle size of 20 nm or below. With 20
nm particle sensitivity, the new Chem 20

Chemical Particle Counter is the world’s
most sensitive particle sensor for high
purity process chemicals. The Chem 20 is a
valuable tool that enables facility and process
engineers to quickly detect and characterize

The Chem 20 is a
valuable tool that
enables facility and
process engineers to
quickly detect and
characterize chemical
particle sources
before they impact
process and device
performance.

chemical particle sources before they impact
process and device performance.
In addition to the Chem 20, Our UDI20 monitors down to 20nm is UPW. We
also provide aerosol particle monitors with a
sensitivity of 10nm, the NPC-10.
In addition, a complete range of
Cleanroom and Particle Monitoring services
ranging from Cleanroom Certification;
Calibration Laboratory (including repairs
to manufacturer’s specification), Biosafety
Cabinet and Isolator Certification services
are available. EMS provide system design
and project management options, full
maintenance servicing and complete
validation packages tailored to the individual
needs of the client.
The EMS calibration laboratories are
regularly audited by our customers, NSAI and
PMS Inc ensuring best practice and quality
standards are met.
www.ems.ie
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BAM:
Bringing Global
Business to Ireland
For almost 60 years, BAM has delivered many of Ireland’s landmark building
and infrastructure projects and consistently demonstrated that growth can
come from sustainable practice.

I

reland is one of the most attractive
places in the world for companies to
do business. Our highly educated,
English speaking workforce,
competitive corporate taxation, and
access to the European market has brought
significant foreign investment to our shores
for many years. What is often overlooked is
the importance of modern, large scale office
building to accommodate these companies
and their employees. Throughout its almost
60 years operating in Ireland, BAM Ireland
has collaborated with major international
clients to produce landmark projects and
bring some of the biggest names in global
business into Ireland.
In that time, BAM has evolved
its capabilities to meet the needs and
specifications of its clients. Last year, BAM
completed one of Ireland’s flagship office
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developments at One Albert Quay, which was
awarded “Commercial Project of the Year”
at the 2016 Irish Construction Awards. The
€60 mn project has been labeled Ireland’s
“smartest building” and features high-tech
computer systems that allow the building
operators to monitor and control a range of
office functions, including security, energy
efficiency, parking, and comfort levels.
Leading US security firm Tyco has
established its global headquarters at One
Albert Quay with 500 employees now based
in the office. Other companies currently
occupying the 15,400m2 scheme include
global accounting firm PwC, specialist banking
and asset management group Investec, and
global engineering consultants Arup.
BAM is currently working with JCD
on the 14-23 Grand Parade project at the
Capitol Cinema site in Cork. Just short of

8,000m2 of combined office and retail space,
this development is expected to make a
significant contribution to the rejuvenation
of the western side of Cork city center and
complement the nearby English Market.
In Dublin, works are ongoing at
the 9,000m2 One Molesworth Street
Development for Green REIT and significant
progress has been made on construction
of a major five story, ultra-modern HQ
Building in Sandyford. The development,
which will accommodate up to 2,300 staff
at full capacity, comprises 35,000m2 office
accommodation over five floors and almost
14,000m2 basement over two floors - the
equivalent of nearly seven football pitches of
internal space.
This year BAM also reached an
agreement with international giant Global
Student Accommodation for a 400-bed
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student accommodation project in Dublin
City Center. The €40 mn development in the
heart of the historic Tenters area will provide
much needed bespoke accommodation
for third level students in the capital. The
development will consist of 61 cluster flats
across 12,500m2 of internal space. These
projects follow on from BAM’s work on the
Dell HQ Building at City Gate Park, which
was the first commercial office development
in Ireland to achieve the coveted US Green
Building Council LEED Gold Certificate
standard. This was part of the first phase of
the development of the 280,000m2 site at
City Gate Park, with other tenants including
telecommunications firm Qualcomm and
fund administration firm HedgeServ.
Speaking about office building activity,
BAM Ireland Chief Executive Theo Cullinane,
observed: “It is important to think about
Ireland’s offering for FDI as a package. When
a business is deciding where it is going to be
based, the quality and type of office buildings
available will naturally be a major factor.
Construction companies in Ireland are playing
a vital role in meeting the needs of these
investors who are looking for buildings that are
modern, comfortable for their employees, cost
effective, and environmentally sustainable.”
“BAM’s success is driven by our
excellent reputation for meeting these needs
through our dedication to innovation and
sustainability. It is our policy to do everything
in our power to ensure the best results for
our client. To make this happen we rely on
the latest technological innovations and a
uniquely experienced team who know what
it takes to get projects over the line. Our
enduring ethos is that if our customers are
happy, our business will continue to grow.”
BAM has made significant investment in
technologies that reduce the environmental
impact of construction activity. The company
leads the way in the Irish market in pioneering
BIM, which provides 3D computer models
for efficient visualization and analysis of the
proposed works to increase efficiency in the
design and construction phase. This year BAM
became the first organization in the country
to achieve PAS 1192-2 verification— the
international industry standard for the use of
BIM processes. At the recent Irish CitA BIM
Innovation Awards, the international judging
panel commended BAM’s work on the School’s

Lambe Institute UHG NUI Galway

Mercer Institute St James’s Hospital

N11 Arklow Rathnew Motorway PPP.

N7 Newlands Cross PPP

One Albert Quay

Bundle 4 PPP project in the operations and
asset management category.
Innovations such as BIM have seen
BAM establish an international reputation
as a global leader in sustainable construction.
This year, Royal BAM Group was again
named on the Climate “A List” by CDP, the
international not for profit organization that
drives sustainable economies. The company
also won in the Green Construction Category
at the 2016 Green Awards.
BAM is also the only major construction
company that is a member of the Ellen
MacArthur Foundation’s Circular Economy
100 program. This brings together
governments, cities, academic institutions,
emerging innovators and affiliates to develop
their circular economy capabilities, which are
key to improving resource efficiency.
Cullinane observes: “We’ve regularly been
recognized for our efforts in this regard. At
the 2016 Green Awards, BAM won in the
Green Construction category, which continued
a string of strong performances for BAM
in 2016. We were also very successful at the
recent international Partnership Awards held
in London—the most prestigious event in
the global Public Private Partnership (PPP)
industry’s calendar—with the excellence of
several our Irish projects being specifically
recognized at the ceremony. These awards
demonstrate BAM’s position as a leader in
Irish construction and are one of the reasons
we continue to thrive in a competitive market.
“We have fostered a culture dedicated
to innovation and sustainability to achieve
this. BAM is widely recognized in Ireland
for its pioneering of Building Information
Modeling, which increases efficiency in the
design and construction process and aids
sustainable project delivery for our clients.
During 2016, we again improved all measures
on project delivery using sustainable processes
to reduce our impact on climate change and
improve sustainable design.
“The recognition we have received from
the industry clearly demonstrates that we
have the capability and expertise to utilize
the latest technologies to drive cost savings
and environmental sustainability for projects
right across the board. International investors
have taken notice of this, and we feel we are
playing a very real role in bringing them into
Ireland,” concluded Cullinane.
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Proud History
– Bright Future
Jacobs, an international technical professional services firm which is traded
on the NYSE and employs more than 54,000 people worldwide has a long and
valuable association with Ireland

D

r. Joseph Jacobs founded
Jacobs in 1947, as a
one-person engineering
consultancy working out of
his uncle’s real estate office.
By 1956, Jacobs had a thriving staff of 20
working on projects across the country.
During the past 70 years, Jacobs grew into
a global player with 54,000 employees in
more than 230 offices in 30 countries. With
2016 revenues of nearly $11 billion, Jacobs
offers full-spectrum support to industrial,
commercial and government clients all over
the world, including significant operations
in Ireland.
Ireland has long been a country of
great importance to Jacobs and its business
ventures. In 1974, Jacobs opened its first
office in Ireland and throughout the next
43 years Jacobs has provided area clients the
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full range of architectural and engineering
project delivery services, including engineering
design, procurement, project and construction
management, and commissioning, qualification,
and validation. The partnership between Jacobs
and its clients begins at site selection and master
planning and concludes at the final handover of
the validated facility, including detailed safety,
cost and scheduling information.
Jacobs offices in Dublin, Cork and Belfast
employ more than 800 teammates across the
country. Because of the continued hard work
and knowledge of its local team, 90 percent of
the company’s business in the market is from
repeat customers. Jacobs’ Global Center of
Excellence for biotechnology, pharmaceuticals,
semi-conductors and infrastructure for local
and global projects is also housed in Dublin.
Jacobs’ commitment to building longterm client relationships and capabilities has

helped it become one of the largest and most
diverse companies in the engineering and
construction (E&C) industry. Jacobs learns
its clients’ business and partners with them to
drive innovative end-to-end solutions.

Bristol-Myers Squibb
Jacobs is providing construction management,
architectural and engineering services for a
large-scale biologics manufacturing facility
in Cruiserath, County Dublin, Ireland
for Bristol-Myers Squibb. The facility is
being built to produce multiple therapies
for the company’s portfolio of approved
and investigational biologic medicines. The
facility also increases Bristol-Myers Squibb’s
biologics manufacturing capacity, including
multiple large scale bioreactors, a purification
area and office and laboratory space.
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National Institute for
Bioprocessing Research
and Training (NIBRT)
Jacobs designed a facility that enables
biopharma firms to receive hands-on,
competency-based training programs.
The project provided pilot-scale, research
laboratories and lecture and administrative
facilities. From its Dublin office, Jacobs
handled project management, architectural
design and civil, structural, mechanical and
electrical services. The International Society
of Pharmaceutical Engineering awarded
NIBRT a Facility of the Year Special
Recognition Award (FOYA) for Novel
Collaboration which recognized the project’s
innovation in facility design, construction,
and operation.

Best practices
and accolades
Jacobs has a strong history, talented people,
and long-standing prominence in the

E&C space. Jacobs was recently named
one of Fortune Magazine’s Most Admired
Companies, and was listed by Forbes on
the Forbes Just 100, a list of America’s best
corporate citizens based on pay and benefits,
worker treatment, leadership and ethics,
environmental impact and community wellbeing.
Jacobs is committed to a culture of caring
in which safety, health and welfare are top
priorities. This is practiced at Jacobs through the
BeyondZero® program, which promotes a true
culture where concern for employees’ health,
safety and welfare extends beyond office walls
and includes families and communities.
Jacobs’ commitment to caring goes
beyond its people, the company recently
became a Platform Partner with the 100
Resilient Cities program, pioneered by The
Rockefeller Foundation. The program is
dedicated to helping cities around the world
become more resilient to physical, social and
economic challenges.

Jacobs’ commitment
to building long-term
client relationships
and capabilities has
helped it become one
of the largest and most
diverse companies in
the engineering and
construction (E&C)
industry. Jacobs learns
its clients’ business and
partners with them to
drive innovative end-toend solutions.

For more information, visit www.jacobs.com
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HELPING WORLD
LEADING COMPANIES
IMPROVE LIVES

PHARMA
&
BIOTECH

MEDICAL
/TECH
DEVICE

SEMICONDUCTOR

DATA
CENTRE
/ICT

FOOD
&
BEVERAGE

Delivering niche technical & engineering expertise
World leading manufacturers have been choosing LotusWorks as their partner of
choice for Commissioning, Calibration, Operations & Maintenance & Automation
scopes of work for almost three decades across Europe and North America.

Be part of our continued success:
Commissioning teams helping client facility systems perform to operational needs
High-performing operation, maintenance and calibration teams helping to
lower capital and operating budgets
Knowledgeable and experienced automation teams working with the latest
technology

GREAT COMPANY | GREAT OPPORTUNITIES | GREAT BENEFITS
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An eye to
the Future
Intel Capital leads investment of over $30m in VR and robotics start-ups

I

ntel Capital has invested in two
start-ups in the areas of robotics and
VR as it prepares for the next wave of
technology innovation. The company
has invested $15m in Paris-based
Chronocam, a maker of advanced vision
sensors for robots, drones and self-driving cars.
The chip giant has also invested $15.2m
in a Chicago-based company called InContext
Solutions that develops virtual reality solutions
for retailers.
Intel confirmed the news at its global
summit in San Diego, where it announced
investment of over $38m in start-ups, in
markets such as augmented reality and internet
of things (IoT).
The investments follow on the heels
of the chip giant acquiring Irish machine
vision chip maker Movidius recently for a
rumored $300m.
Chronocam makes computer vision
technology that analyses captured images on
a pixel-by-pixel basis in real time, for instant
decision-making by machines such as cars in

changing weather situations.
The company hopes to begin shipping its
technology next year. “Conventional computer
vision approaches are not well suited to the
requirements of a new generation of visionenabled systems,” said Luca Verre, CEO and
co-founder of Chronocam.
“For example, autonomous vehicles require
faster sensing systems which can operate in a
wider variety of ambient conditions.
“In the IoT segment, power budgets,
bandwidth requirements and integration
within sensor networks make today’s vision
technologies impractical and ineffective.”
InContext Solutions effectively brings
retail experiences into the VR world. This
brings to $40m in capital that the company
has raised from investors, including
Plymouth Venture Partners and Hyde Park
Venture Partners.
The company’s technology helps to give
retailers an understanding of how goods and
concepts in store are catching consumers’
eyes using heat maps, and this helps retailers

develop new concepts.
“This latest round of funding gives us
strong strategic backers who share our vision
of even more robust, fully immersive virtual
reality solutions for retail,” said Mark Hardy,
CEO of InContext Solutions.
“We have long been a leader in webbased VR, and this investment allows us to
aggressively develop our VR platform, further
lowering costs and improving speed and
revenue for our clients.”
By merging Intel technology with
InContext’s, retailers will be able to conceive
optimal shopper experiences that reduce risk
and improve the bottom line.
“Intel believes virtual reality has great
potential to disrupt retail and manufacturing,
and InContext’s platform has demonstrated
the value VR and merged reality can provide
to those industries,” said Joe Jensen, VP of the
IoT group and general manager of the retail
solutions division at Intel.
“We’re pleased to enter this relationship to
bring best-in-class VR to market.”
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A culture of Continuous
Improvement
LotusWorks: Leveraging experience to support industry leaders with facility
commissioning and maintenance solutions
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T

he size of semiconductor
chips and electronic devices
has shrunk dramatically
since inception in the 1970’s.
Advances in semiconductor
design and manufacturing of the modern
chip now enable greater speed, data density,
and diversity in the number of functions that
the resultant electronic devices can perform.
As performance demands on today’s highly
sophisticated semiconductor chips continue
to grow, so too does the need to manufacture
increasingly larger batches of chips with
greater precision and smaller dimensions.
Along with these pressures comes the need
to expand engineering expertise and foster
an ongoing continuous improvement mind
set. This is where the LotusWorks teams
excel and add value to their semiconductor
manufacturing clients.
In Europe and the US, LotusWorks
provide solutions and support that ensure
innovative organizations have the best
engineering and technical talent to help
commission, maintain and add value to their
facilities, facilities that are manufacturing
products which are changing the world.
The company founded and headquartered
in Ireland, has a large portfolio of wellknown clients across various sectors. However
its international reach now extends to the
US and in the past decade into Singapore,
Israel & South America. The semiconductor
industry is one of the industries LotusWorks
has supported for two decades with technical
and engineering expertise, especially within
the commissioning and operations &
maintenance areas.
Semiconductor chips are an essential
enabling technology for many tools, gadgets,
and devices that are a hallmark of modern life.
They provide inexpensive, fast computing power
for a wide range of electronic devices across the
Internet Of Things (IOT).
Gareth Carr, LotusWorks key account
manager, has worked within the industry on
multiple projects for over two decades, Gareth
comments; “In today’s environment, building
new state of the art semiconductor fabs or
retrofitting existing facilities involves developing
creative, cost effective solutions around
start-up & commissioning or operations &
maintenance, to control spiraling cost. New fabs
are designed with a focus on time-to-market,

Gareth Carr, Key Account Manager, LotusWorks

Recent studies have
shown that on average
the operating costs
of commissioned
facilities range 8% to
20% below that of
non-commissioned
buildings
improved management of yield, optimization
of facility support systems and energy
conservation. Lessons learned from existing
manufacturing facilities relating to the start-up &
commissioning and operations & maintenance
activities are being effectively implemented in
these new fabs. Our expert teams are onsite to
support the client’s strategic objectives, we’re here
to create and add value to their builds or projects.
It’s impossible to add tangible value without
a comprehensive continuous improvement
culture, our culture has evolved from hands
on experience, and it’s that culture that is
differentiating factor for LotusWorks today.”
Traditionally, owners and managers of
large scale builds assigned commissioning
responsibility to general contractors. Today,
owners are engaging with expert commissioning
teams to work collaboratively with design
and construction teams on new build projects
as independent representatives to ensure
unbiased execution of the commissioning
process. It’s in that capacity that LotusWorks
has engaged in commissioning projects with

major semi-conductor clients. “The need for
input at a design stage and a well thought
out commissioning plan, prior to issue for
construction is becoming increasingly adopted.
We’ve executed the process on large scale
projects in the Semi Conductor, Bio Medical
and Pharmaceutical sectors for two decades
so it’s enhanced our knowledge of a wide
range of building designs and facilitated a
high proficiency in commissioning techniques.
More importantly for our clients, that broad
knowledge and experience allows us to fully
assess and quickly identify obstacles before
they become major issues in the construction
phase, which otherwise would have resulted in
substantial rework costs,” comments Gareth.
In the past, commissioning was viewed
as an added expense to the overall project,
however Gareth has noticed a change- clients
are now reflecting lower overall costs and
benefit from improved facility performance
after engaging with an experienced
commissioning team. “Recent studies have
shown that on average the operating costs
of commissioned facilities range 8% to 20%
below that of non-commissioned buildings.
It’s not just on the commissioning
front that the LotusWorks team bring their
expertise, they’ve been working with some
world leading organizations, on a long term
basis, and support operations & maintenance
activities for these clients.
Gareth explains “We focus on supporting
our clients strategic goals and objectives through
our continuous improvement culture of cost
reduction and productivity improvements. Our
multi-disciplinary teams work in unison with
our clients engineering teams and integrate
seamlessly into their environment. This coupled
with our proactive problem solving approach
gives world leading organizations the edge and
that’s where our teams excel.”
The new potential of the Internet Of
Things offers promise for the future of the
semi-conductor industry and there have been
dramatic changes in chip complexity in addition
to incredible industry advancements. What’s
certain is the industry will continue to need
the experience, knowledge and continuous
improvement mind-set that LotusWorks has
cultivated over three decades.
Learn more about the value LotusWorks offer:
www.lotusworks.com
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DCU’s Grand
Ambition
Last year, Dublin City University Business School (DCU) received official
recognition from the US-based Association to Advance Collegiate Schools of
Business (AACSB), the world’s oldest accrediting body for business schools
following a lengthy review process. Only around 5% of the world’s business
schools have earned the accreditation and this recognition places DCU in the
world’s top tier of business schools

A

s one of Europe’s most
dynamic young business
schools, DCU Business
School is truly alive
with ambition. We have
redefined the boundaries of the traditional
business school, collaborating on multiple
levels with business, industry and
government. Being responsive to the needs
of people, organizations, economies and
societies is at the heart of all our programs,
and it gives us a momentum not readily
achieved by older institutions.
We develop our students’ capability to
bring sustainable value to their organizations
and to society at large, to confidently manage
and lead in environments that are not
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predictable, and to prepare them for diverse,
dynamic career paths over their lifetimes.
The quality of our teaching, small class sizes
and high levels of industry engagement make
us stand out, and have been recognized by
AACSB, the oldest and most prestigious
global accrediting body for business schools.
Our graduates leave us equipped
to analyze with precision, and think
strategically; empowered to solve business
problems creatively and to act with conviction
and confidence at senior level in their
organizations. As our programs have become
increasingly global in scope and our student
body more international, our alumni are
networked across the globe making a real
contribution to companies and economies in

over 60 countries across five continents.
In everything we do, we do it with an
energy and an entrepreneurial zeal that is our
hallmark. It is what we are known for, as part
of Ireland’s University of Enterprise, located
in one of Europe’s most thriving business
locations, Dublin city, European headquarters
hub for the world’s top technology, financial
services, pharma and life sciences.
We focus on strategically important
business sectors in Ireland, and take pride
in the impact our engagement has on Irish
industry and, increasingly, on international
organizations. We recognize that these
connections are key to delivering a unique
student experience. Our solid industry
relationships have allowed us to instill an
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“Our solid industry
relationships have
allowed us to instill an
enterprising culture
into our courses, which
has resulted in DCU
Business School’s
reputation for being
Ireland’s most innovative
business school.”
enterprising culture into our courses, which
has resulted in DCU Business School’s
reputation for being Ireland’s most innovative
business school.
Our research agenda addresses the myriad
challenges facing modern organizations,
providing solutions that deliver real-world
impact. Our research centers are leaders in
their fields, bringing valuable insight and
new thinking to entrepreneurs, innovators,
managers, leaders and policy makers.
DCU Center for Family Business applies

its expertise to the unique challenges of family
business in Ireland, with an increasingly
relevant role for international audiences. The
Center translates Irish and international
research into best practice for current family
business owners and their successors.
Drawing on a long-established
reputation of excellence in the HRM and
Organizational Psychology group at DCU,
the Leadership and Talent Institute is the
first center of excellence of its kind in Ireland.
From the impact of leadership styles to the
management of talent, the Institute’s research
has found application in SMEs, multinational
companies and the public sector.

The Irish Center for Cloud Computing
and Commerce (IC4) uses a lean, rapid-cycle
approach to accelerate the development and
adoption of Cloud Computing across all
sectors. It functions as a powerful showcase of
Ireland’s strong capability in the field.
The Dublin Aviation Institute is a
joint venture between DCU and daa
International, which delivers global
leadership in aviation research and
education, working closely with industry
partners to support the growth of the sector
and the professionalization of its workforce.
Visit: www.dcu.ie/business
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It’s what’s inside that counts at Intel Ireland
People are at the heart of all that is made possible at
Intel Ireland. Some of the world’s brightest and best
minds work every day in the spirit of collaboration and
excellence to deliver the innovations of tomorrow, today.

intel.ie

Discover the splendor of...

Malahide Castle & Gardens is the perfect location to impress your international guests,
we can cater for a range of different events from

private Guided Tours of the Castle - drinks receptions & entertainment - private dining Options
Team Building & incentive days - Meeting & Conference room Hire - On-site Catering

Open daily all year rOund
To explore your ideas further contact our Sales & Marketing department on +353 1 866 6784
or email pollardj@shannonheritage.com
www.malahidecastleandgardens.ie
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Delivering Impact
University College Dublin has played a key role in shaping modern Ireland.
Professor Orla Feely, Vice-President for Research, Innovation and Impact, UCD
discusses the university’s proud record and its links to Silicon Valley

S

ince its foundation in 1854,
University College Dublin
has made an extraordinary
contribution to the creation
of modern Ireland, based on
successful engagement with Irish society
on every level and across every sphere of
activity. Today, UCD has more than 33,000
students, and is delivering excellence and
impact in education, research, innovation and
community engagement. The university’s main
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Belfield campus in Dublin is the largest urban
parkland campus in Europe, and includes
woodland walks and historic houses alongside
state-of-the-art facilities for education,
research, accommodation and sport.
UCD is Ireland’s global university, with
faculty and students from more than 130
countries. The university has global centers
in the United States, China, India and South
East Asia, and degrees are delivered to over
5,500 students on overseas campuses. As the

number one university for international students
coming to Ireland, UCD welcomes students on
short-term exchange visits as well as full degree
programs, with international students making
up 25% of the Belfield student body. UCD has
a worldwide network of graduates, with those in
Silicon Valley including Dave Burke at Google,
Liam Madden at Xilinx and John O’ Farrell at
Andreessen Horowitz.
UCD has a long tradition of excellence
in Information and Communication
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Technologies (ICT), supporting the
development of the sector in Ireland and
beyond through the provision of talent and
expertise. The university lies at the heart of
the dynamic technology sector in Dublin,
with more than 300 tech/online companies
located within 30 minutes of the UCD
campus, including Facebook, Google, HP,
IBM, Intel and Microsoft.
UCD’s ICT research covers fields such as
data analytics, artificial intelligence, internet
of things, smart systems, privacy and security.
Engineering faculty of distinction include
Professor Tom Brazil, President of the IEEE
Microwave Theory and Techniques Society, and
Professor Robert Bogdan Staszewski, winner
of an IEEE Circuits and Systems Industrial
Pioneer Award. UCD has some of the most
highly cited researchers worldwide in machine
learning and in several domains of artificial
intelligence. Many of these are based in the

€88m Insight Center for Data Analytics, the
largest investment in a single research center in
the history of the Irish state.
Interdisciplinary research is a particular
strength of UCD, drawing from the
unusually broad range of disciplines to be
found in the university. For example, UCD
has key expertise in agriculture and food,
ranking first globally in citations per paper
at scale. By combining this expertise with its
expertise in ICT, UCD has developed major
research activities in areas such as precision
agriculture and health. A UCD professor of
bioinformatics is author of two of the top
thirty most highly cited research papers of
all time, describing his program for DNA
sequence analysis, now a global standard.
This has contributed to a major research
presence for UCD in personalized medicine.
Other interdisciplinary research programs
with strong ICT input include smart cities,

industry 4.0 and digital humanities.
As Ireland’s leader in innovation, technology
transfer and commercialization, UCD works
actively to derive impact from its leading-edge
research outputs. UCD has strategic partnerships
with companies such as Intel and Microsoft, and
IBM has two co-labs with UCD on the Belfield
campus. Some of Ireland’s most successful
start-ups have come through NovaUCD,
the university’s center for new ventures and
entrepreneurs. UCD is a leading partner in
the €60m University Bridge Fund, managed
by Atlantic Bridge, launched in 2016 to invest
in early-stage companies with global potential
arising from the Irish university system.
UCD welcomes the opportunity to connect with
alumni or with those seeking to engage with the
university’s research and innovation activities. Email
alumni@ucd.ie or workwithus@ucd.ie to find out
more. www.ucd.ie
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The Kingdom
One of the best places in the world to live and do business

T

he Kerry brand is known
worldwide. County Kerry
in Ireland’s southwest has
produced and is host to some
of the best known international
business names like crane manufacturer,
Liebherr, financial services company, FEXCO,
and the international food and ingredients
giant, Kerry Group.
Its tourism brand is also renowned across
the globe with top international attractions like
the Lakes of Killarney, the Dingle Peninsula,
and the Ring of Kerry.
Kerry is a great place to live in as well as to
do business.
It is not just large international companies
which are based in Kerry. The county is a hub of
enterprise and business activity with hundreds
of small and medium enterprises in operation.
It was a Kerry man, Richard Cantillon, who
first coined the phrase ‘entrepreneur’ in the
eighteenth century and his native county
continues to exemplify an entrepreneurial spirit.
Kerry is also at the cutting edge in
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It was a Kerry man,
Richard Cantillon, who
first coined the phrase
‘entrepreneur’ in the
eighteenth century
and his native county
continues to exemplify
an entrepreneurial spirit.
education, training and skills. It’s location in
the southwest gives it easy access to world class
universities in Cork and Limerick as well as to
its own Institute of Technology in Tralee, the
county’s largest town. The Institute offers study
opportunities in business, tourism, engineering,

construction, science and computing and
attracts almost 4,000 students from all over
Ireland and beyond.
Working in harmony with each other
has been a hallmark of Kerry’s viability as a
business base. Inter-agency collaboration is
spearheaded by the local government authority
for the county, Kerry County Council. Apart
from providing a range of public services
and amenities, the Council has a key role in
economic development.
Support for new and existing businesses
is provided by Kerry County Council
through its Local Enterprise Office (www.
localenterprise.ie/kerry). The office offers
support, advice and training for new and
existing businesses in a friendly and effective
way. The Council’s Economic Development
Officer is the first port of call for prospective
investors or new businesses in Kerry –
Bridget Fitzgerald can be contacted at
(+353)66 7183500.
Ireland’s foreign direct investment agency,
the Industrial Development Authority, has
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Tom Crean Business centre

Top-class educational facilities

Inch beach on the Dingle Peninsula

Food producers at the Kerry Food Hub

developed a 2,300 square-meter purpose-built
facility in Tralee which offers prospective
clients a ready-made property solution for
new enterprises.
Kerry’s Technology Park, which is home
to 300 employees in a variety of high-end and
high-tech enterprises, gives Kerry a further
edge in fostering the entrepreneurial spirit.
The Tom Crean Business Center – named
after the famous Antarctic explorer and
Kerry native, Tom Crean – provides start-ups
with the support and facilities they need to
grow and prosper and is now a base for 22
indigenous companies.
Quick and easy access to the county is a
key attraction. As well as being close to air hubs
in Cork and Shannon, Kerry Airport offers
flights to and from Dublin, Frankfurt Hahn and
London (Luton and Stansted) – and from late
2017, Berlin – allowing for same-day journeys
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Kerry’s Writer in Residence Programme

to Dublin, the UK and Europe. Connections
to eight US cities through Dublin allow for
journeys from Kerry to the US.
Apart from the obvious benefits of
setting up or running a business in Kerry,
where the cost of living is low, the quality
of life offered is exceptional. Located on
the magical Wild Atlantic Way route along
Ireland’s internationally renowned Atlantic
coastline, Kerry offers pristine beaches, a clean
environment, high-quality cycling and walking
routes and a range of outdoor leisure pursuits
and facilities.
A vibrant arts and culture scene in areas
like film, theater and music along with a proud
sporting heritage offer further attractions
to those seeking a healthy, fulfilling and
sustainable lifestyle.
@countykerry info@countykerry.ie

A vibrant education and training hub

Institute of Technology Tralee
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Wireless Testing
Test and Trial Ireland is a service whereby ComReg, Ireland’s Commission for
Communications Regulation, provides easy and inexpensive access to radio
spectrum to small and large telecommunications companies for test and/or trial
purposes. ComReg Commissioner Gerry Fahy talks to Silicon Valley Global.

I

reland continues to be viewed
by international trendsetters
in the world of wireless
telecommunications as an
ideal location for carrying out
experimental, innovative work. ComReg,
Ireland’s national telecommunications
regulator, has been providing a service to
innovative companies to help them advance
the telecommunications industry. ComReg
is responsible for regulating the electronic
communications sector and it is also
responsible for managing Ireland’s valuable
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radio spectrum resource.
In this regard, ComReg has developed
a reputation, internationally, for its astute
management of the use of the radio
spectrum in Ireland. This led to the launch of
ComReg’s Test and Trial Ireland initiative.
Test and Trial Ireland is a service whereby
ComReg provides easy and inexpensive
access to radio spectrum to small and large
telecommunications companies for test and/
or trial purposes. It is a service which can be
obtained via an online applications process
that, on average, is concluded in less than 10

days after receipt of the application.
One of the key attractions of Test and
Trial Ireland is that companies can request
access to almost any radio frequency band,
thus enabling global, regional or local market
opportunities to be exploited. In addition,
businesses and consumers can jointly
participate in a trial thus allowing companies
to gain valuable customer experience feedback
prior to commercial launch.
To many it would appear that the idea
of the Test and Trial Ireland service was a
born winner: “Yes, it was an obvious idea on
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several levels,” ComReg Commissioner Gerry
Fahy affirms. “Ireland is on the periphery of
mainland Europe and gets minimal radio
interference, and has radio frequencies
available for test and trial.
“In other countries, access to radio spectrum
can be restricted by military use, by international
borders or by high density populations. Such
factors are important when it comes to making
use of radio spectrum for tests.”
So it seems that Ireland’s unique
geographic position, allied to some innovative
thinking, is a major plus for ComReg in
offering Ireland as a location to innovative
companies from around the world to test
or trial wireless services. Other countries
congested airwaves are Ireland’s opportunity.
“Ireland has spare spectrum capacity
which we make available to encourage
innovation and help companies develop
wireless devices and services for commercial
application,” Gerry enthuses. “We realized
that we could package this spectrum up in a
service offering for companies and innovators
who wanted to do real-world wireless testing
and needed a location to do so.”
Gerry Fahy explains that in talking and
listening to clients ComReg’s team uncovered
that companies weren’t able to carry out
the same tests and trials in other countries
because of either interference or intense
use of spectrum. “It’s basically a case of us
empowering or helping companies where we
can through a streamlined licensing service,”
explains Gerry who has been a commissioner
with ComReg for the last three years.
“Our service is user-friendly, very easy
to access and low administrative costs apply;
being just €100 for a license covering a
calendar year.”
A win-win situation for innovative
companies then?
“Exactly. But we need to make companies
aware of the fact that they can very quickly test
out their new wireless ideas and refine their
performance in a real-world environment that
is easy to work in using Test and Trial Ireland.”
One of the major multi-national
companies to take advantage of the Test
and Trial Ireland initiative this year was
Silver Spring Networks, which completed
wireless infrastructure tests for Internet of
Things (“IoT”) applications prior to rolling
out a commercial IoT network canopy in

Commissioner, Gerry Fahy

“Ireland is on the
periphery of mainland
Europe and gets minimal
radio interference, and
has radio frequencies
available for test and
trial. In other countries,
access to radio spectrum
can be restricted
by military use, by
international borders
or by high density
populations. Such
factors are important
when it comes to making
use of radio spectrum
for tests.”

Crossmolina, County Mayo.
“The Internet of Things is core to the
future,” Galway-born Fahy assures us. “In due
course, we’ll see companies and industries
currently not using wireless creating new
applications and services as a result of wireless”.
“I would be confident that Ireland has an
advantage in attracting wireless technology
companies here because we have harmonized
radio spectrum available and our Test and
Trial Ireland service capitalizes on that.”
“Our view is that if we can attract
companies from Silicon Valley (California) and
from all around the world, we can then show
them that Ireland has the perfect innovation
mix, and particularly that we have the right
spectrum in the right locations for testing.”
Many industries rely on radio spectrum
indirectly but the fact that more than a
dozen companies from industries as diverse
as mobile, transport and energy availed of
ComReg’s Test and Trial Ireland service in
2015 highlights the potential.
It is little wonder that ComReg personnel
are keen to promote the service. Indeed, slowly
but surely wireless innovators, worldwide,
are being brought up to speed by Ireland’s
telecommunications regulator on how to
exploit the country’s abundance of spectrum.
Still a relatively small part of ComReg’s
overall work, Test and Trial Ireland is,
nonetheless, a service the regulator strongly
promotes to relevant companies.
Test and Trial Ireland is increasingly
attractive to wireless technology companies
keen on exploiting early mover advantages
and testing their ideas in a real-world
environment. Test and Trial Ireland aligns
well with Ireland’s broad innovation
ecosystem through the collaboration of
Enterprise Ireland, IDA, SFI and the various
research centers, which client companies can
tap into, and which many do.
Commissioner Fahy sees the promotion
of Test and Trial Ireland as key to Ireland’s
exploitation of its available radio spectrum. “It
is a great result when our clients endorse the
benefits of our service, including at various
symposiums around the world. While our
message definitely is getting out there we
will continue to promote that Test and Trial
Ireland is open for business.”
Please visit testandtrial.ie for more information.
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EUROPE FOR BIG DATA
William Fry, in association with Forbes, has produced the Europe for Big Data Report which
explores key themes related to big data. A survey of 200 C-suite business executives from leading
companies around the world demonstrates why so many leading international organisations have
already established European HQs in Ireland as a decision centre for EMEA and EU data strategies.

DATA-DRIVEN COMPANIES

IRELAND

96%

VIEW IRELAND
AS A FAVOURABLE
INVESTMENT
LOCATION

82%

RATE IRELAND’S DATARELATED REGULATORY
CLIMATE AS

73%

NEW EU DATA REGIME

GOOD TO
EXCELLENT
DATA BECOMING THE NEW DRIVER

2 OF THE

TOP 5

LOCATION DRIVERS

OF NONTECHNOLOGY
ORGANISATIONS
MAKE EXTENSIVE
USE OF TECHNOLOGY

76% AGREE
TIGHTER REGULATORY
CONTROLS ARE THE BEST
WAY FORWARD

REGIONAL HUBS
BIG DATA DECISION MAKING,
OPERATIONS AND/OR STRATEGIES
FOR REGIONS NOW BEING LOCATED
WITHIN THOSE REGIONS
US

EU

ASIA

REGULATION OF DATA IS BECOMING A KEY
FACTOR DRIVING WHERE TO LOCATE DATA
CONTROL HUBS WITHIN A REGION

KEEP EU DATA IN EUROPE

81% AGREE
CONCERN OVER PRIVACY
AND RELATED ISSUES IS
A KEY DRIVER

75%

BELIEVE DATA-DRIVEN
INVESTMENT IN EUROPE WILL
BE IN PHYSICAL FACILITIES

To find out more, contact Andrew McIntyre, Partner & Head of William Fry’s San Francisco Office
(E: andrew.mcintyre@williamfry.com / T: +1 650 255 0212)
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Your Global
eCommerce Partner
We reduce the complexities in international shipping and
support you in offering your customers a holistic online shopping
experience. Contact ie.ecommerce@dhl.com for further details.
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